FALL 2020 RETURN TO CAMPUS PLAN
August 2020

Workplace & Health Safety
Contingency Plan 1: Employee Considerations for Fall classes beginning with social distancing
expectations.
Building on the College’s plan for a gradual and staggered return to campus for faculty and staff, the
following additional actions will need to occur to ensure that employees on campus are prepared to
start the fall semester, including serving students in person, while also practicing social distancing.
Training
•

•

Mandatory training will be provided for employees to:
➢ Educate employees on the important measures Coastal Georgia is implementing to
create a safe and healthy work environment.
➢ Understand basic information about COVID-19 and how it is spread from person-toperson.
➢ Emphasize the important role that all employees have in proactively creating a safe and
healthy working environment.
➢ Convey COVID-19 related Human Resource policies and procedures.
Training on how to disinfect and what areas to frequently clean in work spaces.

Signage

•
•

•
•
•
•

Signage posted to remind of physical distancing.
Signage posted in areas throughout campus to strongly encourage employees to self-monitor
daily for COVID-19, including daily screening questions and where to go to get tested. There is
no mandatory logging of information needed, nor is it mandatory to get tested prior to coming
to work.
Signage and training created regarding requirements to wear face covering, how to wear and
care for cloth masks.
Directional signage posted on campus on how to proceed to maintain a safe distance.
Post maximum occupancy in common break areas and configure to accommodate appropriate
physical distancing.
Post maximum occupancy outside of all restrooms with message to open door and to ask if the
space is occupied.

Campus Facilities

•
•
•

Custodians in every building cleaning restrooms, handrails, push bars, and door handles per
cleaning schedule established in the Return to Work Plan.
Removal of any furnishings needed to promote physical distancing in areas to include
conference rooms and waiting areas.
Facility infection control process in the event of a positive test to include:
➢ Close off the areas used by a sick person and do not use these areas until after cleaning
and disinfecting.
➢ Wait at least 24 hours before cleaning and disinfecting. .If 24 hours is not feasible wait
as long as possible.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

➢ Improve ventilation in contaminated area if / as possible.
➢ A qualified contractor or the college facilities team will clean and disinfect the areas.
Remove any reusable items in break areas to include sponges, etc.
Remove high-touch items such as common use pens or magazines.
Provide hand sanitizer in as many common areas as possible.
Work through creative ways to meet with students, as needed. This could include locating
additional conference spaces nearby where physical distancing can occur or through the use of
technology.
Open gates for employee parking behind Hargett Administration Building entrance so no use of
PIN access needed to enter.
Additional information specific to faculty with regard to instructional expectations/plans are
addressed in the Academics & Outreach section.

Employee
Distribute three cloth face coverings for on campus employees. Employees may pick up masks in either
the Human Resource Office or in the Camden Center Business Office upon their return to campus
Travel
Travel for faculty and staff in the USG will be guided by the up-to-date travel guidance from the CDC.
Institutions will receive updated information as the situation changes. Faculty and staff who are
traveling back to their campus from a region that is in the midst of a COVID-19 increase should follow
the appropriate CDC guidelines related to self-quarantine.
Currently, travel is only very limited or none. Travel often is done by employees for professional
development. The following opportunities are available to employees for professional development
without additional cost:

•
•
•
•

Skillsoft online training -- provides employees with over 3,000 professional development
courses. Weekly topics of possible interest will be emailed to employees to further encourage
ongoing growth and development.
Financial and well-being development through the current programs provided by the University
System.
Free webinars and other offerings provided by professional groups.
An online teaching certification course, developed by eCore, is being offered to all faculty as a
summer professional development opportunity, and several faculty book groups are being
organized over the summer as well as around topics of online learning and student success.
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Contingency Plan 2: Employee Considerations for Fall classes to begin fully online.
AND
Contingency Plan 3: Employee Considerations if classes move to an online format for a period of time
during the semester.
For Workplace & Health Safety, should the College change from face-to-face instruction to either Plan 2
or Plan 3, the plans do not change.
New Hires
As new hires occur during the upcoming months, we will continue to process them as we currently have
been doing. Initially employees receive their new hire paperwork by email which they complete and
submit back to Human Resources. On the new employees first day of work, they come to campus for
manager and Human Resource meetings. During this meeting, the new hire meets in a large conference
space as determined by the hiring manager to allow for physical distancing. At this meeting all
paperwork is reviewed and processed. Currently, Coastal Georgia is on track to move to the Equifax
Onboarding module on July 23, which will assist with employment paperwork completion and
submission o-line. Even so, the new hire will still meet with their new Manager and Human Resources
their first day on campus.
Options for Current Employees
Policies and procedures are currently in place for each option.

•
•
•

Flexible schedules
Hybrid work schedules
Remote work environment

Most employees have been able to operate remotely with minimal problems. According to our current
plan, some employees have teleworked, some have worked schedules that are a hybrid of telework and
on-campus work hours, some have amended on-campus work schedules, and some have continued to
work their existing schedule on-campus. Employees have been permitted on campus to access items
from their offices. Managers are responsible to ensure minimal employees are on campus within their
department.
All employees were provided with the Guidance for Teleworking document for guidance and general
expectations relative to teleworking as defined by USG policy. This document will be provided again
should we move from face-to-face.
Additional equipment needs for employees to move to telework
Most of the needed equipment is currently in place for employees who are teleworking. Another review
may be done to review for specific needs, budget availability or new processes. Some of the areas of
concern that have been noted include additional office equipment (i.e. printers, additional monitor,
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headsets, office chair) and hot spots for employees without internet access. For faculty teaching online,
webcams with built-in microphones are being ordered to aid in online and hybrid course delivery.
Employees that are required to remain on campus and should remain on campus and practice social
distancing while still having student residence life operational.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Campus Police
Student Life Hall Directors
Plant Operations
Residence Life and Housing – Directors, Residence Assistant Staff, Corvias Operations Manager
and staff
Dining Staff
Bookstore Staff

Departments which require personnel on campus for operations during specific times of the semester
other than those listed, if we have student residence life operational.
Departments coming to campus while teleworking for weeks leading up to, the beginning of and other
distinguishable times during the semester include:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Each office: Periodic checks for mail
Academic Affairs: Access to faculty personnel files.
Science Lab Coordinators: 6 weeks prior to start of semester (wash all glassware, repack lab
boxes, wash lab coats, initialize/calibrate/service equipment, deal with hazardous waste,
restocking supplies, replacing bulbs in in UV sterilizer cabinets, and inventory chemicals. Lab
coordinators have different storage areas and so they can work with physical distancing. During
semester: Working in prep rooms for preparing virtual labs. Computers can be moved to prep
rooms so that they don’t need to go to offices in order to have better social distancing. In
addition, we will need to do periodic checks on the labs, as well as safety checks on the
eyewashes/showers. Also, will need to be on campus at least twice a week to feed and take care
of our living specimens.
Nursing Lab Assistant: Works in isolation and will continue to come to campus to work on
programming (simulation mannequins, medication dispensing) regardless of the instructional
format.
Career Services: Depending on campus practices, could have a combination of virtual and inperson student appointments. Minimally, would need to come to campus periodically for tasks
such as bulk printing and certain paperwork requiring accessing hard copy files.
Testing Services: Contingent on the number of students needing tests that cannot be proctored
remotely (e.g., Accuplacer).
Advising Center: If students are on campus, they will need to be on campus before the semester
begins and during add/drop for registration. They could rotate who is in the office to ensure
social distancing, but would need at least three advisors on campus during add/drop. Ongoing
throughout the semester, someone would periodically need to go to the office for bulk printing,
interoffice mail, and paperwork requiring file access.
Service-Learning: Will need to come to campus periodically throughout the semester to retrieve
files/documents/resources and can easily rotate days as necessary.
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•
•
•
•
•

ATTIC: Will need just 1 – 2 days per week, depending on the point in the semester, for routine
paperwork.
Registrar: Will rotate staff to campus to have a solid connection to the phone system (one
person per day). Otherwise, periodic checks for mail are needed.
Financial Aid & Bursar: Will need to have some staff presence to advise and assist students.
Human Resources: Will continue to rotate in and out as needed.
Business Affairs: Will continue to rotate in and out as needed.

Practices in place to ensure that faculty have access to their offices and other necessary areas of
campus while also allowing for the practice of social distancing and the safety of other essential
personnel who may be on campus.
Faculty will continue with same process as they have currently. Faculty members have access to their
offices and common department areas where mailboxes and printers/copiers are located. They will
communicate with their department chairs to ensure the number of people within office areas are in
compliance with physical distancing requirements.
Travel
Travel for faculty and staff in the USG will be guided by up-to-date travel guidance from the CDC.
Institutions will receive updated information as the situation changes.
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Academics and Outreach
The College of Coastal Georgia’s plan is created with safety as our priority for our employees
and students. This portion of our plan is aligned with the Workplace and Health Safety Plan
and follows current local, state and federal guidelines. As guidelines from experts and the USG
evolve, our plans will change appropriately.
Contingency Plan 1 – Fall classes begin with social distancing expectations
Based on the current guidelines for social distancing of 6ft minimum separation, this plan
details adaptation of work schedules, faculty/staff workload, class capacities and course
schedules. The following directions, as defined at the System level, provide the foundation for
Contingency 1 planning related to academics and outreach:
• For Fall 2020 courses and programs that were scheduled for online delivery prior to the
System-wide move to online learning in March 2020, there are no expectations for
changes to how they will be delivered.
• Faculty who are scheduled to teach face-to-face or hybrid classes in Fall 2020 should not
move their courses to fully online without approval by the appropriate department
chair
• Faculty who are in a higher risk population for severe illness relative to COVID-19 should
contact the College’s Office of Human Resources to begin the process of requesting
alternative arrangements for Fall 2020. Faculty will work in tandem with their
department chair, with coordination and approval by the Dean, to identify the best
alternate arrangement for delivering their courses.
• Faculty should have robust and flexible office hours in an appropriate format to ensure
students have the ability to interact one-on-one with faculty. During and throughout all
testing and exam periods, faculty are expected to be immediately available to handle
access and submission issues.
• For programs that require significant clinical, lab, and practicum experiences and where
factors related to COVID-19 will prevent the completion of these requirements, the
College will work to develop alternatives and mitigate any impact on student
progression whenever possible. The College will work with related accrediting bodies
and other agencies in developing appropriate alternatives.

Classroom Expectation
A critical component of this Contingency is to ensure that students and faculty are able to
maintain face to face interactions while remaining safe. To that end, the College of Coastal
Georgia completed an audit of its instructional spaces, including modification of use of some
non-instructional spaces to become instructional spaces. A maximum COVID-19 capacity was
determined for each space based on:
• Maintaining a minimum of 6ft between all occupants.
•
•

Adjusting the arrangement of furniture to establish a maximum capacity.
Ensuring that student success is not compromised.

Establishing maximum seating capacities sets the guiding principles for pedagogical methods
used, technology needed, and plans for ingress/egress.
The table in Appendix AO1 Classroom Seating Capacity provides a list of each classroom space,
the type of furniture available (fixed or adjustable), the type of instructional room (lab, seminar,
lecture), the traditional capacity, and the COVID capacity. The College recognizes that class
sizes and alternative delivery strategies should adhere to social distancing guidelines required
at the time, thus the stated capacities will remain fluid.
A challenge for the College of Coastal Georgia is the drastic decrease in available instructional
spaces seating 30 or more students. The analysis shows that of the 40 classrooms with
capacities of 30 or more students under normal circumstances, only 4 have a COVID capacity
above 30. With the conversion of current non-instructional spaces to instructional spaces, the
college gains 4 additional 30+ seat spaces, but these spaces are not ideal for instruction, as they
were originally designed for other purposes. The impact on course scheduling is significant,
with 53% of School of Business classes, 94 % of Arts and Sciences classes and, 80% of Nursing
and Health Sciences classes exceeding COVID class capacities. To meet the demands of our
students and maintain proper social distancing within our facilities, the following adjustments
will be made:
•

Adjust size of lab classes. Most labs will limit the wet lab occupancy to 10 or 12
students a week, with each group performing the same lab over a 2-week period, half
the students will come the first week and the other half the second week. No students
will be grouped. All students will work independently to ensure they are gaining the
requisite skills and knowledge.

•

Classes of 20 or less will be placed in an appropriate room

•

Small classes (~25-40) will move to larger lecture rooms (e.g., HS 112, Jones 102,
conference center auditorium, Stembler Theatre).

•

For 40+ seat classes, providing proper social distancing is challenging. A one-size fits all
approach is not possible for these courses. The following options will be implemented,
based on best practices within each discipline/program:
1) Provide a flipped classroom experience. This approach moves away from traditional
didactic lecture and provides more opportunities for active learning. All content is
delivered online and students come to class in small groups (1/3 of the class per
meeting or whatever is needed to ensure proper social distancing) to participate in
question and answer sessions, review sessions, small group learning, or active
learning exercises that best fit the specific discipline. Instructors will generally
provide an out-of-class assessment to guide in-class activities, allowing a laser focus
on the topics that students have found most difficult and those topics that are most
important to the learning outcomes of the class. Homework assignments, papers,
projects, exams, and other assignments will be structured so no student is at a
disadvantage from attending a Friday class session vs a Monday class session.
Flexibility, which is highly important, will be employed with this classroom approach.
2) Convert some face-to-face classes to hybrid. The same lesson would be provided inclass for multiple days (i.e., 1/3 of the class per meeting). The remainder of the
material would be provided online. Assessment strategies will be structured to
ensure all students have equal opportunity for success and do not have unfair
deadlines imposed. Flexibility, which is highly important for this strategy, will
include allowing students to select their attendance day, arrange extra
appointments with faculty for office hours, and have scheduled access to tutors.
3) Teach classes synchronously online and face-to-face. Some classes are not
conducive to splitting the lessons and class size across multiple days. In this case, an
appropriate portion of the class will meet (i.e., 20 of the 60 students) in each class
period. The rest of the students would synchronously watch the lecture online or in
an adjacent classroom. This does allow for students (and faculty) that are at high risk
to participate in the class without coming to campus. However, this approach
provides many challenges. All students and faculty need reliable internet service. In
addition, students with children at home or who are being required to work extra
hours, would have limited flexibility, as synchronous attendance is required.
4) Move larger classes fully online. Moving larger classes online for the semester would
make much needed instructional space available for critical face-to-face courses
(e.g., Gateway courses, LS courses, and skills-based courses)

What resources will be needed for the alternate classroom arrangements?
RESOURCE
PURPOSE
Microphones/PA system (10)
Ensure students can hear instructors with
masks on or from behind protective barriers
Web Cams (37)
Broadcasting lectures synchronously and
meeting with students.
Plexiglas shields at lecterns
Protect students and instructors
and desks (54)
One button Studio (2) with
Record asynchronous lectures and review
Light board
sessions for students
Polycom x50 with touch
Simulcasting from one classroom to another to
Panel (6)
split larger classes into two rooms

COST
$13,000
$3700
$5,076
$40,130
$60,000

Accrediting Bodies Impact
The College has several programs which must following accrediting body requirements for class
size, student to teacher ratios, clinical/internship requirements, and skills-based
labs/experiences. The following tables lists the program impacted, along with the governing
accrediting body:
Program

Nursing

Nursing

Radiological
Sciences

Culinary Arts

Teacher Education

Accrediting Body

GA Board of Nursing
Accreditation
Commission for
Education in Nursing
(ACEN)
Joint Review Committee
on Education in
Radiologic Technology
(JRCERT)
American Culinary
Federation
Education
Foundation (ACFEF)
Georgia Professional
Standards Commission
(GaPSC) & CAEP

Unique requirements
20:1 Student to FT faculty ratio and an 8:1
student to faculty/clinical instructor in clinical.
This ratio doesn't apply to lab, only clinical
sites.
Follows GaBON of nursing requirements

Clinical and hands-on experiences

Culinary competencies must be taught in a
culinary lab. 12:1 student teacher ratio is
suggested for safety concerns and for reasons
related to accreditation pedagogy
Clinical Field Experiences

The most challenging requirements for each program are clinical rotations, field experiences
(student teaching) and internship experiences. The accrediting bodies do allow for creative
alternatives to some of the clinical requirements, such as simulated experiences, but all bodies
require an external experience to be completed before graduation. Each program is addressing
these challenges with the following plans:
Nursing
A portion of clinical skills for nursing students are gained through hands-on labs, delivered at
the College in our simulation labs. Nursing faculty will offer more labs than usual, limiting the
seating in each lab to maintain social distancing. Some lab exercise will be modified to allow for
social distancing. The College’s state of the art simulation lab will provide students with a
portion of the clinical training; however, the majority of students’ clinical training must occur
with direct patient contact in a health care facility. Clinical rotations at hospitals and facilities
(Health Dept, Hospice, etc.) will only occur if students are allowed on premises (currently
facilities are not allowing students into facilities). ACEN and GaBON have not provided guidance
on alternatives at this time.
PPE requirements for nursing students: SGHS requires masks to be worn the entire time
students/clinical instructors are in the facility. Before students/clinical instructors can enter the
facility they will have to answer screening questions and their temperature will be taken by
SGHS staff. If they answer “yes” to any question or have a fever, they are not allowed to enter
the facility. We are awaiting direction from other facilities, but likely they will be similar to
SGHS. Some clinical facilities (mainly long-term care, senior-care, residential facilities) won’t
allow students this fall, so we will plan more lab and simulation activities for these students.
Radiological Science
The key to successful completion of the Radiological Science program is for students have
hands-on experience operating each modality (e.g., X-ray, CT, sonogram, etc.). The accrediting
body allows for a portion of the skills-based training to occur in the Colleges Radiology lab. For
those lab experiences, the RADT classes will be split in half with ½ students in the classroom
and ½ in the lab, projecting the instructors teaching to the class on a screen. This will maintain
social distancing with all cohort students still on campus for student-faculty and peer-peer
interaction. For co-taught classes, faculty could be in each room to answer questions and guide
discussions.
To meet the demands of the program, RADT will offer labs at various times so classes can be
split to maintain social distancing. Some lab exercises must be modified to allow for social
distancing.
The challenge of the external hands-on training is the limitations established by hospitals.
Currently, clinical rotations at hospitals and facilities will only occur if they allow students to
return to facilities. Clinical rotations at hospitals and facilities (Urgent Care and Orthopedic
Centers) will only occur if students are allowed on premises (currently facilities are not
allowing students into facilities). JRCERT has not provided alternatives to clinical
requirements as of this date.

Teacher Education
The completion of field experiences is a central component of teacher preparation programs.
Education faculty will continue to work closely with the Georgia Professional Standards
Commission (GaPSC) and partner school districts to guide student participation in these
experiences fall semester.
Culinary Arts
Requirements can be met within the current facilities without modification to instructional
strategies, except limiting labs to COVID class limits.
Momentum Approach/Student Success
The College of Coastal Georgia has been an active participant in the Momentum Year efforts
and has fully implemented strategies, including the reevaluation of processes and structures, to
make sure students at Coastal:
•
•
•

start out their college careers by making a purposeful choice in a focus area or program,
enter with a productive academic mindset,
follow clearly sequenced program maps that include:
o core English and math
o nine credits in the student’s academic focus area
o and 30 credits in their first year.

With these tenets fully embraced in the institutional culture, the changes associated with the
transition to an online environment have not resulted in the analysis of these as separate
strategies, but instead, a transfer exercise in which we continue to offer a holistic approach to
student success via a different modality. Additionally, through the Momentum Approach Plan,
the Institution has been engaged in extending the momentum year framework across the
breadth of the Institution and through the length of a student’s program of study. This section
will address the challenges that have been identified in the transition to fully online instruction,
and the plans to continue the Momentum year & Momentum Approach activities if the
institution was to transition to any of the possible Contingencies. This section will also address
contingency plans for our Student Advising Model, Instructional support (including SIs, peer
tutoring, and writing center), and for the various retention and student success activities on
campus.
As it can be seen from the other sections of the Return to Campus Planning document,
Contingency Plan 1 has required a deep exploration and analysis of challenges. The priority
work of the institutional Momentum Approach Plan, which directly intersects with academic
advising and student success, is the consolidation of Career Services and Academic Advising into
a single unit. As indicated in the Momentum Approach Plan, this consolidation will provide a
more holistic approach to student development where students are guided to start with the
end in mind and are supported throughout their college experience. This consolidation will
create a new COMPASS Career and Academic Advising office fully functional by Fall 2020

regardless of the contingency plan implemented; however, the plan for delivery of its function
will vary for the different contingencies. For Contingency 1, some of the identified challenges
include:
•
•

Students waiting for appointments and contact with student workers.
Supervision of social distancing for walk-in students.

•
•

Cleaning/Disinfecting areas.
Documentation and record-keeping.

The COMPASS Career and Academic Advising Office will also lead various key elements of the
Momentum Approach Plan.
•

•

Focus 2 Career assessment to the orientation program. This will be piloted during
Summer 2020 orientation and will be launched at scale for Fall 2020 orientation. In
conjunction with the division of Student Affairs & Enrollment Management, this office
will work to add the Focus 2 Apply to the Recruitment Process, High School Pathways,
and during Campus Visits.
Advising for new students. Advising will be done virtually, or by appointment to
reduce the number of walk-in visits.

Another element of the Momentum Approach Plan is the development of the ENDEAVOR
Approach: A framework that guides students to better appreciate and articulate the value of
their academic experiences. The ENDEAVOR project has continued its course and we now have
a formal recommendation that is being reviewed at the leadership level.
*The following alternative arrangements can be implemented for COMPASS operations and
services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employees will follow safety protocols set forth in the Workplace and Health Safety
plan.
Allow students to use empty office space for virtual meetings with
advisors/mentors.
Require students to make appointments to limit the wait time for students.
Add Plexiglas screen at front desk, and Plexiglas screens on advisor desks.
Extensive use of email, Microsoft Teams, Skype, Blackboard Collaborate and phone
for appointments.
Limited classroom visits or provide recorded programming (depending on classroom
setup).
Move career and graduate school fairs to an online format.
Provide Focus2Apply and Focus 2 Career assessment tools online.
Provide virtual programming, where appropriate, to limit traffic while providing services.

*For Instructional Support (ATTIC tutoring and SI, Writing Center, Trio, etc.), the following
initiatives need to be adjusted:
Challenge/concern

Adjustment/solution

Social distancing of Student Service
Centers

Limit capacity of each space to ensure
social distancing maintained. Each
center schedule hours in unused
classrooms to provide adequate space
for social distancing.

Working with students at desks.

Use electronic boards or whiteboards
while tutoring.

Supplemental instruction (SI) with
groups

SI sessions will be done virtually or
by limiting face-to-face to 1-2
students per tutor, depending upon
the size of the study room. For larger
groups, schedule sessions in unused
classrooms.

Meeting with students regarding
sensitive issues in small office spaces

Arrange for meetings to take place
online or in a larger conference room to
ensure social distancing.

Limited tutoring space in TRiO Center

Schedule tutoring of groups in smaller
classrooms. Provide tutoring sessions
online. Schedule additional tutors for
one on one sessions.

In addition to these changes, it will be important to establish policies around social
distancing and group for SIs:



Policy will be developed to guide and help enforce social distancing and
adhere to new safety guidelines.
All tutors, SIs, and writing coaches will attend training concerning the new
guidelines and will be required to adhere to them.

*The following technology would be needed to implement alternate arrangements:
4 Samsung FLIP 2 55” displays @$2881=$11524
*For instructional support from library services:
The library at the College of Coastal Georgia is not only a repository of books and

journals but is also a critical facility for student success, housing the ATTIC, Writing
Center, computer labs, study rooms and carols. Access for students will be limited to
meet all social distancing requirements.
Challenge/concern
Limiting access to insure social
distancing

Staffing of core desk functions for
student service
Pick up of resources/interlibrary loan
books
Order and Processing of new physical
materials
Shelving/cleaning of returned items
Access to Collections
Access to checkout services
Social distancing in Study rooms
Computer Lab social distancing

One-on-one support of students
Cleaning library surfaces

Adjustment/solution
Metered access to library spaces using
student ID and staff tracking to limit
occupancy. Student can reserve
spaces online, with limits on use of
hours of certain spaces. Access will be
limited to current students, faculty and
staff.
Rotation of staff and student workers at
central desk
Develop a procedure for in-building
holds pickup that allows minimal staff
contact.
Rotating schedules of staff for ordering
and processing duties.
Clean returned items prior to returning
to shelves
Develop a student reservation schedule
for access to spaces, possibly with time
limits on use of certain spaces.
Establish que with social distancing
markers. Install Plexiglas barriers at
counter.
Design and enforce protocols for social
distancing in group study areas.
Rearrange the computer lab to allow
adequate social distancing either by
removing stations or placing stations
out of order. Removing keyboards for
cleaning after each use
Investigate screen sharing software as a
possibility for providing computer help
while maintaining social distance.
Possibly close library between library
reserved sessions for a period (~30
minutes) of cleaning, coordinated with
class schedules.

*The following technology would be needed to implement alternate arrangements:
No additional software is needed as current Institutional software supports screen
sharing and video conferencing. The current security scanners in the library provide a

gate count, which can be used to have metered access.
ADDITIONAL CONCERN:
Establishing social distancing policies in the classrooms and labs must be coupled with a
complimentary plan for building ingress and egress. To that end, the College will create a
marked traffic pattern for all hallways and entrances/exits. This will include dividing the
hallways into one-way lanes, specifying which doors are for entry and which are for exit, and
controlled release of students from a class to prevent “traffic jams” at classroom doorways.
Contingency Plan 2–Fall classes begin fully online
Contingency Plan 3–Classes and operations must go to an online format for a period of time
during the semester
The following directions, as defined at the System level, provide the foundation for Contingency
2 and 3 planning related to academics and outreach:
• For Fall 2020 courses and programs that were scheduled for online delivery prior to the
System-wide move to online learning in March 2020, there are no expectations for
changes to how they will be delivered.
• Faculty should have robust and flexible office hours in an appropriate format to ensure
students have the ability to interact one-on-one with faculty. During and throughout all
testing and exam periods, faculty are expected to be immediately available to handle
access and submission issues.
• For programs that require significant clinical, lab, and practicum experiences and where
factors related to COVID-19 will prevent the completion of these requirements, the
College will work to develop alternatives and mitigate any impact on student
progression whenever possible. The College will work with related accrediting bodies
and other agencies in developing appropriate alternatives.
The fully online contingency will be similar to how we conducted classes at the end of the
Spring 2020 semester, except now we have the benefit of learning from our successes and
failures. Faculty are fully prepared to move online for any period of the Fall semester.
Coursework is being uploaded into D2L for all courses to ensure course materials are available
for students electronically, no matter if/when the Contingency is initiated. This ensures that all
faculty are prepared to move fully online at the either the beginning of the semester or at
some other point in the semester. On campus staffing in critical areas will be performed on a
rotation, with most staff telecommuting.
Key steps being taken to prepare for these two contingencies are:
•

The majority of classes converted to synchronous delivery to better serve students and the
course outcomes. Faculty will be strongly advised to hold synchronous classes at the
scheduled class time, with recordings available for students who are unable to attend live
sessions.

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Professional development opportunities for online teaching have been and will continue to
be made available to both full-time and part-time faculty during the summer.
o The College is offering a USG Online Instructor certification course with 30 hours of
instructions on online training. Thirty instructors have signed up, including some
part-time faculty.
o There are three faculty learning communities ongoing this summer, one of which is
specifically dealing with how you transition a course from face-to-face to online.
o All webinars that occurred in spring were recorded and links to those webinars as
well as other instructional materials (Including a detailed 16-page “Resources for
Teaching and Learning Remotely” guide) were emailed to faculty at the start of
summer, along with a listing of periodic online webinars occurring throughout
summer that they can attend.
o Planning has begun for development workshops, to be held virtually, during our
“fall launch week” centered around topics of online/hybrid pedagogy and
technology for faculty of all experience levels. These workshops will be recorded
and made available to those that are unable to attend, such as part-time faculty
who have full-time jobs.
o In addition, a training session that is departmental/discipline specific will be
required of all full-time faculty and will address online/hybrid pedagogies and
student success practices.
All NURS/RADT and most HESC classes will hold synchronous sessions using Blackboard
Collaborate during the normal scheduled class times. These sessions will be recorded for
students who cannot attend the live session; however, most students attended the live
session this Spring, as it still gave them time to listen to, learn from, interact with faculty
and their peers.
80% of School of Arts and Sciences and School of Business and Public Management courses
will be taught synchronously.
Online resources for clinical/labs: virtual simulation products will be used with nursing (VSim), positioning videos for RADT, Lab Instructors in science have developed videos of labs
and might have free access to software like JOVE through library services. These resources
were extremely helpful in the Spring and will be used in future semesters whether classes
are face-to-face or online.
Health Science labs/internships will use online case studies, exercise prescriptions, to meet
course outcomes.
Some NURS classes will use online clinical conferences to discuss V-Sim, various
cases/scenarios, medication administering, ordering labs, patient response, etc. This greatly
increased student learning and clinical judgment in the Spring semester.
Some education courses will use the ATLAS videos of accomplished teaching for
observation, analysis, and learning.
Mental Health NURS faculty and staff will hold sessions on collaborate where the students
can practice therapeutic communication with the clinical instructor and/or faculty member.
These were held in small groups, approx. 4 students/group, and each session was a couple
of hours, in the Spring. This improves student learning of communication styles with
patients.

•
•
•

•

•

Culinary Arts will provide cooking lessons virtually. Students will prepare meals and practice
skills for specific assignments and submit videos of their work for assessment.
Through flexible office hours, faculty and staff will hold 1:1 meetings with students via
phone, email, Teams, or Collaborate.
If Contingency 2 is implemented for the fall semester, the Nursing, Radiology, Health
Science and Science faculty may rearrange some classes to hold more didactic portions in
the fall, and leaving the more clinical and lab-based courses for the Spring. Classes with labs
being 100% online raises many difficulties with programs having minimum labs/clinical
accreditation requirements.
Service-learning classes will modify plans, meetings, and activities to fulfill outcomes. For
example, Nursing will offer wellness, health, exercise, nutrition, disease prevention
education virtually for the College community and the community at large.
Clinical rotations (at hospitals, Health Dept, Hospice, etc.) and Field Experiences will only
occur if students are allowed on premises (currently facilities are not allowing students into
facilities). ACEN, GBON, JRCERT and GaPSC will need to provide guidance on meeting
certification requirements if experiences are not permitted.

*Momentum Approach and Student Success
The College had a successful transition to fully online delivery of the units and services focused
on the Momentum Approach and student success during the Spring 2020 semester. Continuity
of their operations had limited interruptions and effectively served students in March, April,
and May. The lessons learned from this transition and the best practices developed will help
guide the operations should the fall semester begin fully online. A best practices manual is
being written. Below are some additional considerations.
COMPASS Career and Academic Advising
Challenge/concern

Possible reduction in student Engagement.

Student reliable access to internet.

Access to necessary equipment for advisors
(computers, printers, access).
Documentation and record-keeping

Adjustment/solution

Weekly virtual meeting with staff to ensure
consistent communication and
engagement. Staff will contact students by
email/phone to setup to weekly
appointments.
Recorded programming for classroom
presentations.
Provide each advisor with lap top for home
use. Allow advisors to work in the office on a
rotation to have access to printers and files,
on a staffing rotation.
Extensive use of VPN and Banner by all
advisors.

Other Student Success and Instructional Support Considerations
Challenge/concern

Adjustment/solution

TRiO reported that after transitioning to fully
online delivery in the Spring, the program
experienced a drop in participation and
increased volume of calls to assist
participants with high anxiety.

Continuous outreach efforts and marketing
to promote the use of the services. Staff
will communicate with students by
email/phone to setup appointments and
ensure consistent student engagement.

The TRIO program also anticipates an
increased difficulty in the recruitment of new
participants for the program, as this
population often requires face-to-face
interventions and guidance.

Continue to connect with program
participants through emails, phone calls,
texts, social media, and D2L. Stronger
communication with faculty will help
recruiting new participants.

International/Domestic Travel
The College of Coastal Georgia will not offer Study Abroad programs for the Fall of 2020.
Faculty Development
The College has established an Online Instruction Certification training, based upon the USG’s
Certification training. That program is currently available for faculty to complete. In addition,
the CTL is planning to provide Departmental specific training to teach and reinforce best
practices within specific disciplines. We are currently working with the System office to offer
additional training/support opportunities.
Research
Faculty who are expected to engage in research should continue their activities as appropriate
and safe to do so. Department Chairs and Deans will work within their department/school
structure to communicate with every faculty member about their current research agenda and
the extent to which their research projects have been/are/will be affected by the disruptions
from COVID-19 and the move to an online environment. Special care will be taken to protect
the careers of early stage faculty whose research may be disrupted during this time. Any
disruptions will be noted in the faculty member’s personnel file and performance review to
protect the faculty members P&T progression.
In all cases where students are involved in research with faculty, clear planning and
communication with Department Chairs/Deans will be required to ensure student safety.
U
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Alternative Educational Arrangements for Student who are at Higher Risk for Severe Illness
Students who fall into one of the following CDC categories for being at higher risk for severe illness
due to COVID-19 may request an alternative educational arrangement. Students who believe that
they fall into one of the risk categories must submit a request for an alternative educational
arrangement. The College will undertake efforts to provide a reasonable alternative arrangement for
the requesting students. Students must submit documentation demonstrating that they have one of
the underlying medical conditions as part of their requests. The nature of a reasonable
accommodation or alternative educational arrangement may be affected by the unique
circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic and will be an interactive process. Decisions about what
reasonable alternative arrangements are feasible will be made on a case-by-case basis, and the
decision may vary by student depending on the particular circumstances involved.

Qualifying CDC categories for higher risk for severe illness with COVID-19:
Students who are 65 or older (Students who are younger than 65 can provide documentation
from a health care provider that their age is a determining factor for risk that should prevent them from
attending and participating in regular on-campus instruction.)
Students with the following underlying medical conditions:
• Chronic kidney disease
• COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease)
• Immunocompromised state (weakened immune system) from solid organ transplant
• Obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 30 or higher)
• Serious heart conditions, such as heart failure, coronary artery disease, or cardiomyopathies
• Sickle cell disease
• Type 2 diabetes mellitus
• Asthma (moderate-to-severe)
• Cerebrovascular disease (affects blood vessels and blood supply to the brain)
• Cystic fibrosis
• Hypertension or high blood pressure
• Immunocompromised state (weakened immune system) from blood or bone marrow
transplant, immune deficiencies, HIV, use of corticosteroids, or use of other immune
weakening medicines
• Neurologic conditions, such as dementia
• Liver disease
• Pregnancy
• Pulmonary fibrosis (having damaged or scarred lung tissues)
• Smoking
• Thalassemia (a type of blood disorder)
• Type 1 diabetes mellitus

U
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Example Alternative Educational Arrangements
Accommodations and alternative educational arrangements will be determined through the
interactive process in the same manner as the process for determining accommodations for nonCVOID-19 related disabilities. However, the nature of a reasonable accommodation or alternative
educational arrangement may be affected by the unique circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Below is a list of potential accommodations and alternative educational arrangements that could
be considered by College. These are meant only as examples. This list is meant purely as an aid,
and is not intended to indicate that the listed accommodations and arrangements must be
granted, nor that other accommodations and arrangements are not available:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

U
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Course substitutions (with permission of the appropriate academic department)
Adaptation of modality (lecture capture, synchronous/asynchronous, online, etc.)
Smaller groups for labs, etc…
Alternatives to traditional masks (such as scarves, special masks for glasses wearers, or
clear face shields*)
Clear masks (this may be necessary for all students in the class, group members, and/or
the professor)
Modified performances
Assistance in demonstration of physical activities (for physical education courses, dance
classes, etc…) if student experiences difficulty demonstrating and explaining because of
their disability and wearing a mask
Modified arrival/departure times for classes
Instructions provided in written format
Ability to use computer in class
Ability to record class
Rental of hearing amplification devices
Rental of recorders
Peer note-taker
Preferential seating
Priority registration (anticipating that COVID-19 is still around going into the Spring 2021
semester)
Waiver of live-on requirement
Housing Modifications, if available
Modified Attendance Agreement
Additional PPE

Academics & Outreach
Appendix AO1_Classroon Seating Capacity

U
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COASTAL GEORGIA CLASSROOM SEATING CAPACITY
Seating Type= (F) Fixed or (A) Adjustable
Tech = (C) Computer/Projector, (D) Doc Cam, (V) VCR/DVD, (S) SMART/TEAM Board

ROO
M

MAX
COVID
CAPACIT CAPACIT
Y
Y
ACADEMIC COMMONS SOUTH
110
40
20
111
40
20
113
40
20
114
10
5
115
15
10
119
16
10
201
24
10
203
36
10
205
36
10
204
24
16
208
24
10
209
24
10

A
A
A
F
F
F
F
F
F
A/F
A/F
A/F

INFO

TECH

STUDIO
STUDIO
STUDIO
Geo LAB

C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D

Chem LAB
Comp Lab
Comp Lab
Comp Lab

C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D

ACADEMIC COMMONS NORTH
101
40
22

F

Lecture

C,D

HEALTH SCIENCES BUILDING
101
50
24-32
102
56
24-32
103
39
18
112
120
57
131
20
5
303
14
7
308
24
12
310
24
12
311
24
12
313
24
12
315
24
12
330
24
6

A
A
F
F
F
A
F
F
F
F
F
A

DL Room
Lecture
Comp Lab
Lecture
Radiology
Seminar
Bio LAB
Bio LAB
Chem LAB
A&P LAB
A&P LAB
Seminar

C,D
C,D
C
C,D
C,D
C
C
C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D

40-50
16-17
12 OR 13
12 OR 13
18
12
12
15-19

F
Tables
F
F

Lecture
Bio LAB
Bio LAB
Bio LAB

F
A
F/A

Lecture
Lecture
Physics L

32
14
10
11
19

A
A
A
A
F

JONES BUILDING
102
120
135
24
201
24
204
24
207
36
208
40
209
34
235
24

LIBRARY
101
104
107
125
AB
U

Seating
Type

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
17

Comp Lab

C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
CDS
CDS
CDS
C,D

C,S
C
C
C

MAX
CAPACIT
Y
COFFIN BUILDING
104
22
105
23
106
24
107
25
205
42
211
36
212
27
213
32
218
45
219
40
ROOM

CORRELL BUILDING
102
48
104
48
108
48
110
48
111
64
202
36
204
37
207
38
208
39
209
40
210
41
214
42
CAMDEN CENTER
101
24
107
30
108
35
109
30
201
49
202
24
203
24
219
58
238
35
239
42
240
35
241
24
242
34
243
36
204
24
206
24
Other Spaces
Stembler
Audit.
Satilla
Altama

COVID
CAPACIT
Y

Seatin
g Type

8
8
8
10
24
18
16
18
24

A
A
A
F
A
A
A
A
A
A

20
20
20
20
40
18
16
5
22
6
18
7

A
A
A
A
A/F
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

8
18
18
18
12
5
5
12
18
24
24
12
18
18
12
12

F
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
F
F

Comp. Lab
Lecture
Lecture
Lecture
Lecture
OLD DL EQ
OLD DL EQ
Lecture
Lecture
Lecture
Lecture
DL EQUIP
Lecture
Lecture
Bio LAB
Chem LAB

C,D
C
C
C
C
C

36
60
18
36

F
F
A
A

Stadium
Stadium
Tables
Tables

C
C
C
C

INFO

Comp. Lab
Chalkboard
Chalkboard
Lab/Class

Lecture Hall
Science LAB
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar

TECH

C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
CDS
CDS
CDVS
CDVS
CDS
C,D

C,S
C,D,S
C,D,S
C,D,S
C,D
C,D,S
C,S
C
C,D,S
C
C,D,S
C,D

C
C
C
C
C,D
C
C
C,D
C

Student Life
Contingency Plan 1 – Fall classes begin with social distancing expectations
Residence Life
USG-Wide Guidelines
Residence hall rooms will be viewed as a shared residence within each room or suite, similar to
a family’s shared residence, in that social distancing practices not expected within the room or
suite. Residential students are expected to adhere to appropriate behaviors related to the
prevention of COVID-19, including cleaning their room or suite.
Students who are considered to be at higher risk for severe illness as defined by the Georgia
Department of Public Health (GDPH) should carefully consider whether moving into a residence
hall is the appropriate option.


The American College Health Association’s “Considerations for Reopening Institutions of
Higher Education in the COVID-19 Era” (May 7, 2020) guidelines state that “students with
medical conditions such as asthma, diabetes, immunosuppressive drug therapy including
chronic systemic corticosteroid treatment, heart disease, HIV, and morbid obesity are at
high risk for COVID-19 illness and complications. The IHE [institutions of higher education]
must address whether these high-risk individuals should return to residence halls and other
on-campus housing in the early phases of reopening the campus or later.” Residential
students at the College will be required to acknowledge that there are certain inherent risks
and potential exposure to COVID-19 with living on campus, by signing the form included in
Appendix SL1. Students will agree to assume and accept full responsibility for these risks,
and will comply with all and any quarantine, shelter-in place, or social distancing directives
issued by the College with respect to disease precaution, prevention and infection while on
campus. The Office of Residence Life and Housing (RLH) will provide this acknowledgement
of risk form online for students to complete and submit before their arrival to campus. If
this acknowledgement form is not completed prior to their arrival to campus, it will be
completed during the check-in process.



To promote best practices in prevention, the College will implement an awareness
campaign for the residence halls using a collaborative approach between the Offices of
Residence Life and Housing, Student Life, Counseling Services, and Student Health Center.
Materials provided in Appendix SL2 will be used for the campaign. A similar campaign
related to mental health as it correlates to COVID-19 will be implemented, as well. This
campaign will be delivered through multiple methods. The first round of this campaign will
occur in the summer if the decision is made that the residence halls will be open in the fall,
a marketing campaign will be provided to students during the summer through mail and
social media (Facebook and Instagram) to highlight the safety and cleaning measures being

put into place. In addition, it will be noted that testing will not be mandated prior to check
in, but it will be strongly encouraged if the resident is displaying symptoms. Prior to movein, all printed materials will be posted in the common areas (e.g. lobby, study lounges) as
well as each bedroom. Students will confirm with their Resident Assistant that they have
read the guidelines and recommendations. In addition, each printed material will be added
to the Residence Life and Housing social media platforms. Residential education efforts will
also include online video programming and live stream chats to educate students on this
prevention campaign. In addition, one-on-one video chat or in-person discussions
maintaining social distancing guidelines will also occur. RLH will also send push notifications
to students through the Presence engagement platform offering simple tips. There will be
an expectation that both hall-wide and building-wide programming around this topic will
occur weekly throughout the semester. Students will, with their suitemates/roommates,
complete a suitemate/roommate agreement that will have a dedicated section outline
cleaning procedures and other parameters for their suites/apartments.



The College will amend the following policies and practices to accommodate high risk
students:
o First Year Live on Requirement Policy: This policy will be adjusted to include an
exemption for students who are at a high risk to live on campus or do not feel
comfortable in campus housing due to COVID-19. The RHL staff will contact
students and family members to describe the safety precautions being put into
place; however, the College will accommodate their exemption if requested. The
revised policy is included in Appendix SL3.
o Housing Contract Cancellation: All non-freshmen who have a completed housing
application and request to cancel their contract based on being at a high risk to live
on campus or not feeling comfortable with campus housing due to COVID-19 will
receive a call from the RHL staff to discuss the safety precautions being put into
place; however, the College will accommodate their cancellation if requested. In
addition, those students who move on campus and at some point request a housing
contract cancellation based on being at a high risk to live on campus or not feeling
comfortable in campus housing due to COVID-19 will be released from their housing
contract.



The College will implement the following sanitation practices/procedures:
o As part of the awareness campaign, the College will provide reminders about proper
sanitation practices including:
 Frequent reminders of proper hand hygiene notices through posters, videos,
and verbal means.
 COVID-19 prevention information specifically related to sanitation will be
conspicuously posted in common areas.

o COVID-19 prevention supplies -- such as soap, alcohol-based hand sanitizers that
contain at least 60% alcohol, tissues, trash baskets, and, cloth face coverings that are
washed or discarded after each use -- will be provided in common areas.
o Corvias and Plant Operations will follow the CDC’s guidance on sanitation practices
for shared or congregate housing (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/community/shared-congregate-house/guidance-shared-congregatehousing.html and https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopenguidance.html). The College will implement enhanced cleaning in all common areas
(e.g. lobbies, laundry rooms, study lounges, and kitchens) and on high-touch
surfaces, consistent with enhanced cleaning practices of other non-residential areas
such as academic buildings. Custodial staff will receive appropriate PPE and training
consistent with their duties.
o Corvias, Plant Operations, and RLH staff will complete training on proper public
health measures and the signs and symptoms of COVID-19.
o Laundry room facilities will be continually cleaned and in sanitized in the same
manner as common spaces to prevent the spread of the virus. Residents will be
provided COVID-19 cleaning supplies in the laundry rooms as mentioned above. Per
CDC guidelines, signage will be provided that will include recommendations to not
shaking dirty laundry which could disperse the virus through the air. Wash items as
appropriate in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. If possible, launder
items using the warmest appropriate water setting for the items and dry items
completely. Dirty laundry that has been in contact with an ill person can be washed
with other people’s items. Clean and disinfect hampers or other carts for
transporting laundry according to guidance above for hard or soft surfaces.
o The water fountains will be replaced with hydration stations to minimize resident
contact.
o Health and safety signage will be placed at the beginning of each stairwell in the
residence halls. In particular, residents will be strongly encouraged to enter the
stairwell when there are no residents or only a small group present. Signage will
include a map of other stairwells or elevators for the residence hall for alternative
options during high traffic times. Residents will be strongly encouraged to keep at
least 6 feet distance from the resident who is maintaining the same direction as
them on the stairwell. In addition, individuals will be requested to walk to the far
right or far left of the stairwell to minimize close contact. Residents will be
encouraged to use hand sanitizer after using the handrails or doors.



The College will address issues particular to restrooms/bathrooms in the following ways:
o The public restrooms in the residence halls are single stall only. Corvias/Plant
Operations will clean these restrooms per CDC guidance.
o Most of the College’s residence halls have private suite bathrooms that are shared
by only two residents. Mariner Village offers 15 suites where four residents in each
suite share one bathroom. Coastal Place Apartments has 44 apartments where two

residents in each apartment share one bathroom. Additional cleaning and
sanitation training will occur for these particular suites. The only suites that have
private bathrooms are the Resident Assistant suites in Mariner Village.
o As part of the awareness campaign, the College will include proper suite bathroom
cleaning and sanitation practices.


The following policies/rules related to the residence halls will need to be implemented for
Fall 2020:
o Per ACHA guidance, “it is difficult to maintain full physical distancing in on-campus
housing, and even modified guidelines may be difficult to achieve.” However, the
following recommendations will be fully or partially implemented:
 Single resident per room and bathroom: The “single resident per room”
recommendation is possible in Lakeside Village if the College does not utilize
the expanded occupancy suites for overflow. However, there will be two
residents per bathroom. For Mariner Village, “single resident per room” setup
is available for all suites, other than the shared suites. The single resident
suites have two residents sharing one bathroom, where the shared resident
suites will have four residents sharing one bathroom. The Resident Assistants
have single room suites with one bathroom. For Coastal Place Apartments,
these apartments are either double or triple occupancy and they will all share
one bathroom with an additional vanity sink in the bedroom. To support this
recommendation, the College will prioritize assignments for single occupancy
bedrooms only and with only two residents per bathroom.
 As noted in the new USG policy effective July 15, 2020, face coverings are not
required in one’s own dorm room or suite, when alone in an enclosed office
or study room, or in campus outdoor settings where social distancing
requirements are met. However, all faculty, staff, students, and visitors to
wear an appropriate face covering while inside campus facilities/buildings
where six feet social distancing may not always be possible. Face covering use
will be in addition to and is not a substitute for social distancing. Anyone not
using a face covering when required will be asked to wear one or must leave
the area. Repeated refusal to comply with the requirement may result in
discipline through the applicable conduct code for faculty, staff or students.
Reasonable accommodations may be made for those who are unable to wear
a face covering for documented health reasons.
 Restrictions on events and social activities as per current physical distancing
guidance: The College will reconfigure seating in common areas to ensure
proper physical distancing and will establish and communicate allowable
occupancy specific to each common area. Students found in violation of
these standards will be adjudicated through the College conduct process
(failure to comply).
 If a Housing staff member is notified that a resident is feeling sick, he/she

will ask the resident to make an appointment with the Student Health
Center. The resident will also be given the option to go to the Glynn
County Health Department or to the hospital. The Housing staff member
will ask the resident to keep us informed of the outcome and College
leadership will follow up with the resident as well. The Housing staff
member will report the student through the College’s established COVID
reporting protocol or directly notify the AVPSA/DOS or VPSA&EM about the
resident. The AVPSA/DOS and VPSA&EM will follow the protocol outlined
in the College’s infectious disease response plan. Residents will be
isolation/quarantined designated vacant apartments in Coastal Place
Apartments. The resident will not return from isolation/quarantine until
he/she does not have a fever for at least 24 hours (one full day of no fever
without the use of medicine that reduces fevers), improved symptoms, and
gone at least ten days since the symptoms first appeared.


The College will implement the following regarding guests/visitors:
o Per ACHA guidance, it is recommended that “restrictions on building access by nonresidents, including outside guests, non-residential staff, and others. These
restrictions may not apply to some people, such as personal care attendants for
students with disabilities.” The guest policy will be suspended and will be
continually reviewed. Residents will have the opportunity to request guest visitation
approval for reasons similar to the example provided above.



To reduce residence hall staff visits to residents’ rooms or living quarters, staff will use
virtual communications and check-ins as follows:
o Housing staff will only visit residents’ suites in the case of an emergency or conduct
response situation. Housing staff will be provided with the appropriate PPE
equipment to protect themselves. When a Housing staff member needs to visit a
suite, they will schedule it with the least number of residents in the room, if possible
and if time permits based on the urgency of the issue.
o One-on-one interactions will residents will be completed through video chat or in a
public space maintaining social distancing guidelines. It is strongly recommended
programs be delivered online. In-person programming will require Residence Hall
Director approval and will be considered only of social distancing and prevention
guidelines are followed.



The College needs confirmation that a continual supply of PPE and cleaning products will be
available throughout the academic year.



If the decision is made to close the residence halls due to COVID-19 other than for
approved residents, Residence Life and Housing will prorate housing rent based on date of
check-out.


* Residence Hall Move-In Procedures


The move-in process for Fall 2020 will be an extended process, similar to the check-out
guidelines for spring 2020, to include the following:
o Residents will receive an email with a survey to sign up for possible dates/times
to check-in between Saturday, August 8 and Sunday, August 16.
o This year the College has two different options for move in to consider before
filling out the move-in survey.
 Option 1: Stop, Drop, and Roll
• Saturday, August 8 to Tuesday, August 11 – residents can
request to participate in a process that we call Stop, Drop,
and Roll to bring your items to campus early. During this
time frame, residents and their guests will first report to
the Conference Center to start the check in process.
Afterwards, they able to bring your items to your room and
at a look around the residence hall. Once they are done,
they will return back to campus to officially move in on
Saturday, August 15 from 2pm-6pm. The College would
encourage students within a two-hour radius of the campus
to consider this option, but it is open to all residents. Below
are the dates/times for this process:
• All students
• Saturday, August 8 from 10am3pm
• Sunday, August 9 from 1pm-5pm
• Monday, August 10 from 1pm-5pm
• Tuesday, August 11 from 1pm-5pm
 Option 2: General Move In
• Friday, August 14 to Sunday, August 16 – this process
differs from the Stop, Drop, and Roll because once you
move in during this time frame, you will be allowed to stay
and reside in the residence hall, meet your suitemate, and
get ready for classes on August 17! Below are the
dates/times for this process:
• Freshmen
• Friday, August 14 from 9am2pm [Dinner only provided with
your meal plan]
• Saturday, August 15 from 9am2pm [Dinner only provided with
your meal plan
• Non-Freshmen
• Thursday, August 13 from 8am-

o

o

o

o

5pm [No meal plan meals are
provided on this day]
• Friday, August 14 from 9am2pm [Dinner only provided with
your meal plan]
• Saturday, August 15 from 9am2pm [Dinner only provided with
your meal plan]
• Sunday, August 16 from 8am5pm [Breakfast, lunch, and dinner
provided with your meal plan]
To help limit the number of people on campus and in the residence halls, no
more than two individuals will be allowed to assist each resident with check-in.
Students will be encouraged to pack in ways that will allow them to move in to
campus themselves, rather than requiring multiple individuals to assist them in
this process.
The schedule for check-in dates/times will be staggered and based on avoiding
groups of more than 10 people on a hallway at one time (including family and
friends assisting the resident) or congregating in one area of the building at one
time.
Since students will not have card access to the residence hall (Lakeside Village
and Mariner Village) or their key (Coastal Place Apartments), they must arrive
during their designated time slot and check in with the front desk or Resident
Assistant on-call before going to their room.
RLH will make every effort to confirm the plans of all residents during this time,
including calling, emailing, texting, and contacting emergency contacts. During
this process, the College will also encourage students to update their contact
information in their COAST account.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES NEEDED:
o Suites:
 Hand sanitizers
 Sanitizing wipes
o Hallways and Common Areas (lobby, kitchen, mail room, laundry, study
lounges):
 Hand sanitizer stations
 Sanitizing wipes
o Front Desk x 2:
 Sneeze/cough guard

 Hand sanitizer station
 Sanitizing wipes
 Cleaning supplies
o Bathrooms
 Additional soap refills
o Outside of Front Doors:
 Hand sanitizer stations
o General Supplies
 Gloves
 Face Masks
 Infrared Thermal Scanners
 Cleaning supplies

ATTACHMENTS:









Appendix SL1_Acknowledgement of Risk – Campus Housing – 2020-2021 – DRAFT
o Appendix SL1 Attachment_CDC - COVID19 - What You Can Do High Risk
o Appendix SL1_Attachment_CDC - COVID19 symptoms
o Appendix SL1_ Attachment_CDC - How to Protect Yourself and Others
Appendix SL2_ CDC - Keep Calm and Wash Your Hands
Appendix SL2_CDC - DIY Cloth Face Covering Instructions
Appendix SL2_CDC – Stop-The-Spread
Appendix SL2_Coronavirus Anxiety and Reducing Your Stress
Appendix SL2_Coronavirus Anxiety Flier
Appendix SL3_Updated First Year Live-On Requirement Exemption Form DRAFT

Dining
USG-Wide Guidelines
Dining facilities must allow for social distancing and discourage students gathering in groups.
Please see Appendix SL4 for detailed information about on-campus dining facilities. The College
will work closely with our food service vendor, Aladdin, and their parent company, Ellior North
America, to abide by all health and safety guidelines. Below is a summary of our general plan
guidelines.


Dining facilities
o The College plans to open both our dining locations to include Mariners Galley,
an all-you- care to eat dining facility, and our Dockside Deli, a grab and go
facility.
o These facilities will be open to all students and employees. It will also be open
to any visitors here on related College business.



Policies, practices and guidelines regarding disinfecting surfaces in food service
facilities
o Aladdin will continue all employee safety, food safety and sanitation practices
per policy, CDC and local health department requirements
o Aladdin will have a 3rd party audit completed by EcoSure to ensure compliance
with food safety, cleaning and sanitizing standards. See Appendix SL5 Resuming Operations.



Policies, practices and guidelines regarding social distancing in these facilities
o Face coverings will be required while patrons are up moving around the facility
for any reason. Face coverings may be removed when seated at tables while
eating; however, patrons are expected to observe the six foot social distance
rule from others during this time
o The College will continue to use the Dining Dot Distancing that is currently in
place for service areas.
o Dining staff evaluate and monitor dining space entrance to ensure face coverings
and distancing can occur.
o Salad bar in Mariners Galley will no longer be self-serve. Dining staff will prepare
salad to order. Also, pre-made salads will be available for take-out.
o All stations will be served. No one will be able to serve themselves.
o Silverware will be either individually rolled or takeout packets will be provided.
o Condiments will be individually packaged.
o Booths in dining room will be taped off to allow seating at every other one.
o Some tables will be removed, and only 4 seats to a table will be allowed.
o The outside seating area will be open and social distancing parameters will be
enforced, expanding our dining floor space.
o Hand sanitizer stations will be available.
o Some food serving stations will provide pre-packaged items for grab and go.
o Discussions are still on-going in terms of if/how the College will handle catering events.

o Any to go and/or catering will use disposable utensils.
o Plexiglas shields will be added to registers


Polices, practices and guidelines for employees who staff these facilities
o Will follow all federal and state mandates. Will be more specific as needed.



Student concerns
o Should a student become ill while in dining they will follow the same process as provided in
the Student Affairs Plan
o Should a student with a meal plan need to withdraw from the College, a prorated amount
will be issued.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES NEEDED:


The vendor will provide any resources needed.

ATTACHMENTS:



Appendix SL4_Dining Facility Assessment
Appendix SL5_Resuming Dining Operations Guidance (051120)

Counseling Services
USG-Wide Guidelines
Counseling services should be prepared to operate at full capacity. Social distancing may
require alternate arrangements for delivering in-person counseling services based on the
current physical space of the counseling center and/or individual offices.
Counseling centers should submit the following as part of their plan for fall operations:















Number of full-time counselors:
o The College has 1 FT Personal Counselor position that is currently vacant, but
there is currently an active search for that position.
Number of part-time counselors:
o 2 (including the Director of Counseling and Disability Services)
Current ratio of counselor FTE to spring 2020 student FTE:
o 1 vacant FTE counselor position to spring 2020 FTE of 2665 (however the
Director of Counseling and Disability Services is a Licensed Professional
Counselor and 1 FTE)
o Please note the College does not have interns or doctoral trainees at the
College.
Number of counselors who will be able to continue to serve students in their current
physical space:
o Because of the setup and size of our current counseling office spaces, none of
the counselors would be able to continue to serve students while maintaining 6
feet of social distance in our current physical space unless the College were to
use the 2 testing rooms (if they were both not in use by Disability Services at
the same time since noise and/or privacy could be an issue otherwise).
Number of counselors who will need either different physical space or will need to
engage in alternate arrangements (tele-counseling):
o 3
Needs for alternate physical spaces:
o If the 2 testing rooms were not in use by the Office of Disability Services at the
same time, counseling sessions could be held there, as they are large enough to
provide 6 feet between counselor and student. Chairs that are made of a
material capable of being wiped between sessions could be moved from
counselors’ offices to the testing rooms, but the Director of Counseling and
Disability Services does not have those types of chairs in her office, so some
would be needed so they could be properly disinfected between sessions.
Current number of counselors approved to deliver tele-counseling:
o 2 (The part time counselor and the Director of Counseling and Disability
Services).
The current plan at the start of the fall semester is to provide distance (tele)
counseling via phone or video (depending on student preference) only. The
exception to this would be if an emergency were to arise in which this modality

would be inappropriate. Then, in-person counseling and/or evaluation would take
place. In the event that any in-person counseling were to take place, face coverings
would be worn in addition to observing six feet of social distancing throughout the
duration of contact.










Practices to be implemented for face-to-face counseling visits that ensure social
distancing from the time a student schedules an appointment to the time the student
leaves the appointment.
o The College will utilize the text messaging feature on the Titanium software to
alert students when it is time for them to come to the side door of the
counseling office for their session. If they are unknown to the counselor, they
could verify their identity by showing their student ID through glass partition at
the door. Both the counselor and the student will wear face coverings/masks
and maintain 6ft of social distancing throughout their interactions for the inperson counseling interactions. The counselor would let a student into the
counseling office and walk them down the hallway to the testing room. The
hallway floor will be marked appropriate social distancing floor dots. The 2
chairs in those 2 rooms will be placed prior to student entering the room at 6
feet apart. Between sessions, the chairs will be sanitized and door handles
would be sprayed as well.
Resources needed to stand up a fully operational counseling center for fall with the
alternate delivery options.
o The College are currently prepared to provide counseling via alternate delivery options.
Programming:
o To promote best practices in related to mental health, Counseling Services will implement an
awareness campaign using a collaborative approach between the Offices of Residence Life
and Housing, Student Life, Student Health Center, and other appropriate offices on campus.
If any in-person programming is provided, face coverings/masks, in addition to 6ft of social
distancing will be observed at all times throughout the duration of the programming events.
This campaign will be delivered through multiple methods (social media, email, flyers, etc.).
See Appendix SL2_Coronavirus Anxiety and Reducing your Stress and Appendix
SL2_Coronavirus Anxiety Flyer for programming examples.
Facility infection control processes for employees/patients who test positive for
COVID-19
• The facility infection control process for this office will include working directly
with the College’s Plant Operations and their cleaning and sanitizing processes.
The office will work with the contact tracers with the Georgia Department of
Public Health to encourage employees/patients to get tested. During the
cleaning and sanitizing time period, the counseling staff will be relocated on
campus or work remotely at home to complete tasks needed for the Office.
Training of use of PPE:
o Since the Office of Counseling Services is co-located with the Health Center, the
OCS staff will participate in as many appropriate trainings with the Health
Center so both staffs have an understand of health and safety protocols,

including the use of PPE.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES NEEDED:





Chairs for counseling session
Sanitizing wipes
Masks
Potential alternate location for in person sessions, if scheduling dictates.

Student Health Center
The Student Health Center (SHC) will be open Monday through Friday from 8am to 5pm and
staffed by the Administrative Assistant. Appointments are available from 10am to 12pm and
1pm to 5pm on Monday and 1pm to 5pm on Tuesday through Thursday. Nursing staff are
contracted through the Southeast Georgia Health System. The Nurse Practitioner works on
Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday. The Registered Nurse works on Tuesday. Please note that
the Student Health Center currently serves only enrolled students. It does not accept health
insurance and is funded from Student Activity Fees. Below are the guidelines for the reopening
of the Student Health Center based on recommendations from the American College Health
Association and the CDC (see Appendix SL10).
Patient Care
 Patients will be advised to make online appointments through the Portal or to call before
coming to the SHC. If a student shows up the door of the Health Center without an
appointment, they will be instructed to call the Health Center phone in order to gain
access to the Health Center and be triaged. The nurse will ask questions regarding their
symptoms and COVID 19 risks and, if appropriate, send them to Health Department or
Glynn Immediate Center for COVID-19 testing. If they do not meet the criteria for COVID19 testing, an appointment will be scheduled at the Health Center. The Health Center staff
member will notify the AVPSA/DOS or VPSA&EM if any student is being tested for COVID19 or is found positive for COVID-19. The AVPSA/DOS and VPSA&EM will follow the
protocol outlined in the College’s infectious disease response plan.
 Students will be strongly encouraged to use telemedicine visits or through telephone
consults when appropriate. In particular, students with conditions placing them at higher
risk for complications from COVID-19 should be encouraged to seek care via telemedicine.
Triage protocols will be updated incorporating telehealth options.
 Processes will continue to limit student contact with SHC computers/keypads. Students will
be asked to complete and submit forms (health history, immunizations, consents, etc.) in
the Portal. If a student needs to complete this information in the SHC, they will use an iPad.
After each use, the iPad will be sanitized. Updated screening forms will include presence of
fevers, loss of sense of taste or smell, coughing, shortness of breath, and any other COVID19 symptoms. If any of these symptoms are present, then the patient should not be
allowed into the building or Health Center, but instead they should be masked and sent to
Glynn Immediate Care for COVID-19 swabbing and testing.
 Staff will follow the attached Infectious Disease Response Plan (Appendix SL8) which
include masking the patient, quickly rooming the patient, limiting and tracking the
number of staff who enter the room, limiting the movement of the patient throughout
the SHC, transportation to the Southeast Georgia Health System, and cleaning of spaces
where the patient was present.
 Staff will avoid use of nebulizers and peak flow measurements which can generate
additional aerosols.
 Staff will enforce strict adherence to the face mask policy by requiring all patients to wear
face masks (or cloth face coverings if adequate face masks are not available) prior to entry
to the Health Center.



Staff will prohibit visitors, children, or accompanying guests who are not receiving care
or services from entering the facility.

SHC Facility
Students for Counseling and Disability Services (OCDS) will be required to enter through the OCDS door that
enters from the hallway. The door connecting the OCDS and the SHC will remain closed.
 The waiting room will only be used only for sick patient visits. The end of the Campus
Center hallway with the chairs and table will be used for well-visit patients only. They will
then enter through the OCDS hallway door to limit their exposure since they are not sick
(pending technology availability for door access).
 The waiting room will be configured to promote physical distancing.
 Staff will implement signage throughout the SHC communicating reasons for physical distancing
 Staff will ensure adequate alcohol-based (at least 60%) hand sanitizer, face masks (or
coverings if masks are not available), tissues, and closed bins for disposal are available.
 A glass reception window has been installed for the front desk.
 Staff will work with Plant Operations to develop protocols for environmental management
including SHC cleaning and decontamination. All the exam rooms will be wiped down after
every patient with hospital-grade wipes and bleach wipes will be used to clean everything in
the evening, including patient waiting areas, exam rooms, door knobs, etc. Bleach wipes
are not recommended to be used during the day since they are so strong and they may
irritate patients' and staff airways.
 Staff will assess air exchange for examination rooms and determine time required between
uses in the event of a known or suspected COVID-19 patient.
SHC Administrative/Staff









Strict adherence to the face mask policy by requiring all staff to wear to wear face masks (or
cloth face coverings if adequate face masks are not available).
Add questions to satisfaction surveys to obtain feedback about telemedicine or phone visits.
Ensure adequate PPE is available and that all staff are trained in its use. Monitor staff
compliance with PPE use. Establish “par levels” (minimal acceptable PPE stores, also known
as “safety stock’). PPE supplies should be stocked to meet both patient care and testing
needs. Monitor and secure inventories of hand sanitizer, wipes, cleaning products, and
hand soap.
Ensure staff are knowledgeable about COVID-19 symptoms, transmission, relevant
protocols, and updated CDC guidance.
To promote best practices in prevention, the SHC will implement an awareness campaign
for the using a collaborative approach between the Offices of Residence Life and Housing,
Student Life, and Counseling Services. Materials provided in the appendix will be used for
the campaign. The first round of this campaign will occur in the summer if the decision is
made that the SHC will be open in the fall, a marketing campaign will be provided to
students during the summer through mail and social media (Facebook and Instagram).
Additional flyers and materials will be provided on campus and on social media platforms
each week to promote preventative measures (See Appendices SL1 & SL2).
Regular meetings will be held with the Southeast Georgia Health System representatives.






Develop a financial model regarding potential costs and funding mechanisms for testing,
contact tracing, and case management.
If an individual on campus tests positive for COVID-19, the Georgia Department of
Health will conduct contact tracing.
Plan for the future impact of antibody testing and mass vaccination.
Develop plans for future mass immunization with influenza vaccine and COVID- 19 vaccine,
when available, including identifying supplies needed for both vaccines.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES NEEDED & ESTIMATED COSTS:









Additional influenza vaccines
Infrared or laser temperature check device
Face covering/masks
Hand sanitizer stations
Clorox wipes
Latex gloves
Tissues
Glass Windows for reception desk areas (already ordered)

ATTACHMENTS:











Appendix SL8_Infectious Disease Response Plan - College of Coastal Georgia
Appendix SL 10_Considerations for Reopening Institutions of Higher Education in the
COVID-19 Era – ACHA
Appendix SL1 Attachment _CDC - COVID19 - What You Can Do High Risk
Appendix SL1 Attachment _CDC - COVID19 symptoms
Appendix SL1 Attachment_CDC - How to Protect Yourself and Others
Appendix SL2_CDC - Keep Calm and Wash Your Hands
Appendix SL2_CDC - DIY Cloth Face Covering Instructions
Appendix SL2_CDC - Stop the Spread
Appendix SL2_Coronavirus Anxiety and Reducing your Stress
Appendix SL2_Coronavirus Anxiety Flyer

Student Life and Student Organizations
Student life activities, as well as student organization recruitment and activities, must adhere to
current social distancing requirements.
Based on health and safety guidelines for Fall 2020, activities and events will be evaluated on a
continual basis to consider appropriate delivery formats. For in-person activities, special care
will be taken to ensure face coverings are begin worn, proper sanitation is being conducted, and
social distancing requirements are being followed. This includes, but is not limited to:







Monitoring of face coverings during the event
Additional staffing at events to monitor student flow and seating arrangements
Segmenting / blocking seating arrangements to ensure proper distance is maintained
Hand sanitizer, gloves, masks, and other appropriate PPE is provided, as recommended
by the campus’ safety guidelines
Events are held at times and in locations where the space has been properly cleaned
Events where food is being served will be kept to a minimum, only pre-packaged items
will be offered, and will be done in conjunction with our campus food service provider.

Additional procedural changes will be implemented for Fall 2020:











Electronic organization registration, both new org and re-registering (currently via
paper).
Launching of Presence software, providing a central hub for clubs and organizations to
engage, communicate, advertise, and complete administrative tasks virtually.
Additionally, the platform allows the College to track engagement in ways we have not
been able to previously.
Student organization training shifted to an online format (currently in-person)
Social distancing guidelines will be published in the Student Organization Handbook and on the
online training platform.
Shifting of signature events/traditions to an online format (Involvement Fair, etc.)
Online student organization advisor training (currently in-person).
Proof of social distancing considerations/requirements will be added to programming
requests / paperwork.
The timing of facility / room reservation requests will be monitored to ensure adequate
time has been given for cleaning.
The College will follow the guidelines listed in the Workplace Health & Safety
committee regarding a student or staff who tested positive or becomes ill.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES NEEDED & ESTIMATED COSTS:



Increase in staffing cost to monitor events
Gloves / Masks / Hand Sanitizer / Wipes

Campus Recreation
The following guidelines will apply to fitness facilities:


Individuals allowed in the Fitness Center and Brig at any given time will not exceed 50%
of normal capacity (Fitness Center Max: 20 and Brig Max: 15), and patrons will be
allowed access to the space in 45 min blocks – last 15 minutes of each hour will be
reserved for cleaning.
 Face coverings will be required at all times while using the facility
 Vigorous cardio activity will be encouraged to take place outdoors where social
distancing can be ensured.
 No external patrons will be allowed to utilize the facility
 Facility hours will be amended.
o The current Brig Hours:
 M-F 10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
 Sat-Sun 3:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
o Fitness Center Hours:
 M-F 6:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
 Sat-Sun 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
o The College will modify the Rec & Fitness hours and poll the students for the
hours that works best.
 Social distancing will be enforced by staff who will monitor users to ensure there is at
least 1 piece of cardio or strength training equipment between students during
workouts – machines will be roped off as necessary. Masks will be required.
 A red/green card system will be created in which participants will turn over a red card on equipment
after they have used it. Once a staff member has cleaned the equipment, or verified that it was
properly cleaned, they will turn the red card to the green side to indicate that it is ready for use. This
indicates to the patron which pieces of equipment sanitized for usage. Patrons will still be required
to clean equipment after their usage, but this system allows for a staff member to ensure that a
thorough job was done.
 Student staff will log each time they wipe equipment.
 Students will utilize 1 piece of equipment at a time
o Circuits or “super setting” will not be allowed.
 Group fitness classes to resume
o Max of 10 per class
o No shared equipment to be used
 Outdoor classes will resume
o Max of 20 per class
 Towel service will be discontinued.
o Students will be asked to bring their own water bottles and towels.
 Signs will be posted throughout the facilities encouraging social distancing and
reminding patrons of safety measures in place.
 Patrons will be asked to sanitize their hands upon entering and leaving the facility
 1 Student Assistant to work for each shift
 Locker rooms will be closed until further notice

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES NEEDED






Additional Disinfectant Wipes
Gloves for student workers to use during sanitation wipe downs
Additional training for student employees
Sneeze Guard for Brig desk

Co-Curricular Requirements
Required co-curricular experiences on campus can be classified into three categories:
internships, field trips, and service-learning activities. Although each type of experience within
these categories may be different, the following guidelines have been established to help
faculty/staff plan experiences that will meet established learning objectives while providing
appropriate social distancing parameters under contingency plan 1.


Internships: Academic programs will take the following steps to accommodate students
who are required to complete internship requirements under contingency plan 1:
o The faculty advisor and student will explore opportunities for the student to
complete the experience remotely or in a virtual environment.
 Example: This spring, many students were able to complete their
internships through a teleworking-type experiences.
o The faculty advisor and student will explore alternate assignments that will allow
the student a similar experience.
 Example: In Nursing, the College has replaced some clinical
activities with simulations.
o The faculty advisor and student will consider if the requirement could be
postponed to another semester without delay of graduation and/or extension of
time to degree.
 Example: In Business, many students complete an internship in summer
and/or fall semester senior year, however, the internship can be moved
to spring semester senior year without consequence.
o The faculty advisor and student will work with the internship site to ensure
proper precautions are put into place to protect the student and provide
appropriate social distancing guidance / protections.
 Example: In Biology, a typical internship has students working in an
outdoor field setting where social distancing is easily accomplished.



Field Trips: To the extent possible, faculty members are being encouraged to limit or
cancel field trips under this contingency plan. In the event a trip must be conducted,
the following guidelines must be followed:
o Students will be required to provide their own transportation to the site.
o While on the site, participants must observe the same safety guidance directed
by the College, including wearing prescribed PPE and observing appropriate
distances away from others. Faculty should consider the observation of these
guidelines and how this may impact the experience students may have on the
trip.
o Overnight trips will not be allowed.
o Open containers of food or beverage will not be allowed on the trip.



Service-Learning Activities: To the extent possible, projects requiring in-person
engagement for service-learning activities will not be scheduled. In the event a project
must be conducted in person, the following guidelines must be followed:
o Students will be required to provide their own transportation to the site.
o Service-learning course instructors will work with site coordinators to ensure the
site and project is appropriate and safe for students to participate and sites will,
to the best of their ability, provide basic supplies to ensure safety (i.e. hand
washing stations, hand sanitizer, gloves, masks, etc.).
o While on the site, participants must observe the same safety guidance directed
by the College, including wearing the appropriate PPE and observing appropriate
distances away from others. Service learning coordinators should consider the
observation of these guidelines and how this may impact the experience
students may have at this site.

Campus Center and Other Gathering Locations
There are a number of popular common spaces on campus that will need to be adjusted.
Below is a summary of those spaces and some considerations for each:


Veterans Lounge
o High Student Traffic – The Veterans lounge often has high student traffic with
anywhere between 5 – 15 in space at given time throughout the day.
 Reduced Student Traffic: Due to the size of the space and in accordance
with CDC recommendations. The lounge will be limited to no more than 5
individuals at a time in order to maintain 6 feet social distance with PPE.
o Valor (student organization) Programming Space – In addition to large spaces on
campus, Valor uses the space for smaller programs and meetings
 Valor Programs: Valor (primary user of the space) will have to limit
programs and meetings to 10 or less and require attendees to wear PPE.
 No Food: Self-serve food options at programs should be prohibited.
o Resources – There are computers (3), printers, and other informational
resources that students utilize frequently.
 Resources – There are computers (3), printers, and other informational
resources that students utilize frequently. One of the computers work
stations will have to be closed or removed in order to maintain social
distancing.
o Hours set for the space, but have been very flexible in the past.
 Reduction of hours – Hours will be changed based on ability to open
and close the space given there is no staff to manage it.
o Managed by student staff – Space is regulated by student staff only.
 Would require frequent sanitation and limited capacity, enforced
distancing practices by the student staff member.
o In accordance with the USG policy, appropriate face coverings will be
required in this space as there is limited capacity for social distancing. 



Tranquilly Suite
o High Student Traffic – The tranquility space has a lot of student traffic. Primarily,
for the use of the computers
 Space Capacity: In order to maintain social distancing space capacity
would need to be reduced to no more than 10 people with PPE.
o Resources – There are computers, printers, and other informational resources
that students utilize frequently. The nap pods and other lounge equipment is
popular as well.
 Technology Resources: The computers currently present will be
closed/removed to maintain proper social distancing.



Relaxation Equipment: The two napping pods and massage chairs will be
removed to provide social distancing space.
o Not managed/staffed –There are no dedicated staff members to manage the
space. Currently, students self-regulate and require building staff to open and
close room
 Will require frequent sanitation and limited capacity, assignment of
enforcement of distancing practices by a staff member. May consider
assigning hours to the facility.
o The Deck, campus food pantry, is located in the Tranquility space.
 The Deck would maintain the same operational standards as spring 2020.
o In accordance with the USG policy, appropriate face coverings will be required in this space as
there is limited capacity for social distancing. 



Intercultural Resource Center
o Programming Space – In addition to large spaces on campus IRC is use as a
smaller space for programs and meetings
 Reduced Student Traffic: Due to the size of the space and in accordance
with CDC recommendations. The lounge will be limited to no more than 5
individuals at a time in order to maintain 6 feet social distance with PPE.
o Resources – There are computers (2), printers, and other informational
resources that students utilize frequently
 IRC Programs: Students will limit programs and meetings to 10 or less
and require attendees to wear PPE.
 No Food: Self-serve food options at programs should be prohibited.
 One of the computers work stations will be closed or removed to
maintain social distancing.
o Operational Hours
 Reduction of hours – Hours will be changed based on ability to open
and close
o Temporary Storage of soft furniture if recommended by CDC
o In accordance with the USG policy, appropriate face coverings will be required in this space
as there is limited capacity for social distancing.



REC Center
o High Student Traffic – The REC often has high student traffic with anywhere
between 5 – 40 in the space throughout the day.
 Reduced Student Traffic: Due to the size of the space and in accordance
with CDC recommendations. The REC will be limited to no more than 15
individuals at a time in order to maintain 6 feet social distance with PPE.
o Programming Space – While the Office of Rec & Wellness will often use the REC
for programming space, it is mainly open for general student use.
o Rec & Wellness Programming: Rec & Wellness will limit programs to 15 or less

participants and require attendees to wear PPE.



o No Food: Self-serve food options at programs should be prohibited.
o Resources – There are two pool tables and two ping pong tables in the facility.
Additionally, there are game tables and gaming consoles that students utilize
frequently.
 Resources – Students will be allowed to use one pool table or one ping
pong table at a time. All equipment will be cleaned between uses.
o Hours set for the space, but have been very flexible in the past.
 Hours will remain the same. – There should be no reason to adjust the
hours for the REC.
o Managed by student staff – Space is regulated by student staff only.
 Would require frequent sanitation and limited capacity, enforced
distancing practices by the student staff member.
o In accordance with the USG policy, appropriate face coverings will be
required in this space as there is limited capacity for social distancing. 

Campus Center
o High Student Traffic – The Campus Center often has high student traffic with
anywhere between 10 – 200 people in various locations in the building
throughout the day.
 Reduced Student Traffic: Due to the size of the space and in accordance
with CDC recommendations. See Appendix SL6 for spaces where social
distancing will/will not be feasible.
o Programming/Common Space – There are a number of programming and
common spaces in the building including the Stembler Theatre, first floor lobby,
dining hall, 2nd floor TV lounge, conference rooms, offices, etc.
 See Appendix SL6 for spaces where social distancing will/will not be
feasible.
o Resources – There are four common computer work stations and small study lap
desks in the first floor lobby that are used by students frequently.
 Resources – The computer work station and lap desks will be removed to
prevent additional contact surfaces and reduce areas to be cleaned.
o Hours set for the space, but have been very flexible in the past.
 Hours for the building will remain the same. – There should be no reason
to adjust the hours for the Campus Center.
o Space is not regulated by specific staff member but does have a custodian
assigned to the building.
 Would require frequent sanitation and limited capacity during the day,
enforced distancing practices by a staff member.
o In accordance with the USG policy, appropriate face coverings will be
required in this space as there is limited capacity for social distancing. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES NEEDED




Gloves / Masks / Hand Sanitizer / Wipes
Increase in staffing costs to monitor areas

ATTACHMENTS


Appendix SL6_Campus Center and SAC Spaces – Social Distancing

Bookstore














Bookstore staff are receiving ongoing briefings on operating protocols, including best
practices on virus protection.
Vendor has been, and continues to be proactive in their approach to keep stores clean.
On a regular basis, they are wiping down counters, door handles and other frequently
touched surfaces using hospital-grad disinfectant.
Vendor will require masks for all employees & patrons.
Vendor will implement social distancing measures, including floor tape, reduced
occupancy, directional aisles and stairs, and spaced fixtures and checkout counters.
Vendor will incorporate other preventive measures including sneeze guards,
contactless payment including e-receipts, off limit areas (such as textbooks) and
delivery drop zones.
Vendor will install signage inside and outside the store with policies and
guidelines. In addition, store traffic greeters will be stationed at the front of store.
For added convenience and safety, vendor will work with the campus to add curbside
pick- up areas.
Based on store set-up, vendor plan to implement and limit access by having only
one entrance for entering/exiting store.
Vendor plan to promote online ordering through our website. Orders will be
processed and ready for in-store pick up or shipping to customers. For customers
that choose to purchase in the store, the textbook area will be counter serve only.
Reboarding Employees- Store Managers will communicate and address questions, new
social norms and processes to resume productivity to best serve students, faculty and
campuses.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES NEEDED:


The vendor will provide any resources needed.

Contingency Plan 2–Fall classes begin fully online
Contingency Plan 3 – Classes & operations must go to an online format for a period of time
during the semester
Residence Life
In the event campuses must begin or move to an online instructional environment, institutions
should plan for students to move into the residence halls and remain in the residence halls
whenever possible. Institutions will comply with any directives issued at the state level that
conflict with this guidance.
*In the event a campus is required to start the semester online, the campus should use the
Contingency 1 plan for move in with social distancing.
*In the event a campus moves to a fully online academic environment (temporary or for the
remainder of the semester), the campus should develop a plan for additional practices/policies
to be implemented whereby students are required to follow any additional directives issued.
Note: As part of Contingency Plan 1 institutions should have move out procedures in place
allowing for social distancing. Those plans would be in place for move out during any part of
the semester.
Residence Life’s approach to Contingency Plan 2 will be determined by the population
remaining in the residence halls at the end of the Summer 2020 term. Once the determination
to begin Fall 2020 online is made, the Residence Life and Housing staff will take the following
actions:
 Students NOT residing in campus housing over the summer:
o RLH staff will contact each resident by phone and email and update them on this
decision. Residents will have the opportunity to rollover their housing contract to
the Spring 2021 semester. Those students who wish to cancel their 2020-2021
housing contract will be provided instructions on how to do so via their StarRez
Housing Portal. RLH staff will remove their fall 2020 housing rent charges from all
student accounts. The RLH website and social media platforms will be used to
communicate this decision as well.
 Students who ARE resident in campus housing over the summer:
o RLH staff will follow up with residential students currently residing in campus
housing over the summer to determine if they meet the same criteria to remain in
campus housing for the fall semester.
o The updated Acknowledgement of Risk form (see Appendix SL1) will be provided to
each resident to sign.
For students remaining in housing during the fall term, safety and sanitation processes outlined
in Contingency Plan 1 will be followed and scaled to accommodate these students.

In the event students need to move out at any point during the semester, they will be required
to follow the department’s Move Out Process (see Appendix SL7).

Dining
In the event a campus moves to fully online academic delivery and is able to retain students in
the residence halls, dining facilities will be expected to operate in a decreased manner to allow
for students with meal plans to access dining services with the strict enforcement of social
distancing measures.
*Provide any alterations to the socially distanced plan outlined in Contingency Plan 1 that
would need to be in place during a move to online instruction. Include any changes in
operations or availability of dining options.
Dining Service’s approach to Contingency Plan 2 or 3 will be determined by the population in
residence for the fall 2020 term. Once the number of students requiring a meal plan has been
determined, dining services will scale their operations listed in Contingency Plan 1 to
accommodate the need with the following adjustments:



The number of facilities operating would reduce from two to one.
The dining room space would close.

Counseling Services
Counseling services should be prepared to operate at full capacity online.
Counseling Services is equipped to deliver all services in an online environment. Currently, all
of our counselors are certified by the State of Georgia and we have purchased the appropriate
software to deliver this service in a secure way.
Health Center
In the event academic courses move online temporarily or for the remainder of the semester, it
is expected that health centers will continue to operate as planned for in Contingency Plan 1.
Coastal students do not pay a separate health fee, and the College has an arrangement
with a third-party health care provider, therefore, the College not provide health services
to students in a Contingency Plan 2 scenario.
Student Organizations
In the event a campus is required to move to a fully online delivery of academic courses, student
organization activity that cannot be done in an online environment may be cancelled for at least
the same duration of time as the remote online requirements are in place.

Student Life staff will work with student leaders and organization advisors to produce virtual
programming opportunities for club members. All other events and activities will be cancelled.
Campus Recreation
In the event a campus is required to move to a fully online delivery of academic courses, campus
recreation centers and activities that cannot be done in an online environment may be cancelled
for at least the same duration of time as the remote online requirements are in place.
Rec and Wellness staff will produce virtual programming opportunities and events for students
to participate in. All other events and activities will be cancelled.
Co-curricular Requirements
In the event the campus opens under contingency plan two or three, the following adjustments
will be made to the guidance for co-curricular experiences for the online component of the
course.




Internships: Academic programs will take the following steps to accommodate
students who are required to complete internship requirements under
contingency plan 2:
o The faculty advisor and student will explore opportunities for the
student to complete the experience remotely or in a virtual
environment.
 Example: This spring, many students were able to complete their
internships through a teleworking-type experiences.
o The faculty advisor and student will explore alternate assignments that
will allow the student a similar experience.
 Example: In Nursing, the College has replaced some clinical
activities with simulations.
o The faculty advisor and student will consider if the requirement could be
postponed to another semester without delay of graduation and/or
extension of time to degree.
 Example: In Business, many students complete an internship in
summer and/or fall semester senior year, however, the
internship can be moved to spring semester senior year without
consequence.
o The faculty advisor and student will work with the internship site to
ensure proper precautions are put into place to protect the student and
provide appropriate social distancing guidance / protections.
 Example: In Biology, a typical internship has students working in
an outdoor field setting where social distancing is easily
accomplished.
Field Trips: No field trips will be scheduled. Instead, alternative assignments will
be developed to help students achieve the same learning objectives. Example:
In Physical Education, instead of going on an outdoor adventure camping trip,

students were given an assignment to visit the websites of several national
parks to collect information about camping skills and safety strategies.


Service-Learning Activities: No service learning projects requiring in-person
engagement will be scheduled.

Campus Center and Other Gathering Locations
In the event a campus is required to move to a fully online delivery of academic courses, student
unions, centers, and other community gathering locations may be closed for at least the same
duration of time as the remote online requirements are in place.
The Veterans Lounge, Tranquility Suite, Intercultural Resource Center, and the REC will be
closed while online requirements are in place. The Campus Center, which is home to the main
campus dining facility, will remain open, with limited hours daily.
Bookstore
Students will be able to place orders directly through the bookstore website. Orders will be
processed and shipped to customers. Curbside pick-up will also be provided.
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Residence Life and Housing
Acknowledgement of Risk
The worldwide spread of COVID-19, a respiratory disease caused by a novel strain of coronavirus, has led
to a public health crisis. The College of Coastal Georgia aims to deliver campus housing while protecting
the health and safety of our students and minimizing the potential spread of COVID-19 and other disease
within our community. With this priority in mind, the College is working in tandem with public health
officials to make informed public health decisions that will impact your campus housing experience during
the 2020-2021 academic year. Because of the uncertainty of COVID-19, College housing policies,
procedures, and guidelines may evolve throughout the year to minimize the risks posed by COVID-19.
College residential students play a key role in helping to prevent the spread of COVID-19, and therefore
should be aware of the following:
Health and Safety. All members of the College residential community—residents, staff, and visitors—shall
act in a manner that demonstrates respect and consideration for those around them, including respect
and consideration for the health and safety of all community members. Residential students are
prohibited from creating any health or safety hazards within College Housing, and the College may request
or require a residential student to leave College Housing if their continued presence in the housing
community poses a health or safety risk for community members. Residential students will be required to
comply with College requirements in addition to health and safety laws, orders, ordinances, regulations.
For example, the College may set limits on mass gatherings, require COVID-19 diagnostic and surveillance
testing (including before or upon arrival to campus), perform contact tracing, set disinfection protocols,
establish limits on guests and visitation at residence halls, and set quarantine / isolation requirements
(including before or upon arrival to campus). Adherence to these and other health and safety
requirements will be required of all residential students, staff, and visitors. These requirements will extend
to all areas of College Housing, including bedrooms, bathrooms, community kitchens, lounges, computer
rooms, courtyards, and other common spaces.
In addition to these requirements, the College may strongly encourage residential students to follow
public health guidance promulgated by public health authorities including, but not limited to, the
following preventative measures:
o

o

o

Practice good hand hygiene by either washing hands often with soap and
water for at least 20 seconds or by using alcohol-based hand sanitizer which
contains at least 60% alcohol;
Effective July 15, 2020, University System of Georgia (USG) institutions will require all
faculty, staff, students, and visitors to wear an appropriate face covering while inside
campus facilities/buildings where six feet social distancing may not always be possible,
including residence hall common areas but not including an individual’s room/suite.
Clean and disinfect frequently touched objects and surfaces;
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o
o
o

Avoid contact with people who are sick;
Stay in your assigned space if you are feeling sick and contact the University
Health Center regarding your symptoms; and,
Practice social distancing strategies, where possible.

Occupancy. Residence hall rooms will be viewed as a shared residence within each room or suite, similar
to a family’s shared residence in that social distancing practices are not expected within the room or suite.
As such, it is the responsibility of residential students to adhere to appropriate behaviors related to the
prevention of COVID-19 within the room, including the cleaning of their assigned room or suite.
Residential students should always consider following best practices for prevention even within the
shared residence and take responsibility for their own actions.
Quarantine / Isolation / Separation. At any time, the College may request or require a resident to leave
College Housing when that resident’s continued presence in the residential community poses a health or
safety risk for community members. Residential students are required to comply with directions from the
College to leave or relocate from their assigned space due to COVID-19 or other public health emergency.
Failure to follow College direction may be a violation of the College Housing Agreement and College
Housing policies which may subject a student to emergency removal from their assigned space.
De-Densifying Efforts. Residential students are required to comply with any College de-densifying effort
on campus due to COVID-19 or other public health emergency, including, but not limited to, the
reassignment of all or some residential students to alternative housing.
Dining Services. Dining service, including where and how service is offered to residential students, is
subject to modification, at the College’s discretion, to address public health concerns. The College may
adopt additional guidance at any time to minimize risk such as limiting the occupancy of dining halls, the
amount of time students may reside within dining halls, or make other operational adjustments needed
to address health and safety concerns or delivery of services for students in quarantine or isolation.
Cleaning. The College will continue to follow the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
Georgia Department of Public Health, and other public health authorities’ cleaning and sanitizing
guidelines. The College will modify its cleaning protocols as necessary or recommended to minimize the
spread of disease. College Housing will educate and inform residential students on appropriate cleaning
protocols within their assigned spaces to reduce the spread of COVID-19 within residence halls.
Residential students will be required to provide their own cleaning supplies for their assigned space.
COVID-19 IS AN EXTREMELY CONTAGIOUS DISEASE THAT CAN LEAD TO SEVERE ILLNESS AND DEATH.
DESPITE THE ABOVE COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19, THE
COLLEGE CANNOT GUARANTEE THAT RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY MEMBERS AND VISITORS WILL NOT
BE EXPOSED TO OR INFECTED WITH COVID-19 WHILE LIVING IN OR VISITING COLLEGE RESIDENTIAL
HALLS. AN INHERENT RISK OF ANY COMMUNAL LIVING OR SHARED LIVING ENVIRONMENT IS THE
INCREASED POTENTIAL EXPOSURE TO PATHOGENS AND CONTAGIOUS VIRUSES, INCLUDING COVID-19
DUE TO THE ACTIONS OR OMISSIONS OF OTHERS. ACCORDINGLY, LIVING ON CAMPUS CAN ELEVATE
THE RISK OF CONTRACTING ANY CONTAGIOUS ILLNESS SIMPLY DUE TO THE RESIDENCE HALL SPACE
UTILIZATION AND POPULATION DENSITY.
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The College is committed to keeping you updated about what you can expect for the upcoming academic
year. For more information, questions, or updates regarding how COVID-19 may impact campus
residential life, please contact College Housing at (912) 279-4560 or visit www.ccga.edu/covid.

I ,_____________________________, represent that I have obtained written College approval
to move into campus student housing and acknowledge that there are certain inherent risks
and potential exposure to COVID-19 with living on campus. I agree to assume and accept full
responsibility for these risks. The American College Health Association stated that students
with medical conditions such as asthma, diabetes, immunosuppressive drug therapy including
chronic systemic corticosteroid treatment, heart disease, HIV, and morbid obesity are at high
risk for COVID-19 illness and complications. I will also comply with all and any quarantine,
shelter-in place, or social distancing College directives with respect to disease precaution,
prevention and infection while on campus. Please see the attached CDC prevention
recommendations.

____________________________
Resident Signature
ATTACHMENT: Current CDC Prevention Guidelines

_____________________________
Date

What You Can do if You are at Higher Risk
of Severe Illness from COVID-19
Are You at Higher Risk
for Severe Illness?

Here’s What You Can do to
Help Protect Yourself
Stay home if possible.

Wash your hands often.
Based on what we know now, those at high-risk for
severe illness from COVID-19 are:
• People aged 65 years and older
• People who live in a nursing home or long-term care facility

People of all ages with underlying medical conditions,
particularly if not well controlled, including:
• People with chronic lung disease or moderate to severe asthma
• People who have serious heart conditions
• People who are immunocompromised
		 - Many conditions can cause a person to be immunocompromised,
			 including cancer treatment, smoking, bone marrow or organ
			 transplantation, immune deficiencies, poorly controlled HIV or
			 AIDS, and prolonged use of corticosteroids and other immune
			 weakening medications.
• People with severe obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 40 or higher)
• People with diabetes
• People with chronic kidney disease undergoing dialysis
• People with liver disease

Avoid close contact
(6 feet, which is about two
arm lengths) with people
who are sick.
Clean and disinfect
frequently touched surfaces.
Cover your mouth and
nose with a cloth face cover
when around others.
Cover coughs and
sneezes.
Call your healthcare professional if you are sick.
For more information on steps you can take to
protect yourself, see CDC’s How to Protect Yourself

cdc.gov/coronavirus
316216A May 5, 2020 1:22 PM

Symptoms of Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Your symptoms can include the following:

Fever

If you have COVID-19,
you may have mild (or no
symptoms) to severe illness.
Symptoms can appear
2-14 days after you are
exposed to the virus that
causes COVID-19.
Seek medical attention
immediately if you or someone
you love has emergency
warning signs, including:

Cough

• Trouble breathing
• Persistent pain or pressure
in the chest

Shortness*Symptoms may
of breath appear 2-14 days

• New confusion or not able to
be woken
• Bluish lips or face

after exposure.

This list is not all inclusive. Please consult your
medical provider for any other symptoms that
are severe or concerning.

cdc.gov/coronavirus
CS 316475-A April 13, 2020 6:49 PM

How to Protect Yourself and Others
Know how it spreads
• There is currently no vaccine to prevent coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).
• The best way to prevent illness is to avoid being exposed to this virus.
• The virus is thought to spread mainly from person-to-person.
» Between people who are in close contact with one another (within about 6 feet).
» Through respiratory droplets produced when an infected person coughs, sneezes
or talks.
» These droplets can land in the mouths or noses of people who are nearby or
possibly be inhaled into the lungs.
» Some recent studies have suggested that COVID-19 may be spread by people who
are not showing symptoms.

Everyone should
Clean your hands often
• Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds especially after
you have been in a public place, or after blowing your nose, coughing, or sneezing.
• If soap and water are not readily available, use a hand sanitizer that contains at
least 60% alcohol. Cover all surfaces of your hands and rub them together until
they feel dry.
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands.

Avoid close contact
• Stay home if you are sick.
• Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
• Put distance between yourself and other people.
» Remember that some people without symptoms may be able to spread virus.
» This is especially important for people who are at higher risk of getting
very sick. www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/peopleat-higher-risk.html

cdc.gov/coronavirus
CS 316291A 05/05/2020

Cover your mouth and nose with a cloth face cover when around others
• You could spread COVID-19 to others even if you do not feel sick.
• Everyone should wear a cloth face cover when they have to go out in public,
for example to the grocery store or to pick up other necessities.
» Cloth face coverings should not be placed on young children under age 2, anyone
who has trouble breathing, or is unconscious, incapacitated or otherwise unable to
remove the mask without assistance.
• The cloth face cover is meant to protect other people in case you are infected.
• Do NOT use a facemask meant for a healthcare worker.
• Continue to keep about 6 feet between yourself and others. The cloth face cover
is not a substitute for social distancing.

Cover coughs and sneezes
• If you are in a private setting and do not have on your cloth face covering,
remember to always cover your mouth and nose with a tissue when you
cough or sneeze or use the inside of your elbow.
• Throw used tissues in the trash.
• Immediately wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. If
soap and water are not readily available, clean your hands with a hand sanitizer that
contains at least 60% alcohol.

Clean and disinfect
• Clean AND disinfect frequently touched surfaces daily. This includes tables,
doorknobs, light switches, countertops, handles, desks, phones, keyboards, toilets,
faucets, and sinks. www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/
disinfecting-your-home.html
• If surfaces are dirty, clean them: Use detergent or soap and water prior
to disinfection.
• Then, use a household disinfectant. You can see a list of EPA-registered
household disinfectants here.

cdc.gov/coronavirus

Use of Cloth Face Coverings to
Help Slow the Spread of COVID-19
How to Wear Cloth Face Coverings
Cloth face coverings should—
• fit snugly but comfortably against the side of the face
• be secured with ties or ear loops
• include multiple layers of fabric
• allow for breathing without restriction
• be able to be laundered and machine dried without damage or
change to shape

CDC on Homemade Cloth Face Coverings
CDC recommends wearing cloth face coverings in public settings where other
social distancing measures are difficult to maintain (e.g., grocery stores and
pharmacies), especially in areas of significant community-based transmission.
CDC also advises the use of simple cloth face coverings to slow the spread of
the virus and help people who may have the virus and do not know it from
transmitting it to others. Cloth face coverings fashioned from household
items or made at home from common materials at low cost can be used as an
additional, voluntary public health measure.
Cloth face coverings should not be placed on young children under age
2, anyone who has trouble breathing, or is unconscious, incapacitated or
otherwise unable to remove the cloth face covering without assistance.
The cloth face coverings recommended are not surgical masks or N-95
respirators. Those are critical supplies that must continue to be reserved for
healthcare workers and other medical first responders, as recommended by
current CDC guidance.

Should cloth face coverings be washed or otherwise
cleaned regularly? How regularly?
Yes. They should be routinely washed depending on the frequency
of use.

How does one safely sterilize/clean a cloth face covering?

A washing machine should suffice in properly washing a cloth face covering.

How does one safely remove a used cloth face covering?
Individuals should be careful not to touch their eyes, nose, and mouth
when removing their cloth face covering and wash hands immediately
after removing.

cdc.gov/coronavirus
CS316353B 04/10/2020, 8:07 PM

Sewn Cloth Face Covering
Materials

• Two 10”x6” rectangles of cotton fabric
• Two 6” pieces of elastic
(or rubber bands, string,
cloth strips, or hair ties)

• Needle and thread (or bobby pin)
• Scissors
• Sewing machine

Tutorial
1. Cut out two 10-by-6-inch rectangles of cotton
fabric. Use tightly woven cotton, such as quilting
fabric or cotton sheets. T-shirt fabric will work in
a pinch. Stack the two rectangles; you will sew
the cloth face covering as if it was a single piece
of fabric.

2. Fold over the long sides ¼ inch and hem. Then fold the
double layer of fabric over ½ inch along the short sides
and stitch down.
fold

1/4 inch

stitch

stitch

1/4 inch
6 inches

fold
1/2 inch

1/2 inch

fold

10 inches

fold

stitch

stitch

3. Run a 6-inch length of 1/8-inch wide elastic through the wider hem
on each side of the cloth face covering. These will be the ear loops.
Use a large needle or a bobby pin to thread it through. Tie the ends
tight.
Don’t have elastic? Use hair ties or elastic head bands. If you only
have string, you can make the ties longer and tie the cloth face
covering behind your head.
thread
through

4. Gently pull on the elastic so that the knots
are tucked inside the hem.
Gather the sides of the cloth face covering on
the elastic and adjust so the mask fits your
face. Then securely stitch the elastic in place
to keep it from slipping.

tuck in knot

stitch

knot

stitch

Quick Cut T-shirt Cloth Face Covering (no sew method)
Materials

• T-shirt
• Scissors

Tutorial
1.

2.

3.

6–7 inches

cut out

cut tie strings

7–8 inches

Bandana Cloth Face Covering (no sew method)
Materials

• Bandana (or square cotton cloth approximately 20”x20”)
• Rubber bands (or hair ties)

• Scissors (if you are cutting your own cloth)

Tutorial
2.

1.

3.

Fold top down. Fold bottom up.

Place rubber bands or hair ties
about 6 inches apart.

Fold bandana in half.

4.

5.

Fold side to the middle and tuck.

6.

Tie strings
around neck,
then over top
of head.

KEEP
CALM
AND

WASH
YOUR
HANDS
CS243041A

STOP THE SPREAD OF GERMS
Help prevent the spread of respiratory diseases like COVID-19.
Avoid close contact with people who are sick.

Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue,
then throw the tissue
in the trash.

Clean and disinfect frequently
touched objects and surfaces.

Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth.

Stay home when you are sick,
except to get medical care.

Wash your hands often with soap
and water for at least 20 seconds.

For more information: www.cdc.gov/COVID19
CS314915-A
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COPING WITH STRESS, FEAR,
AND WORRY

SWIPE

for tips from helpguide.org to help you through this
stressful time

OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES | COUNSELING@CCGA.EDU

Stay Informed
... but don't obsessively check the news, instead:

Stick to trustworthy sources such as the CDC
and the World Health Organization
Limit how often you check for updates
Be careful what you share. Do your best to
verify information before passing it on

OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES | COUNSELING@CCGA.EDU

Stay Connected
... even when physically isolated

Make it a priority to stay in touch
with friends and family
While in-person visits are limited, substitute
video chatting if you’re able
Don’t let coronavirus dominate
every conversation
OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES | COUNSELING@CCGA.EDU

Take Care of Your
Body & Spirit
Go easy on yourself if you’re experiencing more
depression or anxiety than usual. You’re not alone in
your struggles
Maintain a routine as best you can
Take time out for activities you enjoy
Get out in nature, if possible & find ways to exercise
Avoid self-medicating
OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES | COUNSELING@CCGA.EDU

Focus on Things You
Can Control

While you can’t control how severe the coronavirus outbreak is in
your city or town, you can take steps to reduce your own personal
risk (and the risk you’ll unknowingly spread it to others), such as:
Washing your hands frequently (for at least 20 seconds) with soap
and water or a hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol
Avoiding touching your face (particularly your eyes, nose, and
mouth)
Staying home as much as possible, even if you don’t feel sick
Avoiding crowds and gatherings of 10 or more people
Avoiding all non-essential shopping and travel
Keeping 6 feet of distance between yourself and others when out
Getting plenty of sleep, which helps support your immune system
Following all recommendations from health authorities
OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES | COUNSELING@CCGA.EDU

Get More Help
The CCGA Office of Counseling Services is
providing distance counseling services via
phone and video at this time. These services are
free and available to all currently enrolled
students. Just email counseling@ccga.edu to set
up an appointment

OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES | COUNSELING@CCGA.EDU

Recognizing Your
Stress

Oftentimes, one of the most important
steps to managing symptoms of stress is
to recognize that they are related to
stress.

“Stress is a normal part of life", Dr. Shainna
Ali, a Licensed Mental Health Counselor
tells us in Psychology Today. “It is a natural
response to an external pressure that
disrupts your equilibrium. It often causes
symptoms such as...

OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES | COUNSELING@CCGA.EDU

Stress Symptoms
Sadness, confusion, irritability, anger, uneasiness,
and suicidal thoughts
Reduced concentration, efficiency, and productivity
Social withdrawal and isolation
Interpersonal problems (e.g., lies, defensiveness,
communication concerns)
Tension (e.g., headaches, jaw clenching, teeth
grinding)
Body pain (e.g., headaches, muscle spasms)
Reduced energy (e.g., tiredness, weakness, fatigue)
Sleeping problems (e.g., insomnia, nightmares).

OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES | COUNSELING@CCGA.EDU

Self-Care
Practicing self-care can be a great way to
manage stress. Self-care is the active process of
acknowledging and tending to your needs.
Self-care includes practices that invest in your
general wellness. This can include preventative
measures such as eating nutritious foods,
staying active, and getting adequate rest (Ali
2020).

OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES | COUNSELING@CCGA.EDU

OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES | COUNSELING@CCGA.EDU

Self-Care while Practicing
Social Distancing
TRY THESE THINGS!

Baths (tap into your
senses by using
aromatherapy, too!)
Coloring
Cooking
(Pinterest!!)
Crafting
Deep breathing
Digital detox
(Spend less time on
social media,
watching TV, etc.)

Gratitude
practice (start
your day by
keeping a daily
journal of 3
things each day
that you are
grateful for)
Meditation
Mindfulness
practices
Music
Painting
Praying
Reading
Sewing

Distance
Therapy
Writing
Exercising
Plan a
staycation with
the family!
Sidewalk
chalk art!
Share your
creations with
your friends on
social media!

OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES

CORONAVIRUS ANXIETY:

COPING WITH STRESS, FEAR, AND WORRY

These tips from helpguide.org can help you through this stressful time:

STAY INFORMED — BUT DON’T
OBSESSIVELY CHECK THE NEWS

STAY CONNECTED — EVEN
WHEN PHYSICALLY ISOLATED

Stick to trustworthy sources such as
the CDC and the World Health
.
Organization
Limit how often you check for
updates
Be careful what you share. Do your
best to verify information before
passing it on

Make it a priority to stay in touch
with friends and family
While in-person visits are limited,
substitute video chatting if you’re
able
Don’t let coronavirus dominate
every conversation

TAKE CARE OF YOUR
BODY AND SPIRIT
Go easy on yourself if you’re
experiencing more depression or
anxiety than usual. You’re not alone
in your struggles
Maintain a routine as best you can
Take time out for activities you
enjoy
Get out in nature, if possible
Find ways to exercise
Avoid self-medicating

GET MORE HELP
The CCGA Office of Counseling
Services is providing distance
counseling services via phone
and video at this time. These
services are free and available to
all currently enrolled students. Just
email counseling@ccga.edu to
set up an appointment

FOCUS ON THINGS YOU CAN CONTROL

While you can’t control how severe the coronavirus outbreak is in your city or town, you can take
steps to reduce your own personal risk (and the risk you’ll unknowingly spread it to others), such as:

Washing your hands frequently (for at least 20 seconds) with soap and water
or a hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol
Avoiding touching your face (particularly your eyes, nose, and mouth)
Staying home as much as possible, even if you don’t feel sick
Avoiding crowds and gatherings of 10 or more people
Avoiding all non-essential shopping and travel
Keeping 6 feet of distance between yourself and others when out
Getting plenty of sleep, which helps support your immune system
Following all recommendations from health authorities

COLLEGE OF COASTAL GEORGIA | OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES | COUNSELING@CCGA.EDU

Appendix SL3_Updated First Year Live-On Requirement Exemption Form

First Year Live-On Requirement
Exemption Form
As an incoming, traditional first year student, you are required to live on-campus in
student housing. Your request will be reviewed by the Office of Residence Life and
Housing and this Office will notify you of our decision.
Office of Residence Life and Housing
College of Coastal Georgia
One College Drive
Brunswick, GA 31520
For additional information regarding requests for exemption, contact the Office of
Residence Life and Housing at 912-279-5815 or Residence.Life@ccga.edu.
The First Year Live-On Requirement will be violated if the student:



Provides false or misleading information in connection with a request for
exemption,
Fails to comply by not applying for housing and/or assuming occupancy in a
residence hall

Failure to comply with the First Year Live-On Requirement Policy will result in the
student automatically being signed up for housing and billed.
Prefix:
First Name:
Middle Name:
Last Name:
Suffix:
CCGA Email:
Personal Email:
Phone:
Term: (Fall, Summer, Spring)
I am requesting an exemption for the following:
 I am married (a copy of the marriage license must be provided).
 My permanent residence is Glynn, Camden, McIntosh, Brantley, or Wayne
county.
 I am a custodial parent of a dependent child (a copy of the birth certificate and/or
custodial decree must be included).
 Exposure concerns to COVID-19.
A confirmation email will be sent to your email address.

Appendix SL4_Dining Facility Assessment

Dining Facility Assessment
College of Coastal Georiga
Name of Dining Facility
Mariners Galley
* Dining area

Type of Operation
All-You-Care-To-Eat

Typical User

Current
Occupancy

Square
Feet

Social
distancing
Changes in
Occupancy* meal options

Students, Employees
300

4502

150

* Serving area

43

2574

84

*Presidential dining
*Gated patio

54
100

800
1537

27
50

442
1593

1
40

Dockside Deli
* Deli space
* Andrews space seating

Grab and Go

Students, Employees

* based upon current EO effective until May 31, 2020 - 10 patrons per 300 square feet.

Changes in
accepting
payment

Changes in meal plans as it
relates to this dining facility

none

none

none at this time

none

none

none at this time

Requirements of employees

Requirement of users

Training to include frequency of cleaning and disinfection of the kitchen
and surrounding areas
Monitoring of employees in regards to symptoms or illness
Will be provided with appropriate PPE equipment as recommended by
CDVC and/or outlined by state and local health requirements
In-service training regarding the proper protocols established by CDC,
local authorities and regulations for COVID-19 and food safety

Will follow College recommendations
regarding PPE
Follow and adhere to distancing cues

STOP THE SPREAD OF GERMS

RESUMING
OPERATIONS

Cleaning and disinfection guidance to safeguard
team members and guests against COVID-19

RESUMING OPERATIONS
IN A COVID-19 ERA
In these unprecedented times, many businesses that
previously suspended operations partially or fully to
comply with government regulation or due to operational
disruption are reopening. This guidance is intended to
help you safely clean and disinfect your location as part
of your reopening process.
This guidance document is intended to cover many of the
areas in need of cleaning and disinfecting, however some
of these areas will not apply to some. The intention is
for you to use those pieces that apply to your business,
those that do not apply can be skipped.
Every operation will need to follow internal protocols
and may need to take additional steps outside of these
recommendations. Refer to equipment manufacturer’s
instructions for restarting any equipment.
Prior to reopening, refer to the Reopening Checklist.

Information in this document is
sourced from Ecolab’s Resuming
Operations Guidance for Hospitality.

ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// P R E P A R E F O R R E S U M I N G O P E R A T I O N S

UNDERSTANDING RISK FACTORS
HOW NOVEL
CORONAVIRUS ENTERS

HOW NOVEL
CORONAVIRUS SPREADS

TEAM MEMBERS

NOVEL CORONAVIRUS
IS SPREAD BY DROPLETS
Made when infected people cough, sneeze or talk1

CUSTOMERS

TOUCHING
Contaminated people, objects or surfaces
1

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html

FOCUS ON PERSONAL +
ENVIRONMENTAL
FOCUS
ON PERSONAL +HYGIENE
ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE
DID YOU KNOW?

The average
person touches

300 in30
surfaces

minutes

7
ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// P R E P A R E F O R R E S U M I N G O P E R A T I O N S

IMPLEMENT ENHANCED HYGIENE
TAKE ACTION

»

Public health recommendations focus on standard
infection control practices, training and compliance.

Personal Hygiene

Environmental Hygiene

Wash hands frequently
with soap and water. When soap
and water are not available, use an
alcohol-based hand sanitizer.

Minimize close contact
with people who have symptoms
of respiratory illness.

Clean and disinfect

surfaces and high-touch objects
with approved disinfectants.

Ensure proper use

of personal protective equipment
(PPE) where appropriate.

ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// P R E P A R E F O R R E S U M I N G O P E R A T I O N S

PREPARE FOR RESUMING OPERATIONS

»

Consider dedicating a shift to extensive cleaning and
disinfection to ensure a safe return to operation for
both team members and guests. Special attention
should be paid to high-touch surfaces including (but
not limited to) those listed below.

Dining Area/Front of
House

• Door handles and push plates
• Tables, chairs (including
armrests) and booths
• Cash register and ordering kiosk
• Hostess stand
• Telephone, touchscreens and
keypads
• Remotes
• Coffee and beverage stations
• Menus and bill folders
• Hand railings

ELIOR NORTH AMERICA

Restrooms

• Door handles
• Faucets & toilet/urinal handles
• Seat covers
• Stall latches
• Toilet paper dispenser
• Sanitary receptacle
• Countertops
• Towel and soap dispensers
• Baby changing station
• Sharps container
• Trash receptacle

Kitchen/Back of House

• Kitchen equipment handles and
push plates
• Operating buttons for all
equipment
• Dispenser handles (i.e., beverage
machine)
• Handles for refrigerators and
freezers
• Sink faucets
• Towel and soap dispensers
• Trash receptacle
• Cleaning tools
• Computers and keypads
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// S A F E G U A R D T E A M M E M B E R S

DEVELOP PLAN TO
SAFEGUARD TEAM
MEMBERS
• Determine if there are an adequate number of trained team
members to staff each area of operation during normal
working hours. Develop a business continuity plan if not
fully-staffed.
• Educate team members on symptoms of COVID-19.
• Closely monitor team member health and have
symptomatic team members stay home in accordance
with company illness policy.
• Emphasize the need to self-quarantine and contact
employer if they’ve been exposed to someone confirmed to
have COVID-19.
• Reinforce personal hygiene, cough etiquette and social
distancing (as recommended by local and federal public
health authorities).
• Provide hygiene materials such as tissues, hand soap
and sanitizer.
• Have team members disinfect all personal hard, nonporous surfaces according to the directions for use on
the product label.
• Inform team members of pandemic status and proper
infection control procedures.
• Develop policies for worker protection and provide training
on proper product use and how to read a Safety Data Sheet
(SDS) to all cleaning staff.

ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// S A F E G U A R D T E A M M E M B E R S

PROMOTE INFECTION PREVENTION
Reduce the risk of transmission by

»

Washing your hands often and correctly

Covering your mouth and nose when
coughing or sneezing

X

Avoiding close contact with potentially
infected individuals

Thoroughly cleaning and disinfecting
personal items

Staying home while you are sick

Contacting a doctor immediately in the
event of symptoms

ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// S A F E G U A R D T E A M M E M B E R S

PROMOTE
PROPER HAND H
PROMOTE PROPER
HAND HYGIENE
HAND HYGIENE

HAND
PROMOTE
HYGIENE

Hands are a primary mode of transmission

PROPER WET
HAND HYGIENE
hands with clean running water,

HandsHAND
are a HYGIENE
primary mode
WET
LATHER
SCRUB
of transmission
hands with clean
the back of hands,
for at least
LATHER
running water, turn off
between fingers
20 seconds.
so hygiene must
the back
ofunder
hands,
between
the
tap
and
apply
soap.
and
nails.
hygiene must be judiciously implemented.
be judiciously Hands are a primary mode of transmission so fingers
HYGIENE
and under nails.
implemented.

Hands are a primaryturn
mode
transmission
so hygiene
offof
the
tap and apply
soap. must be judicious

ROMOTE PROPER HAND HYGIENE

ND

PROPER HAND HYGIENE

WET
LATHER
SCRUB
RINSE
hands with clean
the back of hands,
for at least
hands well under
running water, turn off
between fingers
20 seconds.
clean running water.
SCRUB
IF
SOAP
AND
WATER
ARE
NOT
AVAILABLE,
the tap and apply soap.
and under nails.
for
at
least
20
seconds.
use an
alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
Hands are a primary mode of transmission so hygiene must be judiciously
implemented.
•
•
•

Use sufficient product to wet entire hand.
Rub onto all surfaces of the hands for 30 seconds.
Let air dry. DORINSE
NOT RINSE.
DRY

WET
LATHER
SCRUB
hands with clean
the back of hands,
for at least
hands well under
hands using a clean
ning water, turn off
between fingers
20 seconds.
clean running water.
towel or air dryer. If
RINSE
AVAILABLE,
tap and apply soap.
and under nails. IF SOAP AND WATER ARE NOT
available, use a towel
use animplemented.
alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
hands well under clean running water.
turn off tap.
ode of transmission so hygiene must be judiciously
•
Use sufficient product to wet entire hand.

HAND HYGIENE

•
•

Rub onto all surfaces of the hands for 30 seconds.
Let air dry. DO NOT RINSE.

LATHER
SCRUB
RINSE
he back of hands,
for at least
hands well under
between fingers IF SOAP AND
20 seconds.
clean running water.
WATER ARE NOT AVAILABLE,
and under nails. use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
•
•
•

Use sufficient product to wet entire hand.
Rub onto all surfaces of the hands for 30 seconds.
Let air dry. DO NOT RINSE.

SCRUB
RINSE
for at least
hands well under
20 seconds.
clean running water.
AND
WATER ARE NOT AVAILABLE,
cohol-based hand sanitizer.

fficient product to wet entire hand.
to all surfaces of the hands for 30 seconds.
dry. DO NOT RINSE.
ALCOHOL

AILABLE,

econds.
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DRY
hands using a clean
DRYtowel or air dryer. If
available,
a towel
toor air dryer.
hands
using use
a clean
towel
turn off tap.

If available, use a towel to turn off tap.

DRY
hands using a clean
towel or air dryer. If
available, use a towel to
turn off tap.

I F S O A P A N D W AT E R A R E N OT AVA I L A B L E ,
use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
13
13
• Use sufficient product to wet entire hand.
• Rub onto all surfaces of the hands for 30 seconds.
• Let air dry. DO NOT RINSE.

13
13
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// S A F E G U A R D T E A M M E M B E R S

FREQUENCY OF HAND HYGIENE
When should I wash my hands?
• After blowing nose, coughing or sneezing
• After using the restroom
• Before, during and after food preparation
• Before eating
• After contact with animals or pets
• Before and after cleaning and disinfection
• After contact with high-touch surfaces in the hotel
• After removing PPE
• Before and after providing routine care for a guest who needs assistance
• When they appear dirty

Employer Responsibility
• Ensures availability of hand soap and hand sanitizer
• Trains and reinforces proper hand hygiene

ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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or your operation
// E N S U R As
I Nyour
G partner
E N V inI R
ONMENTAL HYGIENE
sanitation, Ecolab prides itself on establishing best practices
for cleaning throughout your operation. Now more than ever, it is critical that
employees understand and explicitly follow proper cleaning and disinfection
procedures.

THE “NEW” NORMAL
Consider:

E N H A N C E D C L E▪ ASelecting
NING A
N D D I S I N F E C T I O N F O R YO U R O P E R AT I O N
the proper solution(s) for the job (i.e., product, tool and
application method)
▪ The importance of contact time to achieve disinfection
Elior North America prides itself on establishing best practices for cleaning throughout your operation.
Increasing
frequency
cleaning and
as infection
risk, foot
Now more than ever, it is▪ critical
that team
membersofunderstand
and disinfection
explicitly follow
proper cleaning
and
traffic and soil load increases
disinfection procedures.
▪ Increased awareness of safety considerations (disposable PPE, etc.)
Consider:
• Selecting the proper
for the jobreinforces
(i.e.,
The solution(s)
following guidance
the
product, tool andimportance
application of
method)
the 5 Factors of
Clean,
particularly
overall procedures, to
• The importance of contact time to achieve
ensure you can return to operation
disinfection
quickly
and withand
piece of mind
• Increasing frequency
of cleaning
that
you’ve
done
everything you can to
disinfection as infection risk, foot traffic
protect your employees and guests.
and soil load increases
• Increased awareness of safety considerations
(disposable PPE, etc.)
The following guidance reinforces the importance of the 5 Factors
of Clean, particularly overall procedures, to ensure you can return
to operation quickly and with piece of mind that you’ve done
everything you can to protect your team members and guests.

ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// E N S U R I N G E N V I R O N M E N T A L H Y G I E N E

DETERMINE FREQUENCY OF CLEANING AND
DISINFECTION
As infection risk, foot traffic or soil load increase, frequency of cleaning and
disinfection should also increase.
Many variables should be considered when determining
frequency of cleaning and disinfection in each area of
your operation including:
• Infection Risk
• Foot Traffic
• Soil Load
Other considerations (including but not limited to):
• Product Type
• Soil Type
• Surface Type

Frequency of Cleaning/Disinfection

Frequency should be determined at the unit level
and re-evaluated as environmental variables change.

Soil Load
Foot Traffic

Infection Risk

Standard Frequency
Environmental Variables

ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// E N S U R I N G E N V I R O N M E N T A L H Y G I E N E

ENSURE ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE
D I S I N F E C T I N G N O N - F O O D CO N TA C T S U R FA C E S

1

PRE-CLEAN

2

DISINFECT

3

WAIT

4

DRY

Pre-clean visibly soiled areas by removing things
such as food or dirt. For surfaces with no visible soil,
no pre-cleaning is required.

Use an EPA registered disinfectant approved for use
against SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19).
Refer to the product label for directions for use.

Allow the surface to remain wet for the time indicated
in the directions for use on the product label.

Wipe the surface or allow to air dry.

Refer to the Approved Cleaning and Disinfectant list
on the SharePoint site
ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// E N S U R I N G E N V I R O N M E N T A L H Y G I E N E

ENSURE ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE
D I S I N F E C T I N G N O N - F O O D CO N TA C T S U R FA C E S
DURING AN OUTBREAK

1

PRE-CLEAN

2

DISINFECT

3

WAIT

4

RINSE

5

SANITIZE

Pre-clean visibly soiled areas by removing things
such as food or dirt. For surfaces with no visible soil,
no pre-cleaning is required.

Use an EPA registered disinfectant approved for use
against SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19).
Refer to the product label for directions for use.

Allow the surface to remain wet for the time indicated
in the directions for use on the product label.

Rinse the surface with potable water.

Sanitize food contact surfaces using an EPA-approved
food contact sanitizer according to label directions.

Contact procurement@elior-na.com if you have disinfecting product needs.

ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// E N S U R I N G E N V I R O N M E N T A L H Y G I E N E

DISINFECTANT APPLICATION METHODS

Pressure
Spraying

Electrostatic
Spraying

HOW IT WORKS

Manual trigger pulls apply a
coarse spray of disinfectant to
cover surface

Pressurized tank allows for
continuous coarse spray to
cover surface

Powered continuous
electrically charged spray
evenly coats surfaces

• Cost effective
• Heavier spray for precleaning when needed
• Adjustable nozzle for wider
or more direct spray

• Continuous spray
• Heavier spray for precleaning when needed
• Coat larger areas more easily
than with manual spray

• Continuous spray
• Charged particles evenly coat
surfaces
• Even coating of surface
allows for more effective air
drying

• Manual application
• May need to manually
dray surfaces after desired
contact time

• Specialized equipment
• Intermittent manual or
mechanical pressurization
required
• May need to manually dry
surfaces after contact time

• Specialized equipment
• May require a separate
application method for precleaning
• Need to ensure enough
application to allow proper
contact time before drying

CO N S I D E R AT I O N S

Trigger
Spraying

BENEFITS

All disinfectants approved for use with a spray application can be applied using a trigger sprayer, pressure sprayer
or electrostatic sprayer.
*Follow product label directions for use when applying to ensure adherence to surface wetting and contact time,
PPE, compatibility and any required rinse post-application.
**Refer to the SDS manual for guidance on appropriate products and PPE.
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// E M P L O Y E E B R E A K R O O M

GENERAL
INSTRUCTIONS
What products do you need?
• Multi-purpose disinfectant
• Food contact sanitizer
• Floor cleaner
• Hand soap
• Hand sanitizer

What tools do you need?
• Refillable spray bottles
• Trigger sprayers
• Sanitizer pail
• Microfiber clothes
• Putty knife
• Vacuum
• Dust pan/broom and mop/bucket
• Window scrubber/squeegee
• Wet Floor sign
• Gloves and PPE

Specific Touchpoints
• Door knobs
• Public phones
• Public computers
• Light switches
• Chair armrests
• Faucet
• Cupboard/drawer handles
• Refrigerator and microwave handles
• Tables

Cleaning & Disinfection Frequency
Inspection Frequency
Responsible
Required PPE*
*In addition to any required by SDS

To help protect against COVID-19, ensure treated surfaces
remain wet for contact time indicated on product label.**
**Refer to product label for use directions.
ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// T E A M M E M B E R B R E A K R O O M

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Cleaning and Disinfection Guidelines
• Wear gloves, pick up debris from countertops, tables and floor.
• Empty trash cans and recycling bins making sure to securely
tie-off full bags for transport. Clean and disinfect the outside
of trash cans using multi-purpose disinfectant. Replace liners.
• Disinfect all hard, non-porous surfaces including countertops,
refrigerator/cupboard handles and doorknobs with multipurpose disinfectant. Pay special attention to high-touch
surfaces and ensure properly wetted. Ensure treated surfaces
remain wet for contact time indicated on product label.
• Clean and disinfect inside/outside of microwave and outside of
coffee maker using multi-purpose disinfectant.
• Ensure food contact surfaces such as tables are rinsed with
potable water and sanitized with food contact sanitizer. Allow
for complete dwell time and do not wipe.
• Restock paper products and hand/soap/hand sanitizer
dispensers as needed. Disinfect exterior of dispensers with
multi-purpose disinfectant (including pump).
• Place ‘Wet Floor’ sign at entrance. Vacuum carpet and vacuum
or sweep than mop hard-surfaced floors with floor cleaner
(tile, wood or LVT).
• Inspect work.

Specific Touchpoints
F O O D CO N TA C T
• Tables
• Food prep surfaces
• Eating utensils
• Dishes
• Etc.

N O N - F O O D CO N TA C T
• Doorknobs
• Light switches
• Faucets
• Cupboard and drawer handles
• Public phones and computers
• Chair armrests
• Etc.

*Refer to product labels for complete directions for use.
ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// P U B L I C A R E A S

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
What products do you need?
• Multi-purpose disinfectant
• Food contact sanitizer
• Glass cleaner
• Floor cleaner
• Air freshener/room refresher
• Stainless steel cleaner
• Disinfectant wipes
• Hand soap
• Hand sanitizer

What tools do you need?
• Refillable spray bottles
• Trigger sprayers
• Sanitizer pail
• Microfiber cloths
• Putty knife
• Vacuum
• Dust pan/broom
• Mop/bucket
• Window scrubber/squeegee
• ‘Wet floor’ sign
• High-duster
• Gloves
• PPE

Specific Touchpoints
• Doorknobs/push plates
• Thermostat
• Elevator buttons
• Escalator and stairwell railings
• Reception, concierge and bell service stands
• Luggage carts
• Water fountain
• Public phones
• Public computers
• Light switches
• Chair armrests

Cleaning & Disinfection Frequency
Inspection Frequency
Responsible
Required PPE*
*In addition to any required by SDS

To help protect against COVID-19, ensure treated surfaces
remain wet for contact time indicated on product label.**
**Refer to product label for use directions.
ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// P U B L I C A R E A S

ENTRANCE, LOBBY
HALLWAYS
Cleaning and Disinfection Guidelines
• Place ‘Wet Floor’ sign.
• Pick up debris and remove gum from floor with putty knife or
blunt-edged tool.
• Empty trash cans and recycling bins making sure to securely
tie-off full bags for transport. Clean and disinfect the outside
of trash cans using multi-purpose disinfectant. Replace liners.
• Clean and disinfect all hard, non-porous surfaces focusing
on high-touch surfaces using a multi-purpose disinfectant.
Ensure treated surfaces remain wet for contact time indicated
on product label.
• Clean glass and windows using multi-purpose disinfectant or
glass cleaner and a fresh microfiber or squeegee to ensure a
streak-free finish.
• Refill air freshener, hand sanitizer and disinfectant wipe
dispensers as needed. Disinfect dispensers and nearby walls
using multi-purpose disinfectant.
• Vacuum carpet/entrance mats and vacuum or sweep then mop
hard-surfaced floors with floor cleaner (tile/wood/LVT) as
needed.
• Inspect for quality.

Specific Touchpoints
• Doorknobs/push plates
• Elevator buttons
• Light switches
• Luggage carts
• Water fountain push plate
• Reception/concierge
counters

• Bellhop stand
• Public phones and
computers
• Chair armrests
• End tables
• Etc.

*Refer to product labels for complete directions for use.
ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// P U B L I C A R E A S

CONFERENCE ROOMS
AND OFFICE SUPPLIES
Cleaning and Disinfection
Guidelines
• Pick up debris and remove gum from floor with putty
knife or blunt-edged tool.
• Empty trash cans and recycling bins making sure
to securely tie-off full bags for transport. Clean
and disinfect the outside of trash cans using multipurpose disinfectant. Replace liners.
• Dust file cabinets and bookshelves as needed.
• Clean and disinfect all hard, non-porous surfaces
focusing on high-touch surfaces using a multipurpose disinfectant. Ensure treated surfaces remain
wet for contact time indicated on product label. For
electronics, spray cloth and wipe surface.
• Vacuum carpet/rugs and vacuum or sweep then mop
hard-surfaced floors with floor cleaner (tile/wood/
LVT) as needed.
• Inspect for quality.

Specific Touchpoints

• Doorknobs/push plates
• Light switches
• Public phones and computers
• Desks/tables and chairs including armrests
• Coffee and beverage
• Stations
• Etc.

*Refer to product labels for complete directions for use.
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// P U B L I C A R E A S

WATER FOUNTAIN

Spray multi-purpose disinfectant generously on microfiber cloth
or surface of water fountain ensuring surface remains wet to
achieve disinfection. Ensure push plate is properly wetted.

Rinse the spigot with potable water and wipe with clean cloth.

If needed, use stainless steel cleaner and a clean, soft cloth to
shine exterior.

Apply food contact sanitizer to spigot with either clean cloth and
bucket or spray bottle application ensuring it remains wet for
contact time indicated on product label. Allow to air dry. Do not
wipe or rinse.

ELIOR NORTH AMERICA
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// P U B L I C A R E A S

CHILDCARE FACILITY
Cleaning and Disinfection Guidelines
Food Contact Surfaces

• Clear tabletops and counters of dishware,
food debris, and other items. During a
high-risk/outbreak scenario, a disinfection
step may be added using multipurpose
disinfectant. A potable water rinse and
sanitization using a food contact sanitizer is
required post-disinfection. Refer to product
label for required contact time.
• Pre-clean visibly soiled areas. Using a food
contact sanitizer, sanitize food contact
surfaces/objects with either a clean cloth and
pail application (damp, wrung-out cloth) or
spray bottle application (spray surface, do
not wipe dry). Ensure treated surfaces remain
wet for contact time indicated on product
label. Allow to air dry before placing items on
the surface or returning objects to use.

Non-Food Contact Surfaces

• Empty trash cans and recycling bins making sure
to securely tie-off full bags for transport. Clean
and disinfect the outside of trash cans using multipurpose disinfectant. Replace liners.
• Pre-clean visibly soiled areas. Disinfect all hard,
non-porous surfaces focusing on high-touch surfaces
using a multi-purpose disinfectant. Ensure treated
surfaces remain wet for contact time indicated on
product label. For electronics, spray cloth and wipe
surface.
• Clean glass and windows using multi-purpose
disinfectant or glass cleaner and a fresh microfiber
or squeegee to ensure a streak-free finish.
• Vacuum carpet/rugs and vacuum or sweep then mop
hard-surfaced floors with floor cleaner (tile/wood/
LVT/walk-off mats) as needed.
• Inspect for quality.

Specific Touchpoints
F O O D CO N TA C T
• Mixed-use tables
• Highchair/
booster seat
• Food prep
surfaces
• Eating utensils

• Dishes
• Plastic-mouthed
toys
• Pacifiers
• Etc.

N O N - F O O D CO N TA C T
• Changing table
• Doorknobs and
• Potty chairs
cabinet handles
• Diaper pails
• Light switches
• Chairs
• Water fountain
• Etc.
push plate

NOTE: Any food contact surfaces that have been disinfected must be thoroughly
rinsed with potable water and sanitized using a food contact sanitizer.
*Refer to product labels for complete directions for use.
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// P U B L I C A R E A S

FLOOR CARE – MOPPING

Clear floor of all movable items including rugs and floor
mats. Wipe up spills and sweep entire floor to remove loose
soil and debris.

Put out ‘Wet Floor’ sign.
Fill mop bucket with 4–5 gallons of water. Add floor cleaner as
specified on product label.

To prevent streaking from dirty kitchen mops, use a dedicated
cotton or synthetic mop for public areas. Dip mop into the
cleaning solution and wring out well before applying to floor. Use
damp mop only. Do not over-wet floor.

Mop in ‘figure 8’ pattern with overlaps. Flip mop when first side
is soiled. Rinse when both sides are soiled. Continue mopping
until entire floor is clean. Change solution when soiled.

Mop or squeegee solution toward drain. Allow floor to air dry.
Thoroughly clean and store all equipment after use (i.e., hang
mop to store, empty dirty cleaning solution into mop sink).
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// P U B L I C A R E A S

CARPET CARE – VACUUMING
Wearing gloves, pick up debris.

Vacuum main areas.
Note: Do not use vacuums with frayed power cords.

Vacuum under trash cans and furniture. Avoid bumping furniture legs.

Vacuum walk-off mats and clean underneath.

Spot vacuum furniture and use attachments to clean corners and baseboards.

Replace vacuum bag when 2/3 full. Ensure proper disposal of full bag.

Report spots and stains to supervisor.
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// P U B L I C A R E A S

ICE MACHINES
Unplug the machine. Remove and discard all
ice. Replace water filter if the ice machine has
been shut down for more than 4 weeks.

Clean interior of unit with manual detergent.
Give special attention to the bottom, corners,
doors, gaskets, hinges and latches. Scrub builtup deposits with nylon brush or scraper.

Rinse well with clean water.

Spray interior surfaces, scoop and interior of
door with food contact sanitizer as specified by
the product label. Allow to dry. Do not rinse.

Clean/disinfect exterior especially hightouch areas like handle with multi-purpose
disinfectant. If needed, use stainless steel
cleaner and a clean, soft cloth to shine exterior.
Plug in machine and fill with fresh ice.

NOTE: This procedure is only for the ice bins. For ice maker cleaning,
please refer to instructions in the OEM manual.
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// P U B L I C A R E A S

TRASH AND RECYCLING COLLECTION
Wear protective gloves. Line
trash can and recycling bins
with appropriate size bag.

Pick up debris. Keep
containers nearby to avoid
blocking hallways.

Empty trash cans and
recycling bins making sure to
securely tie-off full bags for
transport. Clean and disinfect
outside of trash cans using
multipurpose disinfectant.

Replace liner if perishable
items enclosed such as
food or liquid.

Empty trash can and recycling
bin in main dumpster area.
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// P U B L I C A R E A S

ENSURE ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE
Establish routine cleaning and disinfection inspections in Public Areas…
EVALUATION
OK

Needs
Attn.

NOTES

F LO O R S
Debris-free (trash, gum, etc.) and
vacuumed
Sanitary seam/grout lines
Streaks or stickiness

WA L L S A N D C EI LI N G
Visual cleanliness
Surface cracks
Paint condition

F U RN I T U R E A ND FURN I SHI N GS
Debris and dust-free
Hand sanitizer/wipes replenished
Maintenance of specialty surfaces
(wood, marble)

GL A S S A N D M I RRORS
Clean and streak-free
M A LO D O R S
Musty, smokey, or unpleasant
OTH E R
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// FOODSERVICE: FRONT OF HOUSE

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

What products do you need?
• Multi-purpose disinfectant
• Glass cleaner
• Food contact sanitizer
• Manual detergent

What tools do you need?
• Refillable spray bottles
• Trigger sprayers
• Microfiber cloths
• Detergent and sanitizer pails
• Non-abrasive scrub pad
• Putty knife
• Vacuum
• Dust pan/broom
• Mop/bucket
• Window scrubber/squeegee
• ‘Wet Floor’ sign
• PPE

Specific Touchpoints
• Dining tables
• Buffet/salad bar
• Beverage stations
• Doorknobs
• Push plates
• Light switches
• Menus
• Bill holders
• Faucets

• Cupboards/drawer
handles
• Thresholds and
hand railings
• Chairs and booths
• Trash receptacle
touch points
• Order kiosks
• Hostess Stand

Cleaning & Disinfection Frequency
Inspection Frequency
Responsible
Required PPE*
*In addition to any required by SDS

To help protect against COVID-19, ensure treated surfaces
remain wet for contact time indicated on product label.**
**Refer to product label for use directions.
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// FOODSERVICE: FRONT OF HOUSE

TABLETOPS/COUNTERTOPS

After customers leave, clear tabletops and counters of all dishware, food
debris and other items.
NOTE: During a high-risk/outbreak scenario, a disinfection step may be
added to tabletop/countertop and the outside of condiment containers
using multi-purpose disinfectant. A potable water rinse and sanitization
using a food contact sanitizer is required post-disinfection. Refer to
product label for required contact time.

Clean entire surface of tabletop/countertop (including edges) using
manual detergent. Use with a clean cloth and bucket application (damp,
wrung-out cloth) or spray bottle and clean cloth application (spray
surface and wipe clean). Ensure gross food particles/soil are removed.
Allow additional product dwell time for visibly soiled areas.

Rinse with potable water using a clean cloth and allow to air dry. Repeat
on all food contact surfaces.

Sanitize tabletop/countertop using food contact sanitizer and either a
clean cloth and pail application (damp, wrung-out cloth) or spray bottle
application (spray surface, do not wipe dry). Ensure treated surfaces
remain wet for contact time indicated on product label. Allow to air dry
before placing items on the surface or returning to use.

NOTE: Any food contact surfaces that have been disinfected must be thoroughly
rinsed with potable water and sanitized using a food contact sanitizer.
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// FOODSERVICE: FRONT OF HOUSE

CHAIRS, STOOLS, AND HIGHCHAIRS/
BOOSTER SEATS
Pre-clean visibly soiled areas. Disinfect
entire surface of chairs, stools and table
legs using multi-purpose disinfectant. Pay
special attention to high-touch areas such
as backs/arms of chairs. Use either a clean
cloth and bucket application (damp wrungout cloth), or spray bottle and clean cloth
application (spray surface and wipe clean).

Ensure treated surfaces remain wet for
contact time indicated on product label.
Use a nonabrasive scrub pad to loosen any
dried-on food particles. Wipe dry using a
soft, clean cloth.

Rinse highchairs/booster seats with
potable water and sanitize using food
contact sanitizer and either a clean cloth
and pail application (damp, wrung-out
cloth) or spray bottle application (spray
surface, do not wipe dry). Ensure treated
surfaces remain wet for contact time
indicated on product label. Allow to air dry
before placing returning to use.

NOTE: Any food contact surfaces that have been disinfected must be thoroughly
rinsed with potable water and sanitized using a food contact sanitizer.
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// FOODSERVICE: FRONT OF HOUSE

BUFFETS/SALAD BARS
Remove or cover any exposed food items to avoid potential for contamination.

Disinfect all non-food contact surfaces including sneeze guards, railings, tables
using a multipurpose disinfectant. Ensure treated surfaces remain wet for contact
time indicated on product label. Wipe or allow to air dry.

For any food contact surfaces (excluding food containers), rinse with fresh water
and sanitize using a food contact sanitizer. Ensure treated surfaces remain wet for
contact time indicated on product label. When a food container is empty, remove it
and put through dishmachine.

Consider changing out utensils frequently and limit the number of guests allowed
at the buffet/salad bar simultaneously. Once the area has been properly cleaned,
sanitized, and/or disinfected, return or uncover food and resume operation.

NOTE: Any food contact surfaces that have been disinfected must be thoroughly
rinsed with potable water and sanitized using a food contact sanitizer.
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// FOODSERVICE: FRONT OF HOUSE

BARS/LOUNGES
Cleaning and disinfection guidelines
Food Contact Surfaces

• Clear tabletops and counters of dishware,
food debris, and other items. During a
high-risk/outbreak scenario, a disinfection
step may be added using multipurpose
disinfectant. A potable water rinse and
sanitization using a food contact sanitizer is
required post-disinfection. Refer to product
label for required contact time.
• Pre-clean and sanitize food contact surfaces
with either a clean cloth and pail application
(damp, wrung-out cloth) or spray bottle
application (spray surface, do not wipe dry).
Ensure treated surfaces remain wet for
contact time indicated on product label. Allow
to air dry before placing items on the surface
or returning objects to use.

Non-Food Contact Surfaces

• Empty trash cans and recycling bins making sure
to securely tie-off full bags for transport. Clean
and disinfect the outside of trash cans using multipurpose disinfectant. Replace liners.
• Pre-clean visibly soiled areas.
• Disinfect all hard, non-porous surfaces focusing
on high-touch surfaces using multi-purpose
disinfectant. Ensure treated surfaces remain wet
for contact time indicated on product label. For
electronics, spray cloth and wipe surface.
• Clean glass and windows using multi-purpose
disinfectant or glass cleaner and a fresh microfiber
or squeegee to ensure a streak-free finish.
• Vacuum carpet and vacuum or sweep then mop hardsurfaced floors with floor cleaner (tile/wood/LVT/
walk-off mats) as needed.
• Inspect for quality.

Specific Touchpoints
F O O D CO N TA C T
• Bar tabletops and
counters
• Food and drink
prep surfaces/
tools
• Glasses

• Utensils
• Dishes
• Fountain soda
gun nozzles
• Liquor pourers
• Etc.

N O N - F O O D CO N TA C T
• Fountain soda
• Doorknobs and
gun handle
cooler handles
• Remote controls
• Light switches
• Cash register
• Beverage station
• Etc.
• Chairs

NOTE: Any food contact surfaces that have been disinfected must be thoroughly
rinsed with potable water and sanitized using a food contact sanitizer.
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// FOODSERVICE: FRONT OF HOUSE

ENSURE ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE
Establish routine cleaning and disinfection inspections in Front of House…
EVALUATION
OK

Needs
Attn.

NOTES

F LO O R S
Debris-free (trash, gum, etc.) and
vacuumed
Sanitary seam/grout lines
Streaks or stickiness

WA L L S A N D C EI LI N G
Visual cleanliness
Surface cracks
Paint condition

F U RN I T U R E A ND FURN I SHI N GS
Debris and dust-free
Hand sanitizer/wipes replenished
Maintenance of specialty surfaces
(wood, marble)

GL A S S A N D M I RRORS
Clean and streak-free
M A LO D O R S
Musty, smokey, or unpleasant
OTH E R
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Specific Touchpoints

What products do you need?
• Multi-purpose disinfectant
• Food contact sanitizer
• Manual detergent
• Machine detergent
• Machine sanitizer
• Rinse additive
• Presoak
• Degreaser
• Stainless steel cleaner
• Freezer cleaner

F O O D CO N TA C T
• Counters/food-prep surfaces
• Tables
• Sinks
• Food storage equipment
• Thermometers
• Beverage stations
N O N - F O O D CO N TA C T :
• Buttons on equipment (i.e., bump pads
and controls)
• Light switches
• Faucets
• Cupboards/drawer handles
• Hand soap/sanitizer dispenser
• Towel dispenser
• Labeling system keypad

What tools do you need?
• Refillable spray bottles
• Trigger sprayers
• Microfiber cloths
• Nylon brush
• Dishmachine
• Putty knife
• Vacuum
• Dust pan/broom
• Mop/bucket
• Window scrubber/squeegee
• Toothpick
• ‘Wet Floor’ sign
• PPE

Cleaning & Disinfection Frequency
Inspection Frequency
Responsible
Required PPE*
*In addition to any required by SDS

To help protect against COVID-19, ensure treated surfaces
remain wet for contact time indicated on product label.**
**Refer to product label for use directions.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

DISHMACHINE – READYING FOR
OPERATION
Turn off and drain dishmachine.
Check drain for blockage and clear if needed. Remove scrap accumulation
trays/pump intake screen and flush under running water. Scrub parts clean (if
necessary) using brush and manual detergent. Insert parts back into dishmachine.

Unscrew wash arms and end caps. Flush under running water. Clean nozzles with
toothpick. Remove soil inside the pre-wash and wash tank area of dishmachine
using a brush, water and manual detergent. Insert parts back into dishmachine.

Ensure machine detergent and rinse additive are connected to appropriate
dispensers. If the machine also utilizes a chemical sanitizer, check the expiration
date and consider replacing the product if expired.

Power on dishmachine and allow wash tank to fill and reach appropriate
temperature (unless it is a dump-and-fill machine). Check the data plate on the
machine for temperature requirements.

Run a rack through dishmachine.
For high temperature machines: Ensure the rinse water temperature reaches at
least 180°F.
For low temperature machines: Test the chemical sanitizer level with test strips on
residual water (50–100 ppm chlorine).

NOTE: Soft water will reduce scale buildup on equipment and improve results for one-pass
warewashing. Contact your chemical product rep to learn more about softening solutions for your
dishmachine/entire kitchen and with any additional dishmachine questions.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

MANUAL WAREWASHING

Set up 3-compartment sink with manual detergent
solution in the first sink, warm rinse water in the second
sink and food contact sanitizer solution in the third sink.
Follow product label for correct use dilutions.

Place ware or other food contact items (i.e., cutting
boards) in detergent sink, soak as needed, and scrub off
any remaining soil or stains with nylon brush.

Submerge ware or other food contact items in rinse water.

Submerge ware or other food contact items in sanitizer
sink for one minute, or as specified by product label and/
or local guidelines.

Place sanitized items on rack or drain board to air dry.
Do not wipe or rinse.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

FLATWARE
Fill presoak tub or bus pan with presoak
solution as specified by the product label.
NOTE: Change presoak solution when water
cools or is dirty and ensure tub holding soiled
ware is properly sanitized after use.

Sort dirty flatware and place into presoak
solution. Ensure flatware is completely
submerged. Soak for a minimum of 20–30
minutes.

Remove flatware and place in a single layer on
an open rack. Rinse off excess food soil.

Sort flatware and transfer from open rack
to baskets. Do not overload. Run through
dishmachine wash cycle with handles down.

Shake off excess water and allow to cool down
while air drying. Transfer to empty basket and
store flatware with handles up. Do not touch
eating ends of flatware. Consider covering
clean ware to ensure it remains sanitary.

NOTE: Soft water will reduce scale buildup on equipment and improve results for
one-pass warewashing. Contact your chemical product rep to learn more about
softening solutions for your dishmachine or entire kitchen.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

PLATES AND TABLEWARE
When sorting soiled wares, place flatware in separate bus pan or
open rack. Dump liquid from glasses/cups and place on suitable racks.
Remove excess food from tableware (plates, bowls and saucers) by
hand-scraping into garbage.

After hand-scraping wares, sort and stack the same type and size
dishes together.

Load the same type and size dishes into racks. When multiple types
or sizes are loaded on same rack, place smaller items in front so
dishmachine spray is not blocked.

Manually spray loaded rack with hot water (min. 110°F) to remove
loosened food. Wash in dishmachine with machine detergent. Use
rinse additive for spotless ware. When chemical sanitization is
required, use machine sanitizer.

Stack clean dishes in dish dolly ensuring only one dish size is stacked
in each compartment. When dolly is completely loaded, store in
dedicated area and cover to ensure ware remains sanitary.

NOTE: Soft water will reduce scale buildup on equipment and improve results for
one-pass warewashing. Contact your chemical product rep to learn more about
softening solutions for your dishmachine or entire kitchen.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

PREPWARE: POTS, PANS AND COOKWARE

Remove excess food by hand-scraping
ware. Rinse off any loosened food
particles in prescrap sink.

Fill the sink with presoak solution
as specified by the product label.
Completely submerge baked-on ware for
15–20 minutes depending on soil level.

Remove ware from soak solution. Scrape
loosened soil with a nylon brush to
discard.

Sort ware and place in racks. Wash in
dishmachine with machine detergent.
When chemical sanitization is required,
use machine sanitizer.

When cycle is complete, remove racks
and allow ware to air dry. Stack in
dedicated storage area when dry.
Consider covering clean ware to ensure it
remains sanitary.

NOTE: Soft water will reduce scale buildup on equipment and improve results for
one-pass warewashing. Contact your chemical product rep to learn more about
softening solutions for your dishmachine or entire kitchen.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

REACH-IN REFRIGERATOR AND FREEZER
Remove all food containers and place in
temporary refrigerated storage. Remove
shelving, brackets, etc.
NOTE: Freezer temperature must be raised
above freezing (32°F/0°C) before cleaning.

Wash, rinse and sanitize all removed parts
using either machine or manual methods.

Clean interior of unit with manual detergent.
Scrub built-up deposits with nylon brush or
scraper. Rinse well with potable water.

Spray surface with food contact sanitizer and
allow to air dry.
NOTE: Pour sanitizing product (per label
directions) into drain trough to prevent
development of mold and odor-producing
bacteria.

Return unit to proper temperature. Use a
multi-purpose disinfectant for the exterior,
ensuring proper disinfection of high-touch,
non-food contact areas like handle. If
needed, use stainless steel cleaner and a
clean, soft cloth to shine exterior.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

WALK-IN REFRIGERATOR AND FREEZER
Remove all unpacked foods and food packaging from area.
Clear floor of all movable items including floor mats.
Turn off recirculation fan.
NOTE: If using a product other than freezer cleaner, all food
must be removed and freezer temperature must be raised
above freezing (32°F/0°C) before cleaning.

Wipe up spills and sweep away any loose soil and debris. Use
a scraper or abrasive pad to remove built-up deposits.

Put out ‘Wet Floor’ sign.
Apply freezer cleaner or manual detergent directly to floor,
walls and shelving using a mop, sponge or sprayer. Soak for
time specified on product label relative to the amount of soil
and ice present. Mop to loosen and remove soil.

Dry mop or squeegee to remove excess liquid and wipe with
dry cloth, as needed, to aid drying. A wet vacuum may also be
used. When dry, replace unpacked foods and food packaging
and turn on recirculation fan.

After cleaning, sanitize with food contact sanitizer as specified
on product label. Allow to air dry. Do not rinse. Ensure
freezer handle is properly disinfected using a multi-purpose
disinfectant.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

DRY STORAGE
Remove food from container and store in dry area away
from chemicals.

If container must be dry cleaned, scrape off any adhered soil.
Brush or vacuum out. If container can be wet cleaned, pre-clean
by removing loose, visible soil.

For wet cleaning, spray container with manual detergent. If soil
on surface is greasy, use degreaser as specified on product label.

Allow cleaning solution to penetrate soils. Use a non-abrasive
scrub pad or paper towel to loosen any remaining food particles
and wipe clean. Allow surface to dry completely.

For both wet and dry clean, spray surface with food contact
sanitizer and allow to air dry. Ensure container handle is
properly disinfected using a multi-purpose disinfectant.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

ICE MACHINES
Unplug the machine. Remove and discard all
ice. Replace water filter if the ice machine has
been shut down for more than 4 weeks.

Clean interior of unit with manual detergent.
Give special attention to the bottom, corners,
doors, gaskets, hinges and latches. Scrub builtup deposits with nylon brush or scraper.

Rinse well with clean water.

Spray interior surfaces, scoop and interior of
door with food contact sanitizer as specified by
the product label. Allow to dry. Do not rinse.

Clean/disinfect exterior especially hightouch areas like handle with multi-purpose
disinfectant. If needed, use stainless steel
cleaner and a clean, soft cloth to shine exterior.
Plug in machine and fill with fresh ice.

NOTE: This procedure is only for the ice bins. For ice maker cleaning,
please refer to instructions in the OEM manual.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

BEVERAGE MACHINE
Remove mixing nozzles, diffusers and cup rest from machine
and thoroughly clean and sanitize using the manual or machine
procedures.
NOTE: For machine method, use a rack designed for small items.

To clean ice bin (if present): Remove and discard all ice. Clean interior
of unit with manual detergent. Allow to soak for at least 5 minutes.
Drain the solution and rinse with fresh water.

To sanitize ice bin (if present): Sanitize interior of unit with food
contact sanitizer and allow solution to soak per time specified by
product label before draining. Allow to dry. Do not rinse.

Clean/disinfect exterior and panel bottom (soda splash area) with
multi-purpose disinfectant. If needed, use stainless steel cleaner and a
clean, soft cloth to shine exterior.
NOTE: Pour hot water down drip pan to ensure proper drainage.

Spray exterior food contact surface area with food contact sanitizer.
Ensure treated surfaces remain wet for contact time indicated on
product label. Allow to air dry. Reinstall nozzles, diffusers and cup
rest. Fill ice bin with fresh ice (if applicable).
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

STAINLESS STEEL SINK

Fill all sinks to low level with hot water and manual detergent.
For sinks with grease buildup and stubborn stains, use degreaser.

Scrub the inside and outside of all sinks, drain table, splash backs,
and scrap baskets with a nylon brush and the detergent solution.

Drain and rinse all sinks. Squeegee water from all flat surfaces.
Wipe exterior surfaces with a clean, dry cloth.

To sanitize, spray surfaces with food contact sanitizer solution as
specified by the product label.

If needed, use stainless steel cleaner and a clean, soft cloth to
shine exterior.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

WALLS

Remove all food items from surrounding area. Spray wall with
multi-purpose disinfectant as specified on product label. If
soil on surface is greasy, use degreaser . Areas with heavier
soil, (i.e. around light switches by cooking areas), may require
light scrubbing.
NOTE: Ensure cleaning solution does not drip onto food
contact surfaces.

Using hot water in a bucket and a clean towel, rinse wall
thoroughly. Wipe up any solution that may have dripped onto
the floor. Change water and cleaning towel as needed.

Wipe wall with dry paper towel or clean cloth.

If needed, use stainless steel cleaner and a clean, soft cloth to
shine exterior.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

STORAGE/DELIVERY CART AND DISH CADDY
Pre-clean surfaces with manual detergent. If soil on surface is greasy,
use degreaser as specified on product label.

Allow cleaning solution to penetrate soils. Use a non-abrasive scrub
pad to loosen any driedon particles.

Wipe surface of cart with dry paper towel or clean cloth. Be certain to
clean all surfaces including cart legs.

Disinfect high-touch surfaces (i.e., handles) with multi-purpose
disinfectant. Ensure treated surfaces remain wet for contact time
indicated on product label. Wipe or allow to air dry.
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// FOODSERVICE: BACK OF HOUSE

ENSURE ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE
Establish routine cleaning and disinfection inspections in Back of House…
EVALUATION
OK

Needs
Attn.

NOTES

F LO O R S

Debris-free (trash, gum, etc.) and
vacuumed
Sanitary seam/grout lines
Streaks or stickiness

WA L L S A N D C EI LI N G
Visual cleanliness
Surface cracks
Paint condition

F U RN I T U R E A ND FURN I SHI N GS
Debris and dust-free

Hand sanitizer/wipes replenished
Maintenance of specialty surfaces
(wood, marble)

GL A S S A N D M I RRORS
Clean and streak-free

SU RFAC E S

Sinks soap scum, scale, streak, stain
and mold/mildew-free
Handles/levers/knobs/faucets polished
Countertop debris-free and sanitary

M A LO D O R S

Musty, smokey, or unpleasant

OTH E R
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// RESTROOMS

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
What products do you need?
• Multi-purpose disinfectant
• Bathroom cleaner disinfectant
• Toilet bowl cleaner
• Glass cleaner
• Stainless steel cleaner
• Floor cleaner disinfectant
• Air freshener
• Hand soap

What tools do you need?
• Refillable spray bottles
• Trigger sprayers
• Microfiber cloths
• Toilet brush
• Tongs
• Non-abrasive scrub pad
• Putty knife
• Vacuum
• Dust pan/broom
• Mop/bucket
• Window scrubber/squeegee
• ‘Wet Floor’ sign
• Gloves
• PPE

Specific Touchpoints
• Doorknobs/push
plates
• Towel dispenser
handle
• Sink faucets
• Soap dispenser
• Stall door latch/
locks

• Toilet/urinal flush
lever
• Sanitary
receptacle
• Baby changing
station
• Sharps container

Cleaning & Disinfection Frequency
Inspection Frequency
Responsible
Required PPE*
*In addition to any required by SDS

To help protect against COVID-19, ensure treated surfaces
remain wet for contact time indicated on product label.**
**Refer to product label for use directions.
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// RESTROOMS

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Cleaning and Disinfection Guidelines
• Place ‘Wet Floor’ sign at entrance.
• Pick up debris and remove gum from floor with putty knife or blunt-edged tool.
• Empty trash cans and recycling bins making sure to securely tie-off full bags for transport. Clean and
disinfect the outside of trash cans using multi-purpose disinfectant. Replace liners.
• Spray (and do not wipe) all hard, non-porous surfaces with multipurpose disinfectant (toilets/urinals, sinks,
countertops, and faucets). Ensure treated surfaces remain wet for contact time indicated on product label.
• Clean glass and mirrors using multi-purpose disinfectant or glass cleaner and a fresh microfiber or squeegee
and to ensure a streak-free finish.
• Refill air freshener, hand soap and paper product dispensers as needed. Disinfect dispensers and nearby
walls with multi-purpose disinfectant.
• Scrub toilet and urinals with toilet brush.
• Wipe all hard, non-porous including high-touch surfaces with microfiber after contact time indicated on
multi-purpose disinfectant product label.
• Vacuum or sweep then use mop hard-surfaced floors with floor cleaner (i.e. tile) as needed.
• Inspect for quality.

Specific Touchpoints

• Door handles
• Light switches
• Stall lock/latch
• Toilet and urinal flush levers
• Hand soap and towel dispensers
• Faucets
• Hand dryers
• Changing station
• Sanitary hygiene receptacle
• Etc.

NOTE: Scrub pads and microfiber cloths used to clean toilets
and urinals should NOT be used on any other surfaces.
*Refer to product labels for complete directions for use.
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// RESTROOMS

COUNTERTOPS/VANITY AND SINKS
Wear protective gloves. Pick up debris around sink.

Spray sinks and countertops/vanity with multipurpose disinfectant.
Make certain to include all high-touch surfaces, such as faucets and
soap/towel dispensers.

Allow solution to sit on surface for time indicated on product label.
Scrub surfaces with a non-abrasive scrub pad or microfiber cloth.

Wipe surfaces with clean cloth or allow to air dry.
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// RESTROOMS

MIRRORS AND GLASS SURFACES

Spray multi-purpose disinfectant or glass cleaner onto a clean
microfiber. DO NOT spray cleaning solution directly onto mirror.
NOTE: To minimize streaking, do not use cloths treated with fabric
softener.

Beginning at top, wipe surface by moving cloth from left to right and
flipping as necessary until surface is dry and streakfree. Alternatively,
apply product with window scrubber and scrub top to bottom.
Squeegee surface moving top to bottom, left to right.

If needed, apply stainless steel cleaner to clean, soft cloth and wipe
stainless steel, brass or chrome exterior surfaces.
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// RESTROOMS

TOILETS AND URINALS
Toilets

Urinals
Wear protective gloves.
Flush toilet. Remove water
from bowl by forcing water
over trap. Apply toilet
bowl cleaner, bathroom
cleaner disinfectant or
multi-purpose disinfectant
ensuring sufficient
coverage around bowl and
under rim.

Using tongs, remove
urinal screen. Flush
urinal. Apply toilet bowl
cleaner, bathroom cleaner
disinfectant or multipurpose disinfectant
ensuring sufficient
coverage around bowl

Swab bowl completely
using toilet brush to spread
product paying attention to
under-lip and trap area. Let
stand for time specified by
product label to allow for
disinfection, and flush.

Swab bowl completely
using toilet brush to spread
product. Let stand for time
specified by product label
to allow for disinfection,
and flush.

Spray exterior surface
of urinal with bathroom
cleaner disinfectant or
multi-purpose disinfectant.
Wipe with nonabrasive
scrub pad or microfiber
cloth. Let stand for time
specified by product label
to allow for disinfection.
Wipe all surfaces dry with
microfiber cloth. Replace
urinal screen.

Spray exterior surface
of toilet with bathroom
cleaner disinfectant or
multi-purpose disinfectant.
Wipe with non-abrasive
scrub pad or microfiber
cloth. Let stand for time
specified by product label
to allow for disinfection.
Wipe all surfaces dry with
microfiber cloth.

NOTE: Scrub pads and microfiber cloths used to clean toilets
and urinals should NOT be used on any other surfaces.
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// RESTROOMS

PARTITIONS AND WALLS
Spray multi-purpose
disinfectant on microfiber
cloth and wipe stall
partitions, doors, latches/
locks other high-touch
surfaces. Allow proper dwell
time per product label to
ensure disinfection.

Respray multi-purpose
disinfectant onto cloth as
needed. Spot clean hightouch surfaces ensuring
they remain wet for
complete contact time
indicated on product label.
Beginning at top of stall,
wipe surface by moving
cloth from left to right
and flipping as necessary
until surface is dry and
streak-free. Alternatively,
squeegee surface moving
top to bottom.

Remove graffiti with
cloth and multi-purpose
disinfectant. Report areas
that need paint or repair to
your supervisor.
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// RESTROOMS

FLOOR
In preparation, add proper dilution of floor cleaner disinfectant to mop
bucket as indicated on product label. Clear floor of all movable items
including garbage bins and floor mats. Wipe up spills and sweep to
remove loose soil and debris.

Put out ‘Wet Floor’ sign.
Dip mop into the cleaning solution and wring out well before applying
to floor. Use damp mop only. Do not over-wet floor.

Mop in ‘figure 8’ pattern with overlaps. Flip mop when first side is
soiled. Rinse when both sides are soiled. Continue mopping until entire
floor is clean. Change solution when soiled.

Mop or squeegee solution toward drain. Allow floor to air dry.
Thoroughly clean and store all equipment after use (i.e., hang mop to
store, empty dirty cleaning solution into mop sink).
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// RESTROOMS

ENSURE ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE
Establish routine cleaning and disinfection inspections in Restrooms…
EVALUATION
OK

Needs
Attn.

NOTES

F LO O R S

Debris-free (trash, gum, hair, etc.)
Sanitary seam/grout lines
Streaks or stickiness

WA L L S A N D C EI LI N G
Visual cleanliness
Surface cracks
Paint condition

F U RN I T U R E A ND FURN I SHI N GS
Debris and dust-free

Toiletries replenished
Soap/paper products/air freshener
replenished

GL A S S A N D M I RRORS
Clean and streak-free

B ATHR O O M

Shower/tub soap scum, scale, streak
and mold/mildew-free
Toilet/urinal and sinks stain-free
Handles/levers/knobs/faucets polished
Countertop/vanity spotless and
properly maintained (marble, etc.)

M A LO D O R S

Musty, smokey, or unpleasant

OTH E R
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// LAUNDRY

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

What products do you need?
• Detergent
• Destainer
• Softener
• Sour (as needed)
• Multi-purpose disinfectant
• Glass cleaner
• Floor cleaner

Specific Touchpoints
• Doorknobs/push plates
• Light switches
• Laundry carts
• Folding tables and shelves
• Washer and dryer controls
• Washer seal/rim and door handle

What tools do you need?
• Linen collection bags
• Clean and dirty laundry carts
• Gloves
• PPE

Cleaning & Disinfection Frequency
Inspection Frequency
Responsible
Required PPE*
*In addition to any required by SDS

To help protect against COVID-19, ensure treated surfaces
remain wet for contact time indicated on product label.**
**Refer to product label for use directions.
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// LAUNDRY

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Cleaning and Disinfection
Guidelines
• Empty trash cans and recycling bins making sure
to securely tie-off full bags for transport. Clean
and disinfect the outside of trash cans using multipurpose disinfectant. Replace liners.
• Pre-clean any visibly soiled surfaces (as needed).
• Clean and disinfect all hard, non-porous surfaces
focusing on high-touch surfaces using multi-purpose
disinfectant. Ensure treated surfaces remain wet for
contact time indicated on product label.

Specific Touchpoints

• Doorknobs/push plates
• Light switches
• Laundry carts
• Folding tables and shelves
• Washer and dryer controls
• Washing machine rim and door
handle
• Etc.

• Clean glass and windows using multi-purpose
disinfectant or glass cleaner and a fresh microfiber or
squeegee to ensure a streak-free finish.
• Vacuum or sweep then mop floors with floor cleaner
as needed.
• Inspect for quality.

*Refer to product labels for complete directions for use.
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// LAUNDRY

WASHING
Replace products (i.e,
detergent, destainer,
softener and sour) when
empty. Check levels
frequently to ensure linens
come out hygienically
clean.

For towels: Load machine
to the top, completely
filling wash wheel.
For sheets: Leave 6”-10”
of free space in wash wheel
(e.g., two fists free space).
Before closing the door and
initiating the wash cycle,
disinfect the washer seal/
rim with multi-purpose
disinfectant.

Check formula chart to
identify the correct wash
formula based on linen
type.

Select formula on the
controller (if applicable).

Select appropriate formula
on the washer and push
start. Disinfect washer
door handle and washer/
controller buttons using
multi-purpose disinfectant.

If properly loaded, linen
should be at the 10:00
and 2:00 position between
rotations.

Wearing new gloves,
unload clean linens
into cart designated for
clean laundry only. Dry
immediately.

NOTE: Hygienically clean linens are defined as, “free of pathogens in sufficient numbers to
cause human illness.” This is achieved by washing with approved detergents using traditional
high or low temp wash formulas and sufficient drying.
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// LAUNDRY

ENSURE ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE
Establish routine cleaning and disinfection inspections in Laundry Area…
EVALUATION
OK

Needs
Attn.

NOTES

F LO O R S
Debris-free (trash, gum, etc.) and
vacuumed
Sanitary seam/grout lines
Streaks or stickiness

WA L L S A N D C EI LI N G
Visual cleanliness
Surface cracks
Paint condition

F U RN I T U R E
Debris and dust-free
Shelves
Folding tables

GL A S S A N D M I RRORS
Clean and streak-free
M A LO D O R S
Musty, smokey, or unpleasant
OTH E R
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// RESOURCES

HANDWASHING TECHNIQUE

Wet hands and apply
a sufficient amount of
product to your palm.

Rub hands palm to palm
to build lather.

Spread lather over the
back of each hand with
fingers interlaced.

Rub palm to palm with
fingers interlaced.

Grip the fingers on
each hand and rub in a
sideways back and forth
movement.

Clasp each thumb in the
opposite hand and rotate.

Press fingers into palm of
each hand and rotate.

Rinse hands with water.

Dry hands thoroughly
with a disposable towel.

Use towel to turn off tap.

Your hands are now
clean.
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// RESOURCES

HAND SANITIZING TECHNIQUE

Apply hand sanitizer to
the palm of one hand,
covering all surfaces.

Cover whole surface of
hands, rubbing palm to
palm.

Spread the sanitizer
solution over the back
of each hand including
the wrists with fingers
interlaced.

Rub palm to palm with
fingers interlaced.

Grip the fingers on
each hand and rub in a
sideways back and forth
movement.

Clasp each thumb in the
opposite hand and rotate.

Press fingers into palm of
each hand and rotate.

Once dry, your hands are
sanitized.
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// RESOURCES

PROPER GLOVING
How to DON
disposable gloves

How to REMOVE
disposable gloves

Wash hands.

Wash hands.
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Building
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
Campus Center
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC

Room Number or Description
The Bookstore
Elevator
Lobby/Study Area (1st Floor)
Stembler Theatre
Dining Hall
Health Center Lobby
Health Center - Thearon Filson's Office
Health Center - Patient Rooms
Health Center - Nurse's Office
Office of Counseling and Disability Services - Personal Counselor Office
Office of Counseling and Disability Services - Jennifer Zak's Office
Office of Counseling and Disability Services - Temporary Counselor/Student Assistant Office
Office of Counseling and Disability Services - Two Testing Rooms
Study Lounge (2nd Floor)
Office of Admissions - Conference Room
Office of Admissions - Enclosed Offices
Office of Admissions - Front Desk and Cubed Office Space
Office of Admissions - Middle Workspace
Student Life - Michael Butcher's Office
Student Life - Front Desk
Student Life - Jamaal Brown's Office
Student Life - Carly Morman's Office
Student Life - Student Organization Space
First Floor and Second Floor Outdoor Seating Areas
Public Restrooms (1st and 2nd Floors)
The REC
VALOR Lounge
Tranquility Suite
Campus Pantry
Crow's Nest
Seaswells
Single Sex Restrooms
The Anchor
Tank Room in the Anchor
Group Meeting Room
Old Call Center Room
The BRIG
Quinton Staples' Office

Type of Space
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Cubicle Office Space
Other
Other
Cubicle Office Space
Other
Other
Cubicle Office Space
Other
Restroom
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Restroom
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other

Social Distancing OK? Y/N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Appendix SL6_ Campus Center and SAC Spaces - Social Distancing
If N, describe space limitations- include the number of employees who share the space
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas; following food pickup health guidelines
Limited number of people available in the space at a time
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas. About 1/3 the capacity
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas; following food pickup health guidelines
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Signage would be needed to make sure social distancing guidelines
Based on guidelines, a nurse with PPE could be in the room with a sick student
Not enough space for maintain 6 feet of space for social distancing. Will need to utilize another space in the office.
Not enough space for maintain 6 feet of space for social distancing. Will need to utilize the testing rooms for meeting with students.
Not enough space for maintain 6 feet of space for social distancing. Will need to utilize the testing rooms for meeting with students.
Not enough space for maintain 6 feet of space for social distancing. Will need to utilize the testing rooms for meeting with students.
Computer stations would need to be every other station; limited capacity and/or designated seating would need to occur
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Some office chairs may need to be placed to maintain social distancing guidelines. Only two people allowed in the office at one time
These cubicles have partitions, however, signage would be need to make sure people adhered to social distancing while passing by or visiting
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Some office chairs may need to be placed to maintain social distancing guidelines. Only two people allowed in the office at one time
Signage would be need to make sure people adhered to social distancing while passing by or visiting
Some office chairs may need to be placed to maintain social distancing guidelines. Only two people allowed in the office at one time
Some office chairs may need to be placed to maintain social distancing guidelines. Only two people allowed in the office at one time
These spaces have partitions, but there would need to be a limited number of people in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Sinks are too close and space between sinks, urinals, and cubicles prohibit social distancing.
Pool tables are too close; front desk and card swipe close to students who enter; limited capacity needed
Computer stations would need to be every other station; limited capacity and/or designated seating would need to occur
Computer stations would need to be every other station; limited capacity and/or designated seating would need to occur; nap pods and massage chairs would need consistent cleaning and also need to be spread apart
Only one person would be allowed in there at a time
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Sinks are too close and space between sinks and cubicles prohibit social distancing.
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Limited number of people available in the space at a time and designate seating areas
Front desk and card swipe close to students who enter; may need to rearrange the room for social distancing; limited capacity; consistent cleaning
Only one person would be allowed in the office based on social distancing guidelines
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Residence Life and Housing
COVID-19 Residence Life and Housing Move Out Process
Fall 2020
Due to the increased risks of COVID-19, the College of Coastal Georgia has the responsibility to
protect the health of our students and the campus community. The goal of the Residence Life
and Housing move out process is to provide a seamless transition from campus housing. We are
significantly limiting the number of people physically on site in the interests of public health.
The move out process is as follows:
 Steps for residents prior to their arrival to campus and for residents currently living on
campus:
o Residents will receive an email with a corresponding survey on TBD to sign up
for possible dates/times of check-out between TBD. Residents will be required to
complete this survey no later than TBD.
o This survey will also allow for students to request to remain in campus housing
for the below reasons:
 Housing Insecurity (from homelessness or an otherwise precarious living
situation) [Description will be provided in the survey from the student]
 Maintain local employment as a means of support. [Documentation will
need to be uploaded from the student]
 Permanent address in a country that you cannot currently return to due to
travel restrictions from the coronavirus pandemic. [The Office of
Residence Life and Housing will confirm with the Office of International
Initiatives]
 International student who has immigration, travel, and/or visa restrictions
[The Office of Residence Life and Housing will confirm with the Office of
International Initiatives]
 Request to speak further with my Residence Hall Director about my
situation. [Initial description will be provided in the survey from the
student]
o The residents who state that they will be checking out will agree to the following:
 No more than two individuals can assist the resident with checkout to help
limit the number of people on campus. We will state that we encourage
them to pack in ways that will allow them to leave campus yourself, rather
1
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than requiring multiple individuals to assist them in this process. The
resident will then have the opportunity to select up to two people who will
be helping them in the survey.
 They are strongly encouraged to complete all packing at once and only
begin moving things out of their rooms once they have packed all of their
items to limit the amount of people in the hallways and lobby areas.
 Once items are moved out of their rooms, they will notify their Resident
Assistant to complete the check-out process.
o The residents who are requesting to remain on campus will acknowledge their
request will be reviewed by the Office of Residence Life and Housing. Residents
will be notified that if their request is approved, they may be reassigned to a
single room/new building for public health purposes. Decisions will be issued in
writing via email from their Residence Hall Director and questions may be
directed to the Residence Hall Directors. Appeals may be made to the Assistant
Vice President for Student Affairs/Dean of Students. The decision of the
AVPDOS will be final.
o Residents will be notified that if we do not receive a confirmed response, the
residents’ belongings will be packed up and stored in the residence hall if they
have not checked out by TBD. Daily storage rates will be incurred.
o Residents will also be provided the Residence Hall Director and Resident
Assistant on-call contact information for further questions.
o Residence Life and Housing will make every effort to confirm the plans of all
residents during this time, including calling, emailing, texting, and contacting
emergency contacts.
Office of Residence Life and Housing review process
o Once a survey is completed, the Residence Life and Housing staff will provide a
response to the student no later than 24 hours after the survey is submitted.
o For those students who will be checking out, they will be emailed their confirmed
check-out date/time. The selection of the residents for the check-out dates/times
will be staggered and based on avoiding groups of more than 10 people on a
hallway at one time (including family and friends assisting the resident) or
congregating in one area of the building at one time.
o For those students who requested to remain in housing, they will be emailed their
approval or denial or request for more information.
Check out process
o Upon arrival at the front desk or meeting the Resident Assistant on-call, it will be
reiterated to them the process that they first received in the survey:
 No more than two individuals can assist the resident with checkout.

2
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Residents are strongly encouraged to complete all packing at once and
only begin moving things out of their rooms once they have packed all of
their items to limit the amount of people in the hallways and lobby areas.
 Once items are moved out of their rooms, they will notify their Resident
Assistant to complete the check-out process. Their card access to the
residence hall will be removed.
o If they arrived earlier or later than their designated time slot, they must receive
approval from the Residence Hall Director to begin the check-out process. The
Residence Hall Director will only approve the check-out process if the 10 people
in one area at one time limit will not be exceeded during this time.
o Residence Life and Housing staff will follow up with those residents who did not
arrive on their confirmed day to checkout in order to reschedule with them.
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Infectious Disease Response Plan
Purpose:
The Student Health Center at the College of Coastal Georgia has a policy in place to protect the
health and well-being of the campus community and prevent transmission of infectious diseases
through education, prevention, and isolation if medically necessary.
Key Goals Related to the Handling of Infectious Diseases are:
 Identify the “index case” (initial case) and arrange for rapid exclusion from campus or
isolation on campus (based on order from Coastal Health District Office of Infectious
Disease)
 Identify other individuals who may be at risk for developing infection (potential secondary
cases) based on exposure and arrange for treatment and/or quarantine.
 Identify students on campus who have not provided proof of immunization, if appropriate,
(including new, transfer, online) and develop plan to immunize, quarantine, or exclude from
campus based on order from Coastal Health District Office of Infectious Disease
 Educate the campus community about the risk factors related to contracting this infectious
disease and the treatment process.
 Reassure those individuals who are not at risk.
 Prepare for second and/or further cases.
 Notify immediately and collaborate closely with the Coastal Health District Office of
Infectious Disease and Glynn County Health Department to determine if any other
community-wide actions are necessary.
1. Infectious Disease Case Identified
The Student Health Center would most probably become aware that a College of Coastal
Georgia student (or students) has (have) contracted this infectious disease:
 An outside/off-campus agent provides notification that a student has been diagnosed.
 Another office or individual in the College community learns of a case and notifies the
Student Health Center.
 A College of Coastal Georgia Student Health Center medical provider makes the
diagnosis.
Once a case has been reported, the Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs/Dean of Students
(AVPDOS) and the Administrative Assistant of the Student Health Center will quickly gather as
many details as possible regarding the case and potential contacts that may be of concern, as
prompt action is of essence in effectively treating the affected individual and any others who
may have been exposed to the illness. In the event that another office or individual in the
College of Coastal Georgia community first learns of a case, it is imperative that Student Health
Center be notified immediately.
2. Executive and Emergency Management Team Notification
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The AVPDOS will notify the Vice President of Student Affairs & Enrollment
Management (VPSAEM). The VPSAEM will notify the President. The President will
notify the Emergency Management Team of the situation and request that the Emergency
Management Team be alerted to prepare for coordination of the College’s response.
Appropriate members of the campus Emergency Management Team will collaborate to
determine target individuals who may be at risk for this infectious disease as a result of
contact with the index case.
The VPSAEM will collaborate with, provide on-going situational updates, and serve as
the primary medical/health resource to the Executive Policy Group and Emergency
Management Team.
The VPSAEM or designee will contact the Coastal Health District Office of Infectious
Disease and the Glynn County Health Department to notify them of the infectious disease
case, and to initiate a collaboration of public/community health and campus efforts. The
VPSAEM will call the Georgia Department of Public Health at 1-86-PUBHLTH (7824584). The VPSAEM will contact the Southeast Georgia Health System Emergency
Room Director to determine next steps for the patient.

3. Initial Priority Actions/Decisions
A. Student Health Center
a. The AVPDOS and the Administrative Assistant will be responsible for
coordinating the efforts of Student Health Center and for preparation of the clinic
office, facilities and staff to respond to the infectious disease inquiries and
administer preventive treatment.
b. As part of a coordinated response, the Student Health Center will collaborate
closely with the Office of Advancement’s Marketing department in the
preparation of infectious disease-related educational materials for distribution as
they arrive at the Student Health Center. These materials will also be distributed
on campus to educate specific groups of people (or the community in general)
about this infectious disease.
c. The AVPDOS and the Administrative Assistant will also contact the Southeast
Georgia Health System’s Emergency Room director and staff so they can prepare
for possible patients. Alert the appropriate internal and external groups.
d. The Student Health Center staff will identify all students who have not provided
proof of immunity to the infectious disease and will work with various
departments to contact those students with further instructions based on guidance
from the Coastal Health District Office of Infectious Disease.
B. Human Resources
a. If the individual is an employee, the VPSAEM will contact the Vice President of
Business Affairs (VPBA) to discuss items as it relates to benefits and support to
the employee during this time.
b. The VPBA and/or designee will contact the employee to provide resources.
C. Identification and treatment of possible at-risk individuals/groups
a. Individuals/groups who may be “at-risk” for exposure to the index case include:
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i. All household or household-like contacts who cannot prove immunity to
the infectious disease.
ii. Anyone who has had intimate contact with the index case and may have
had such contact within the specific days of the onset of symptoms of the
case who cannot prove immunity to this infectious disease.
iii. Anyone who has been exposed to the index case's respiratory or oral
secretions (e.g.: kissing, sharing a drink, sharing food or eating utensils,
sharing a cigarette) within (and including) the specific days of the onset of
symptoms of the case who cannot prove immunity.
iv. Any unvaccinated student, faculty, and staff member on campus
(including those with immunization exemptions), or student faculty, or
staff who cannot prove immunity, if appropriate.
**All individuals meeting the above criteria for possible exposure or are
otherwise determined to be “at-risk” need to be seen by the Student Health
Center or by another licensed health care professional within 24 hours of the
identification of the index case**
v. Student Health Center personnel will identify and begin offering vaccines,
if appropriate, to all close contacts and “at-risk” individuals who cannot
prove immunity (including students, faculty and staff), as deemed
appropriate, as soon as possible (within 24 hours) after diagnosis of the
index case.
D. Reassurance of those NOT at risk
a. Individuals not meeting any of the criteria for possible exposure listed above and
who do have proof of immunity do not need medical treatment, just reassurance.
Examples of individuals who would "not be at risk" include:
i. Anyone who has proof of immunity
E. Cleaning/disinfection Procedures
a. For any cases of the infectious disease identified amongst residential students,
arrangements should be made with a qualified vendor for thorough cleaning and
disinfection of their residence hall room(s). All potentially contaminated materials
should be removed from their room(s) and the room itself thoroughly cleaned and
disinfected. If the student was seen in Student Health Center, the same procedures
should be followed for the examination room.
F. Notification of “at-risk” individuals/groups
a. Once target individuals/groups have been identified, it will be necessary to have a
specific briefing with representatives from the groups that would be responsible
for contacting students who may have been exposed to the index case; for
example, the coach of a sports team or a Residence Life and Housing staff
member. A designated member of the Student Health Center will be responsible
for speaking with these group representatives. They should be provided with a
summary of what has occurred, what needs to be done, and the need to contact
students who may be potential secondary cases. These representatives may be
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asked to contact individuals and direct them to report to the Student Health
Center.
G. Communications
a. The Vice President of Advancement will be the primary contacts for on and offcampus communication of important information related to an incident of the
infectious disease in the College of Coastal Georgia community. Communications
developed in coordination with their offices and the Student Health Center will be
used throughout the crisis to educate the community about this infectious disease
and what steps are being taken. The Vice President for Advancement is the
representative designated to coordinate information to the media.
b. Depending on the situation, other student groups, campus departments, or
faculty/staff will be briefed about the infectious disease incident and related
procedures. For example, a special briefing could be held in the residence hall of
the index case. Information shared would be helpful in providing correct
information, alleviating rumors, and dispelling unfounded worry.
H. Collaboration with local, district, and State public health agencies
a. The Georgia Department of Public Health Southeast Health District Infectious
Disease Coordinator and staff will collaborate with the College of Coastal
Georgia in determining whether mass vaccination is indicated, and in decisions
regarding other possible community-based considerations such as: quarantine,
isolation, exclusion from campus, cancellation of classes and/or
community/athletic events, restriction of public/visitor access to campus, campus
“closure,” etc. The Georgia Board of Regents, and by extension the College, does
not have the legal authority to designate a quarantine order. The Georgia
Department of Public Health, and by extension the Southeast Heath District
Office of Infectious Disease in collaboration with the Bulloch County Health
Department, is the only entity that has legal authority in Georgia to issue and
execute a quarantine order.
b. If mass vaccination and/or prophylaxis is recommended, the Student Health
Center will work with campus Plant Operations staff to coordinate on on-campus
Point of Distribution site with Southeast Health District and Glynn County Health
Department staff if providing that service at the Student Health Center facility is
not feasible.
4. Recovery
A. Evaluate recovery efforts in order to continue normal university operations once
deemed appropriate by the College of Coastal Georgia president, Office of
Emergency Preparedness, governor of Georgia, and/or Centers of Disease Control
and Prevention.
B. Recovery from a pandemic outbreak should begin when it is determined that adequate
supplies, staff, resources and response system capacities exist to manage normal
College operations.
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Addendum: Specific Action Steps to Consider
1. Immediately start notifying College of Coastal Georgia colleagues who would have an
interest in this issue.
2. Determine exactly where this student with suspected infectious disease has been and when.
a. Living arrangements, close contacts (family/friends/roommates, athletic team,
intramural team, etc.)
b. Recent travel
3. Work with Registrar’s Office to pull rosters for any classes where the student could have
exposed the infectious disease.
4. Advise close contacts (roommates, on-campus housing inhabitants, friends, those in the same
classes, co-workers, etc.) who have been exposed from the specific number of days prior to
onset of symptoms until currently to establish immunity status. They should attempt to call
their local physician, the Student Health Center, or the Glynn County Public Health
Department immediately.
5. Work with the Public Health departments of the state of Georgia as well as the county health
departments of Camden, Brantley, Wayne, and McIntosh counties to determine the number
of suspected and confirmed infectious disease cases in the local area, and to determine if an
outbreak/epidemic status will be called.
6. Review student immunization records to determine which exposed students do not have
immediate proof of vaccination or immunity.
7. Determine if we will require isolation/quarantine of these students until they show proof of
vaccination or immunity. If local outbreak, then the answer is “yes.”
8. Contact such students (close contact with the index case).
9. Determine possible staff and faculty who may have been exposed.
10. Determine steps to address immunity status of faculty and staff.
11. Determine if we will require isolation/quarantine of these staff/faculty until they show proof
of vaccination or immunity.
12. Implement marketing campaign (press releases, Student Health Center website notices,
campus wide email, etc.). Work with the Glynn County Department of Public Health as well.
13. If the county places a quarantine order for anyone who is not able to show immunity, notify
students that they need to self-isolate or quarantine.
14. Set up a quarantine area for students, staff, faculty who are unable to go home.
15. Initiate a College-wide educational campaign regarding prevention: handwashing, vaccine,
recognition of early symptoms of disease including self-care, prevention of transmission to
others, and treatment, etc.
16. Provide MMR immunizations/titer testing to clear students who do not have immunization
records to document vaccination or immunity.
17. Determine if we will provide immunizations/titer testing for staff and faculty.
18. Determine/warn K-12 populations (schools, camps, conferences, field trips, etc.) who have
not been vaccinated from visiting campus.

References: Georgia Southern University, University of Georgia, and Augusta University
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STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
STUDENT ENTERS WITH COVID-19 SYMPTOMS TO BE SEEN
Can be seen within :30 minutes?


YES?
o
o
o
o

Give them a mask
Place them in an exam room
Alert Nurse Practitioner
After their appointment, follow CDC and GDPH cleaning and sanitizing guidelines for the
exam room.



NO – BUT FOR SAME DAY?
o Give them a mask
o Place them in an exam room
o Try to rearrange schedule so they can be seen sooner
o Tell them they MUST call the Georgia Department of Public Health - 1-866-PUB-HLTH
o If directed to do so by Public Health, go to Glynn Immediate Care Clinic, 4300 Parkwood
Drive, Brunswick, GA 31520
 IF DIRECTED TO GLYNN IMMEDIATE CARE, CALL JAMIE BASSETTE TO REPORT.
o If NOT directed to Glynn Immediate Care, and can be seen by NP, have student wait for
appointment OR provide additional community healthcare resource list.
o After their appointment, follow CDC and GDPH cleaning and sanitizing guidelines for the
exam room.



NO – BUT FOR MORE THAN A DAY?
o Give them a mask
o Place them in an exam room
o Try to rearrange schedule so they can be seen sooner
o Tell them they MUST call the Georgia Department of Public Health - 1-866-PUB-HLTH
o If directed to do so by Public Health, go to Glynn Immediate Care Clinic, 4300 Parkwood
Drive, Brunswick, GA 31520
o IF DIRECTED TO GLYNN IMMEDIATE CARE, CALL JAMIE BASSETTE TO REPORT.
o If NOT directed to Glynn Immediate Care, and CANNOT be seen by NP, provide
additional community healthcare resource list.
o After their appointment, follow CDC and GDPH cleaning and sanitizing guidelines for the
exam room.

FOLLOW UP WITH STUDENTS TO DETERMINE IF THEY WERE SELF-QUARINTINED. IF SO, CALL
BUTCHER/UMFRESS/BASSETT.
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STUDENT ENTERS WITH NON-COVID-19 SYMPTOMS TO BE SEEN
Can be seen within :30 minutes?


YES?
o
o
o

Book the appointment
Have them wait
After their appointment, follow CDC and GDPH cleaning and sanitizing guidelines for the
exam room.



NO – BUT FOR SAME DAY?
o Book the appointment
o Encourage them to leave and come back to minimize exposure
o If they feel it is urgent, provide them with the additional community healthcare resource
list.
o If they return for the appointment, follow CDC and GDPH cleaning and sanitizing
guidelines for the exam room after their appointment concludes.
o



NO – BUT FOR MORE THAN A DAY?
o Book the next available appointment
o If they feel it is urgent, provide them with the additional community healthcare resource
list.
o If they return for the appointment, follow CDC and GDPH cleaning and sanitizing
guidelines for the exam room after their appointment concludes.
o
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ACHA Guidelines

Considerations for Reopening Institutions of
Higher Education in the COVID-19 Era

T

he COVID-19 pandemic continues to evolve
rapidly, causing institutions of higher education
(IHEs) to evaluate and plan for numerous “what if”
scenarios. These guidelines are based on information
about COVID-19 that is known today. They are purposely
broad for universal use and written with the understanding
that not all colleges will have the resources to implement
everything written in this document. IHEs should view
these guidelines and evaluate the feasibility of these
recommendations in the light of their own campus
environment, community resources, public health
capacity, demographics, internal resources, and risk
tolerance. As the pandemic continues, additional guidance
will be forthcoming from ACHA.

Introduction
This sequel to the American College Health Association’s
Guidelines: Preparing for COVID-19 addresses
administrative, medical, mental health, health
promotion/well-being, and campus-wide considerations in
reopening college/university campuses as the COVID-19
pandemic abates. Many public health experts and
organizations have already developed models and
projections using surveillance data, case counts, and
infrastructure capability to identify when businesses,
schools, campuses, and the country can safely reopen.
Individual states in conjunction with public health entities
and institutions of higher education (IHE)
presidents/chancellors will ultimately determine when to
reopen campuses. These ACHA guidelines provide
considerations to minimize the risk of COVID-19
infection and a recurrent surge of infections as social
distancing measures are relaxed on our campuses and in
our communities and as we plan for the physical return of
large numbers of students, faculty, and staff.
The risk of subsequent waves of infection remains until
we achieve sufficient herd immunity through vaccination
or actual infection and recovery. Clinical trials and
vaccine development efforts have begun in earnest.
However, to date, no vaccine or prophylactic
pharmacologics exist. Our only tools are prevention
through non-pharmacologic interventions, sound public
health practices, and supportive therapy.

Therefore, the campus must be prepared on multiple
fronts. Campus leadership should retain or develop an
incident command structure, an effective surveillance
system, and partnerships with local public health and
health care organizations. The student health service
(SHS) remains central to this public health effort and must
have sufficient resources to address both COVID-19
surveillance and containment along with all other routine
health and well-being needs of students. Even prior to the
pandemic, the demand for mental health services often
outstripped campus resources. Innovative approaches to
stretch those resources further will be needed as this
pandemic continues to take its toll on the mental health of
students, faculty, and staff. The health promotion role in
reinforcing public health’s infection prevention practices
and influencing positive health behaviors are integral to
the totality of student wellness and that of the campus in
this phase of the pandemic.
Working in concert, these broad areas provide campus
leadership with surveillance capability, a sound infection
prevention and control strategy, and a means to quickly
identify, isolate, treat, and refer individuals to mitigate a
second wave of infection.

Key Concepts
• COVID-19, a novel coronavirus infection emerging
in 2019, has led to an unprecedented infectious
disease risk for all persons. The duration of this
pandemic remains unclear, and the situation continues
to evolve. COVID-19 will peak in different states at
different times and will impact each IHE differently.
Public health guidance, scientific knowledge, and
clinical best practices will change, so these guidelines
may require updates or risk quickly becoming
obsolete. The single constant for each IHE is that the
road to recovery will be long. We can anticipate
restrictions and limitations in activities will be in
place for the next 12–18 months, if not longer.
• Resumption of activities will be gradual and phased
based on local public health conditions as well as
institutional capacity. Return to an active on-campus
environment will depend upon widespread testing,
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contact tracing, and isolation/quarantine of ill and
exposed individuals both on campus and in the
community. Planners should prepare for the
likelihood of a local rebound of infections that may
result in a return to more restrictive mitigation
measures and physical distancing for periods of time.
• The high touch, highly interactive, mobile, densely
populated living and learning environment typical of
most campuses is the exemplar of a congregate
setting with multiple risk factors for ready
transmission of COVID-19.
• Protecting our most vulnerable populations
(medically susceptible, undocumented, students of
color, uninsured or underinsured, non-traditional,
older, DACA, and homeless students, faculty, and
staff members) is a moral and ethical obligation.
Some vulnerable individuals may need to observe
ongoing physical distancing for a more prolonged
period of time.
• Meticulous adherence to public health practices
including hand hygiene, physical distancing, proper
cough/sneeze etiquette, frequent disinfection of
common and high traffic areas, symptom assessment,
temperature checks, and face covering in public is the
campus’ new normal. This should be widely
communicated to students, employees, and all
campus visitors.
• The White House’s “Opening Up America Again”
plan identifies a phased approach to easing
restrictions which will be dictated in large part by
COVID-19 activity state to state. Campuses
considering a similar approach should include
community and campus triggers. Suggested criteria
are located in Appendix A.
• Faculty, staff, and student immunity to COVID-19
will be essential for long term campus planning,
management, and recovery.

Public Health Considerations
The overarching question is how to repopulate campuses
in the safest way possible. The college/university must
address the public health issues caused by the virus in a
manner that permits easing physical distancing practices
and the resumption of many of the activities and
educational experiences of a vibrant campus.
Until a vaccine for COVID-19 is available and widely
used or until an effective prophylactic treatment is
discovered, physical distancing, viral testing, isolation,
quarantine, and contact tracing are our best strategies to
control the spread of this virus. Decisions to ease COVID-

19 distancing restrictions must be based on the best
available scientific data and the rapid availability of
testing. Campus experts, in collaboration with public
health officials, are best positioned to inform and advise
campus leadership on when to resume operations.
The campus must deploy primary public health controls to
slow the transmission and reduce the mortality associated
with COVID-19. These control measures include
availability of appropriate personal protective equipment
(PPE); environmental measures such as enhanced cleaning
and disinfection, physical distancing, testing, and contact
tracing; and the readiness of the campus and local health
care systems and the campus infrastructure. Controls must
be designed, implemented, and monitored to prevent
and/or mitigate negative strategic, operational, financial,
reputational, health, and safety impacts on the institution.

Containment and Surveillance Capabilities
Containment measures are multi-pronged and include
surveillance, rapid identification of infection with
immediate isolation, contact tracing, and quarantine.
Currently available antibody (serologic) tests lack
adequate evaluation of efficacy and reliability and are
inadequate to determine whether a positive test conveys
immunity. Antibody tests are currently best positioned to
be used as part of research or public health surveillance
efforts to determine estimates of population exposure. As
antibody testing evolves, it may eventually play a role in
diagnosis and determination of individuals at risk for
infection.
Surveillance is the cornerstone of effective public health.
Surveillance systems should detect the emergence and
spread of infection within the general community and
within specific campus populations. As the primary health
resource for campus, SHS should take the lead in
identifying at-risk groups such as SHS staff, first
responders, on-campus residential students, athletes,
Greek life members, medically vulnerable students, or
other known student populations with frequent close
contact. At some campuses, SHS may be asked to
coordinate surveillance systems for non-student members
of the campus community as well.
The SHS in collaboration with a partner health care
organization and/or local public health department should
develop the following capabilities for campus:
• Access to immediate viral testing for all students,
faculty, or staff with symptoms.
• Contact tracing, identification, and quarantine of all
persons exposed to COVID-19.
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• Case management of all persons with COVID-19
symptoms and/or diagnosis and all persons under
quarantine after exposure, including placement in
isolation/quarantine housing, psychological support,
support for basic needs, and ongoing monitoring
while isolated.

• Avoid office gatherings, break rooms, and
unnecessary visitors in the workplace.
• Monitor for presence of COVID-19 symptoms (see
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html).
• Stay home (or leave the workplace) and notify the
supervisor if symptoms develop.

• Syndromic surveillance utilizing EHR data, ongoing
tracking of influenza-like illness (ILI) and COVID19 symptoms, and, when possible, viral surveillance
of asymptomatic students.

• Wear masks or face coverings in all public spaces
and spaces used by multiple people.

• Reliable, accurate antibody (serologic) testing, as
appropriate based on emerging information.

• Know where to find local information on COVID-19
and local trends of COVID-19 cases.

• Future large-scale delivery of COVID-19 vaccines,
when developed.

The Workforce
The college/university must build the necessary staffing
capacity to resume not only their primary responsibilities
but also the competency to understand their role in
reducing transmission of COVID-19. Faculty and staff
must be protected, trained, and adequately prepared.
Workforce protection and safety are critical to reopening,
and measures must be taken to ensure the faculty, staff,
students, and campus community have appropriate
protective controls, plans, supplies, and guidance to safely
return to work. Opportunities for open dialogue must exist
to reassure faculty and staff that their health and safety are
paramount.
To ensure faculty, staff, and students have access to the
same basic information, formal education/training
regarding COVID-19 should be offered. The campus
COVID-19 planning and response committee in
collaboration with IHE senior leaders would recommend
the format and frequency of training and develop a system
to monitor compliance (if the training is deemed
mandatory). The training should offer the following
minimum content:
• A general overview of COVID-19 including infection
prevention and control measures (hand hygiene,
respiratory etiquette, physical distancing, cleaning
and disinfection), signs and symptoms, testing,
transmission, and credible resources.
• Campus-specific policies and practices regarding
infection prevention and control, campus health and
safety resources, use of PPE including masks/face
coverings, and actions if sick.

Employee Considerations
Employees should be given the following instructions for
protecting their health and reducing transmission:

Supervisor Considerations
Supervisors should be given the following instructions for
protecting the health of their employees and reducing
transmission:
• Conduct meetings electronically, even when working
on campus. If meetings cannot be conducted
virtually, keep participation to fewer than 10
participants and enforce appropriate physical
distancing and wearing of masks or face coverings.
• Encourage those with increased risk of severe illness
or over the age of 65 to continue working remotely
and avoid gatherings of greater than 10 or other
situations of potential exposures, including travel.
• Consider phased return of employees to no more than
30% of the workforce at a time, staggering every 2–4
weeks for full return. Depending on the size and
needs of the workforce, the percentage may vary.
Numbers of employees are also dependent upon
availability of PPE, support for increased
environmental cleaning, and availability of employee
health care.
• Stagger shifts to reduce the number of people in the
workplace at the same time.
• Gauge employee willingness to volunteer to be the
first to return and prioritize those with the greatest
ability/desire to return, while paying attention to
individual risk factors.
• Allow those who can work effectively from home to
be the last to return and/or delay their return to the
campus.
• Encourage single occupancy in work rooms.
• Procure sufficient disinfectant products and cleaning
supplies so employees can frequently clean their own
workspaces.
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• Ensure that housekeeping is provided PPE and
guidelines on appropriate techniques (as per CDC
guidelines) for cleaning and disinfecting common,
non-clinical spaces.
• Post and promote prevention strategies:


Wash hands frequently.



Maintain physical distance: stay 6 feet apart at
all times.



Know the signs and symptoms of COVID-19
and what to do if symptomatic:
 Stay home when you are sick (or leave work
immediately) and notify your supervisor.
 Call your health care provider’s office in
advance of a visit.
 Limit movement in the community and wear
a face covering in public.
 Call your health care provider for
instructions regarding return to work.

Facility Considerations
The following recommendations should be provided to
those on campus responsible for maintaining facilities or
ordering materials and supplies:
• Maintain at least 6 feet between
workstations/workers. Place plexiglass or other
barriers in workspaces where people must face each
other or unable to be 6 feet apart.
• Consider installing plexiglass barriers at high-visited
areas such as reception desks and check-in points.
• Place appropriate signage at entrances indicating how
to proceed.
• Remove chairs and desks to ensure proper physical
distancing in conference and waiting rooms. Identify
allowable occupancy in order to control workflow
and/or establish maximum attendance.
• Make face coverings available throughout campus
(e.g., at the bookstore, pharmacy, etc.).
• Post maximum occupancy in common break areas
and configure to accommodate appropriate physical
distancing.
• Provide sanitizing supplies for individuals to clean
their areas before and after use.
• Eliminate reusable kitchen items (flatware, dishes,
and cups) and cleaning tools (sponges, brushes,
towels) and replace with single use options.

• Replace shared appliances with single use or notouch options (coffee makers, ice/water dispensers).
• Remove high-touch items such as magazines,
common pens, etc.
• Provide hand sanitizer at all entrances and hightraffic areas.
• Identify frequently touched areas (doors, cabinets,
etc.) and investigate options to implement no/reduced
touch options such as door removal, card access,
foot-operated door pulls/pedals, or sensor-triggered
doors.
• Monitor and secure inventories of PPE, hand
sanitizer, wipes, cleaning products, and hand soap.

Instruction and Learning Environments
Since the release on March 3, 2020, of the ACHA
Guidelines: Preparing for COVID-19, almost all
institutions of higher education transitioned to an
online/virtual mode of instruction. While these efforts
have allowed the teaching and learning missions of
universities to continue, there are limitations to remote
instruction. Planning should include strategies guided by
public health considerations to resume in-person
instruction.
General considerations should include:
• Prioritization of in-person instruction for courses
with academic outcomes that cannot be measured or
achieved virtually, such as performance, laboratory,
and clinical experiences.
• Implementation of a hybrid mode of instruction for
the foreseeable future. Remote options should be
planned for and available in the event that a rebound
in local infections necessitates continued physical
distancing and to support vulnerable students and
staff, students in quarantine or isolation, and students
and staff who cannot physically return to campus.
• Limitation of the number of attendees for in-person
courses/sections. In most cases, all in-person
courses/sections should be limited to fewer than 30
participants and also utilize other physical distancing
measures. Consider creating multiple sections/shifts
to reduce numbers.
• Implementation of close monitoring and tracking of
in-person attendance and seating arrangements to
facilitate contact tracing in the event of an exposure
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• Development of a physical distancing plan for each
course that includes:
 Number of students and faculty present in each
session.
 Length of session.
 Nature of activities.
 Mechanisms to conduct student and faculty
symptom checks.
 Public health practices: face coverings, 6 feet of
physical distancing, cough/sneeze etiquette,
hand hygiene.
 Provisions for hand sanitizer and enhanced
cleaning.
 Instructions to participants on the coursespecific physical distancing protocol.
 Availability of remote options.
• Development of specialized plans for students who
are at increased risk due to the occupational nature of
their studies. Examples include health professional
students and students engaged in out-of-classroom or
community-based instruction. Ensure students are
provided with adequate PPE, supervision, and other
protections based on their risk.
• Expansion of simulation experiences to create
clinical scenarios for health professional students to
practice technical, diagnostic, and exam skills.
• Development of specialized plans for courses and
instruction that do not permit physical distancing
and/or involve activities of higher risk. Examples
include dance, theater, and performing arts.
• Development of attendance and excuse policies that
acknowledge and support students who become ill
without creating barriers and without requiring
unnecessary visits to health facilities for
documentation of illness.
• Encourage faculty-student communication regarding
health status and any changes in their ability to
complete coursework and academic responsibilities.
• Identification of resources for students with learning
disabilities or difficulties with remote learning
platforms.

Student Health Services
Student health services (SHS) preparation should focus
on maximizing its assets and capabilities before a largescale physical return to campus. Strengthening campus
and community partnerships; planning for containment;
shoring up the supply chain; anticipating personal

protective equipment (PPE) and medical supplies for
screening, mass vaccination, and treatment; reconfiguring
the facility; updating policies and procedures; training
staff; and addressing the budget are critical at this time.
The campus will continue to look to the SHS for medical
and public health expertise, and SHS leadership should be
poised to deliver current, sound, evidence-informed
recommendations.

Patient Care Considerations
SHS preparation for patient care was well-delineated in
the ACHA Guidelines: Preparing for COVID 19 (dated
March 3, 2020). Since that document was released, most
students have physically left campus. Many SHS have
implemented telemedicine to provide access to care,
protect staff, and conserve scarce PPE. Asymptomatic
transmission of COVID-19 has been documented and
presenting symptoms and the course of the disease have
become clearer, though much remains unknown.
In concert with the recommendations outlined in the
ACHA Guidelines: Preparing for COVID-19, the SHS
should:
• Advise patients to make online appointments or call
before coming to the SHS for nursing or provider
visits.
• Develop processes to limit student contact with SHS
computers/keypads. Have students complete and
submit forms (health history, immunizations,
consents, etc.) in the patient portal or utilize EMR
templates.
• Continue to utilize telemedicine visits and provide
students with options for telemedicine or telephone
consults when appropriate. In particular, students
with conditions placing them at higher risk for
complications from COVID-19 should be encouraged
to seek care via telemedicine.
• Develop an online or telephone process for patient
check-in, if possible.
• Update triage protocols incorporating telehealth
options.
• Update screening forms to include chills, repeated
shaking with chills, muscle pain, headache, sore
throat, anosmia, dysgeusia, and any other COVID-19
symptoms.
• Screen all patients and staff for respiratory symptoms
and check temperature (ideally with infrared or laser
devices) before entering the clinic.
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• Develop protocols for managing patients with acute
respiratory symptoms that include masking the
patient, quickly rooming the patient, limiting and
tracking the number of staff who enter the room,
limiting the movement of the patient throughout the
SHS, and cleaning of spaces where the patient was
present.
• Avoid use of nebulizers and peak flow measurements
which can generate additional aerosols.
• Require all patients to wear face masks (or cloth face
coverings if adequate face masks are not available).
• Prohibit visitors, children, or accompanying guests
who are not receiving care or services from entering
the facility.
• Develop relationship and agreement with local
emergency departments (ED) to accept ill patients
requiring a higher level of care.
• Develop a plan for students with respiratory
symptoms who need transportation to SHS, housing,
or local hospitals.
• Develop a communications plan involving the
campus communications office, outlining key
messages such as how to access care and schedule
appointments and which visits should be in person
versus virtual. Use a variety of platforms including
websites, social media, and signage. Involve as many
campus entities as possible in communicating these
messages (housing, dining, recreation, etc.).
• Dental operations pose additional risks due to the
frequency of aerosol-generating procedures and the
inability of patients to use facial coverings. SHS with
dental services should consult with Environmental
Health and Safety professionals with appropriate
expertise before considering reopening these
services.

SHS Facility Considerations
• Make all efforts to segregate waiting areas for ill and
well patient visits. If separate waiting rooms are not
available, consider placing a tent outside or
identifying a satellite space for patients with
respiratory symptoms. Deploy signage providing
clear guidance on how to proceed.
• Reconfigure all waiting and other clinic areas to
promote physical distancing.
• Implement signage throughout the SHS
communicating reasons for physical distancing.
• Ensure adequate alcohol-based (at least 60%) hand

sanitizer, face masks (or coverings if masks are not
available), tissues, and closed bins for disposal are
available.
• Provide plexiglass/clear barriers between reception
staff and waiting areas.
• Develop protocols for environmental management
including clinic cleaning and decontamination.
Assess air exchange for examination rooms and
determine time required between uses in the event of
a known or suspected COVID-19 patient.
• Ensure adequate IT network, wi-fi, hardware, and
expertise to support telemedicine and telemental
health visits.

SHS Administrative/Staff Considerations
•

Add questions to satisfaction surveys to obtain
feedback about telemedicine or phone visits.

• Ensure adequate PPE is available and that all staff are
trained in its use. Monitor staff compliance with PPE
use. Establish “par levels” (minimal acceptable PPE
stores, also known as “safety stock’). PPE supplies
should be stocked to meet both patient care and
testing needs.
• Develop employee health program protocols for
management of exposed and ill staff members.
Document all providers and support staff involved in
the care of every patient so that exposures can be
tracked.
• Ensure staff are knowledgeable about COVID-19
symptoms, transmission, relevant protocols, and
updated CDC guidance.
• Determine how SHS will handle work assignments
for high-risk staff.
• Develop a financial model for campus leadership
regarding potential costs and funding mechanisms for
testing, contact tracing, and case management.
Consider the future impact of antibody testing and
mass vaccination.
• Develop plans for future mass immunization with
influenza vaccine and COVID- 19 vaccine, when
available, including identifying supplies needed for
both vaccines.
• Identify appropriate charges (if indicated) for visits,
telehealth services, testing, and supplies including
medications or vaccines. Identify correct billing
codes to facilitate prompt, accurate reimbursement if
billed to insurance.
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Health Promotion
The role of health promotion in a healthy campus is multilayered and founded in a prevention framework.
Assessment, environmental change strategies, social
marketing, social norming, peer education training, and
health education programs are just a few components.
Health promotion may also house alcohol and other drug
(AOD) services including the collegiate recovery
community, interpersonal violence (IPV) prevention,
sexual health and STI resources, and nutrition services
including a teaching kitchen.
There may be a range of changing restrictions placed on
in-person events based on local public health conditions,
so health promotion staff should develop a range of
delivery methods. Many health education programs and
trainings are easily transferable to a virtual environment.
However, the integrity of some aspects may not be
conducive to virtual delivery. In those instances, there
simply is no replacement for in-person, hands-on
interaction to optimally engage and stimulate learning.
Placing as much content as feasible online could allow
capacity for more frequent but smaller peer trainings or
programs that are not conducive to the virtual setting.
Health promotion offerings carry various levels of risk
based on the size, physical proximity of participants,
nature of the activity, and vulnerability of the population.
Health promotion professionals can consult with their
campus or public health experts to develop a risk
assessment and plan for various types of activities. In
general, programmers should limit attendees to 10,
practice physical distancing, and begin each program with
a brief instructional session reviewing hand hygiene,
respiratory etiquette, symptoms of COVID-19, and staying
home when sick. Attendees should continue to retain
appropriate physical distancing and use face coverings
during these onsite programs.
Individual visits for nutrition evaluations and counseling,
AOD consultations, smoking cessation, health coaching,
and sexual health education should be performed via
telehealth until physical distancing restrictions are relaxed
for the campus and local community. Case by case
decisions on in-person interactions with students
requesting IPV assistance or other sensitive discussions
must weigh the needs of the student against the potential
health impact on the staff. Any staff member with direct
student encounters should be provided appropriate PPE
and practice physical distancing.
In-person cooking classes have successfully been utilized
in skill building and team building, as well as in branding
and marketing. Until local public health conditions permit,

in-person cooking classes should be moved to a virtual
format. The risk of many hands touching shared utensils in
the close quarters of a food preparation and food sharing
environment outweighs the educational and social benefits
of these activities. An alternative hybrid approach is a live
cooking demonstration broadcast via social media or
Zoom (or similar video conferencing service), which will
still permit opportunities for interactive chats with campus
dietitians, meal planning and prep, nutrition counseling,
and small group workshops.
Health promotion has the unique capability of developing
cogent relatable messages that speak to the spectrum of
individuals on campus. Health promotion professionals
should collaborate with SHS and the broader campus
leadership teams and campus specialists to plan and
implement communications and marketing efforts. These
may include media campaigns, public service
announcements, email blasts, editorials, op-ed articles,
flyers, posters, billboards, public transportation signage,
and workshops; specific strategies should be based on the
capabilities and interests of the campus. All
communication efforts should reinforce sound public
health practices, utilize multiple media channels, be pilot
tested in efficient ways, and maintain consistency across
approaches. These efforts should be designed to reach
students as well as the university’s key stakeholders; each
of these audiences represent an ultimate audience as well
as an intermediary audience (e.g., a faculty member who
is made aware of best practices and ways these can be
incorporated into classroom assignments as well as dayto-day activities). This collaboration should engage
campus specialty offices (e.g., marketing and public
relations) as well as faculty and academic departments
(e.g., communication, marketing, public health).
Collaboration may also extend to statewide or regional
coalitions so cost-effective approaches can be developed
and shared among campuses.
Frequently, assessment and evaluation activities are
delegated to health promotion. Health promotion
professionals are well-versed in assessment and evaluation
methodology as well as the broader context of health
issues associated with this pandemic. Their expertise is
invaluable in the campus-wide effort to inform and guide
health and well-being initiatives. While health promotion
staff cannot lead all assessment and evaluation activities,
they can provide leadership regarding the short- and longterm assessment of the campus environment and campus
climate; student behavior, attitudes, knowledge,
perceptions, needs, interests, and intentions; faculty and
staff awareness, attitudes, and needs; social norms and
messaging effectiveness; programming and training
impact; and other population level issues. Incorporating
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both quantitative and qualitative approaches is desirable.
Engaging other specialists on campus (faculty and staff)
will be helpful for garnering their expertise and providing
opportunities for their students to gain experience.

Mental Health
Enormous efforts to establish physical distancing have
resulted in both isolation and a change in routine for many
persons. The emotional, social, and financial disruptions
in combination with 24/7 media and fear and uncertainty
surrounding this pandemic continue to take a toll on
students’ well-being, leading to concerns about increasing
rates of depression, anxiety, substance use disorders,
suicide, and domestic violence.
Many students are experiencing grief, disruption, and
anxiety related to the changes. If students do not require
psychotherapy, they may need an accessible, responsive
venue for ongoing validation and support. Conversely,
students with pre-existing depression, anxiety, and trauma
are often more symptomatic during times of heightened
stress and may require extra support in terms of more
frequent contacts, sessions, and/or resources.
Telemental health has provided a path for mental health
providers to continue providing services to students during
the pandemic. In many college health settings, there has
been a rapid and successful migration of counseling and
mental health care to telemental health venues. Moving
from telemental health back to in-person mental health
services will be dependent on a variety of factors and for
most operations will likely occur in stages. It is possible
that mental health providers will never fully cease using
effective telemental health programs established during
the COVID-19 pandemic but will instead find an optimal
balance between telemental health and in-person care.
As online enrollments are predicted to increase (due to
health, disability accommodation, and/or financial needs
of students and their families), campuses should make
every effort to support telemental health care for enrolled
students not physically present on campus. In addition, in
order to fully serve all students who may need telemental
health services, uniform standards and credentialing to
practice across state lines will have to be established. The
2019 Higher Education Mental Health Alliance (HEMHA)
College Counseling From a Distance: Deciding Whether
and When to Engage in Telemental Health Services is an
outstanding resource on telemental health in the higher
education setting (see http://hemha.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/01/HEMHA-DistanceCounseling_FINAL2019.pdf).

Continued use of telemental health should be encouraged
with the exception of those highly acute clients who meet
exception criteria. In-person visits should be limited to
those clients who would most benefit from such
interactions. This could include crisis counseling,
counseling for individuals unable to access telemental
health, or other circumstances whereby the mental health
professional believes an in-person visit carries significant
benefit. Policies and procedures should clearly delineate
which categories should receive an in-person vs. a
telemental health appointment in order to facilitate
appropriate scheduling. In order to maintain appropriate
physical distance, waiting rooms may need to be modified
or not allowed. If the size of the waiting room is an issue,
services should be rendered by scheduled appointments
only, no walk-ins allowed, or metered entrance to the
clinic only at the appointment time. Integrated centers
need to partner with health services for screening of all
entrants to the clinic. Any staff member with direct
student encounters should be provided appropriate PPE
and practice physical distancing. Many of the patient and
facilities considerations noted in the student health
services section, such as limiting the use of high-touch
areas or allowing online check-in, are applicable to mental
health care as well.
Workshops, mindfulness, and other skill building
programs could be placed in a virtual environment. Even
group therapy visits could take place virtually. However,
if the mental health provider deems the virtual
environment to be subtherapeutic, the group could meet in
person if there is space that allows for appropriate
physical distancing. The staff should provide clear
instructions on staying home if sick, respiratory etiquette,
and hand hygiene well in advance of the group session. At
this time, personal face coverings would also be
recommended.
Developing mechanisms for virtual drop-in sessions may
address some of the increased demand for services.
Taking services to where the students are by establishing
virtual "let’s talk sessions" for students in specific
divisional colleges/majors, residence halls, or groups
allows for a sense of comradery and shared support.
Students also would benefit from ongoing virtual support
venues in which they have access to needed education,
resources, and self-help tools. A virtual platform,
facilitated by counseling staff, to share experiences,
connect with others, and feel supported and heard can be
useful.
The health and well-being of student health and
counseling staff, particularly those with direct patient
contact must be preserved and protected. Staff members
working in crisis settings tend to work many hours under
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pressure with risk of infection, morbidity, and mortality.
Recognition of signs and symptoms of burnout and
provision of support to mitigate the possible psychosocial
consequences of work in these situations through
employee assistance programs or stress debriefing
meetings is the obligation and responsibility of senior
leadership.
This is a critical time to provide training and resources to
faculty, staff, and students on how to identify those in
distress and how to effectively intervene and refer
appropriately. Counseling services staff can provide
virtual trainings and workshops to provide the needed
education, skills, confidence, and competence required
(see https://www.sprc.org/comprehensiveapproach/identify-assist).

Other Key Campus Areas
Campus-wide preparation is the key to an organized,
effective, safety-focused, and medically informed process
of reopening. Although student health services will play
an important role, this effort will require the ongoing
engagement of executive leadership (president/chancellor,
provost, vice president of student affairs/campus life,
other senior leaders) and the oversight and coordination of
the institution’s COVID-19 planning and response
committee described in the ACHA Guidelines: Preparing
for COVID-19.
While all areas of the college/university will require
adjustments upon resuming operations, several key areas
outside the classroom, such as housing, dining, athletics,
and recreational sports, will require additional
consideration.

Housing
Depending upon the size of the college/university, its
residential housing inventory, and on-campus residency
requirements, thousands to tens of thousands of students
may live and dine on campus during periods of full inperson instruction. Students congregate, study, and
socialize in these on-campus residential settings. Students
often reside with two or more individuals per living space,
with roommates from different parts of the country and
world. In such settings, there will frequently be a mixture
of individuals from low COVID-19 transmission areas and
high-transmission areas living in a single space.
Clearly, it is difficult to maintain full physical distancing
in on-campus housing, and even modified guidelines may
be difficult to achieve. Considerations to decrease the risk
for exposure within traditional residence halls, campus
apartments/suites, campus fraternity/sorority houses, and
other on-campus housing arrangements, include:

• Single resident per room and ideally per bathroom (if
possible). This may be feasible only if the
college/university has a limited number of students
on campus for in-person instruction. When shared
bathrooms are used, define the type and frequency of
cleaning.
• Requirement of personal face coverings in common
areas.
• Frequent reminders of proper hand hygiene (verbally,
posters, videos) with hand sanitizer widely available
in common areas and rooms.
• Enhanced cleaning in all common areas and hightouch surfaces, consistent with enhanced cleaning
practices of other non-residential areas such as
academic buildings. Custodial workers should be
provided appropriate PPE and training consistent
with their duties. See CDC guidelines for cleaning
and disinfecting facilities (available at
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html).
• Widely shared/posted information in common areas
about COVID-19 prevention. CDC provides
communications resources such as posters, videos,
and more at https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/communication/index.html. Posted information
should be updated as appropriate or with significant
changes.
• Training on public health measures and
signs/symptoms of COVID-19 for all live-in
professionals, graduate hall directors, residence
advisors (RA), and others in similar roles.
• Restrictions on events and social activities as per
current physical distancing guidance. Reconfiguring
seating in common areas to ensure proper physical
distancing. Establish allowable occupancy and
develop plans to monitor and enforce.

• Restrictions on building access by non-residents,

including outside guests, non-residential staff, and
others. These restrictions may not apply to some
people, such as personal care attendants for students
with disabilities.

Students with medical conditions such as asthma,
diabetes, immunosuppressive drug therapy including
chronic systemic corticosteroid treatment, heart disease,
HIV, and morbid obesity are at high risk for COVID-19
illness and complications. The IHE must address whether
these high-risk individuals should return to residence halls
and other on-campus housing in the early phases of
reopening the campus or later.
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Housing/residence life, custodial, and other support staff
are frequently on-call and are often the first responders to
the needs of residential students. They need access to PPE,
appropriate exercise and break opportunities, defined
work schedules with time off as appropriate, and access to
psychological/counseling support.
Isolation and Quarantine
Inevitably, a residential student will contract or be
exposed to COVID-19 and will require isolation or
quarantine. Campuses must proactively identify
appropriate residential spaces and reserve those spaces in
the event of needed isolation or quarantine of a student(s).
If on-campus housing is nonexistent, unavailable, or
unfeasible, the college/university should identify offcampus options for the isolation and quarantine of
residential students. It is unreasonable to expect IHEs to
provide on-campus isolation and quarantine housing for
students who live off campus, but it is recommended that
the IHE develop a plan for fielding requests for
isolation/quarantine housing for off-campus students.
Ideally:
• A protocol should be made available to all
individuals involved in the management of isolation
spaces and its procedures.
• The isolation and quarantine rooms should be
physically separated from other residential student
rooms.
• The rooms should have private bathroom facilities
and be stocked with a thermometer, sanitizing wipes,
tissues, soap, hand sanitizer, and toiletries.
• Spaces should be labeled externally with appropriate
signage that states restricted access (e.g., “Private
Quarters” or “Authorized Personnel Only”) but does
not state the reason for the restricted access due to
concerns about potential for stigma and FERPA/
HIPAA violations. Any signage decisions should be
reviewed with college/university general counsel.
Minimally, a select group of individuals within
housing/residence life, campus safety, and facilities
should be aware of the rooms used for isolation.
• Adequate numbers of rooms should be pre-identified
to accommodate an increase in need. CDC may later
provide guidance on adequate numbers of rooms;
if/when that guidance is released, these ACHA
recommendations will be updated.
•

Student health services staff should remotely monitor
students on a daily basis (temperature checks and
symptom screening) and transfer to an on- or off-

campus site for a clinical evaluation if symptoms
advance or the patient requests.
• For students on the campus meal plan, dining
services should arrange food delivery in collaboration
with housing/residence life staff. Student affairs or
campus life, in collaboration with housing/residence
life staff, could arrange for the purchase of a campus
meal plan or coordinate meal delivery for those
students who have not purchased the campus meal
plan.
• Counseling services and/or the office of spiritual and
religious life should be available remotely to students
in isolation or quarantine as needed.
• To the degree possible, students should continue
academic activities remotely or be provided with note
takers.

• A team of designated student affairs/campus life staff
should be appropriately trained and on call to assist
students with their personal needs (medication
pickup, delivery of hygiene supplies, etc.).

• Transportation is made available to and from the
location if medical care is needed.
• Custodial and maintenance staff and live-in
professionals are provided with and required to wear
appropriate PPE (as per CDC guidelines) when
cleaning or entering isolation and quarantine spaces
(available at https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/hcp/infection-control-faq.html).
All IHEs may not have the resources to meet each of these
ideal recommendations but at a minimum should assess
their capability to provide these accommodations for
residential students in isolation or quarantine.
Many of these guidelines were developed in collaboration
with the Association of College and University Housing
Officers-International (ACUHO-I). Please visit the
ACUHO-I website at https://www.acuho-i.org/covid19 for
additional COVID-19 resources for residence life
administrators and staff.

Dining
On-campus dining services share many similarities with
restaurants, but there are also a number of important
differences that potentially impact the risk of COVID-19
transmission. In most campus dining services, students
(faculty, staff, and visitors) queue up to enter, choose food
options, and pay with cash, credit/debit cards or meal
cards. Dining areas are often large and chaotic, with
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closely spaced tables and chairs and both sustained and
episodic interpersonal interactions. As a result, significant
changes will likely be necessary to institute physical
distancing and other infection prevention and control
measures. If a campus chooses to partially or fully resume
campus dining services, they should consider:
• Requiring all dining facility staff to wear face masks
and gloves at all times while working and interacting
with the public.
• Providing custodial services with appropriate PPE for
cleaning and disinfecting common, non-clinical
spaces as per CDC guidelines (available at:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html).
• Requiring employees to follow infection prevention
guidelines including:


Staying home when ill.



Practicing physical distancing whenever
possible at work.



Practicing proper hand hygiene.



Avoiding touching the eyes, nose, and mouth
with unwashed hands.



Cleaning and disinfecting frequently touched
surfaces throughout the workday.



Undergoing temperature checks prior to shift.

• Requiring all customers/diners to wear face masks or
coverings while in the facility. Since an individual
cannot eat and drink while in a mask, masks should
be worn during movement in the facility and can be
removed when sitting and dining. This further
emphasizes the need for physical distancing of
patrons and additional discussions of providing only
takeout options during the initial phases of reopening.
• Limiting the number of individuals dining in a single
facility at one time. The number should be chosen
with the goal to achieve appropriate physical
distancing of diners. Possible approaches include:

• Eliminating buffet-style self-serve food or beverage
stations and replacing with staff-served meal stations.
• Providing a bagged take-out meal option at every
meal. Consider kosher, vegetarian, vegan, and glutenfree options, as requested or appropriate to the
customer base.
•

Arranging food delivery to students in isolation or
quarantine.

Athletics
Many colleges/universities have hundreds of students
participating in intercollegiate (varsity) sports. The novel
COVID-19 virus presents a high risk of transmission in
athletic settings due to frequent physical contact, potential
for aerosolization during exercise, fomites (shared towels,
water bottles, athletic equipment, balls/pucks), and the
potential physical effects of over-training and dehydration
on disease resistance.
Student athletes are first and foremost students. Athletics
and sports medicine programs must ensure department
policies, procedures, and communications regarding
COVID-19 align with institutional, CDC, federal, state,
tribal, territorial, or local public health guidelines and
requirements.
In preparation for a partial or full resumption of
intercollegiate athletics activities, including practice and
competition, athletics and sports medicine programs
should consider the following:
Creation of an Athletics COVID-19 Action Team:
Team members could include:
• Athletic director or designee.
• Head athletic trainer or designee.
• Head team physician or designee.
• Coaching representative.
• Strength and conditioning representative.
• Student health services representative.
• Counseling services representative.
• Student athlete.

Access control: once the target number is
reached, patrons are only allowed to enter when
another customer leaves.

• University crisis management/emergency
preparedness representative.



Cohort dining: established dining times
admitting a specific group of customers/diners.

• Health care system (academic medical center or local
health care system) representative.



Physically spaced (6-foot) floor markers for
waiting lines outside and inside the facility.



Appropriately spaced and limited numbers of
tables and chairs per table.
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• Other potential ad hoc or advisory group
representatives could include those from: recreation
services, public health, facilities management,
custodial services, compliance offices; equipment
services; health promotion and well-being services,
nutrition/dining services, housing, academics, human
resources, campus safety, and athletic
conference/governing bodies.
Creation of an Athletics and Sports Medicine COVID19 Action Plan: This plan is a living document that is
developed, reviewed, and updated by the Athletics
COVID-19 Action Team and includes:

• Pre-participation screening and evaluation of student
athletes:


Consider addition of pre-participation questions
regarding COVID-19 diagnosis, recent or
current illness suggestive of COVID-19,
exposure, current restrictions (isolation or
quarantine), and/or current symptoms.



Carefully review each athlete for the presence of
underlying health conditions that places the
individual at higher risk for COVID-19.



Consider further evaluation of a student athlete
based upon their questionnaire and
recommendation of team physician or student
health or primary care provider. Ensure onsite
access to appropriate PPE in the event of a
concerning student athlete questionnaire or
screening.



Consider staggering pre-participation screening
(rather than a single “mass screening event”),
perhaps by team or by individual athlete
appointments, to ensure physical distancing
during waiting and examinations and allow
cleaning of exam spaces between athletes.



Understand that scheduling changes could
impact the immediate availability of individual
athletes or teams upon return to campus.



At the time of publication of these guidelines,
the question of COVID-19 testing of all
intercollegiate athletes or other at-risk groups
(noted on page 2) has not yet been settled.
Given the current limitations of testing
technology and interpretation of the results, it is
clear that even a combination of testing for both
infection (nucleic acid or antigen testing) and
immunity (serologic or antibody testing) cannot
provide a comprehensive picture of the safety of
the student athlete "herd." There will also be
questions about the need for repeated testing and
how often. IHEs and athletics programs are
advised to continue carefully monitoring the
recommendations of CDC, public health
authorities, and professional organizations
moving forward.

• Guidelines developed in conjunction with the campus
COVID-19 planning and response committee
regarding:


Personal protective equipment (PPE) and
training for athletic trainers and custodial staff,
including donning and doffing procedures.



Adequate availability of recommended PPE.



Recommended approach to Basic Life Support
(BLS), resuscitation, and automated external
defibrillator (AED) use in a student
athlete/staff/spectator/patient with possible
COVID-19.

• An assessment of the potential for COVID-19
transmission in each sport (e.g., individual vs. team
sports; contact vs. non-contact sports; major spectator
vs. limited spectator sports). Consider a phased return
to athletics participation based on potential risk of
transmission in each sport. Areas for consideration
should include:


Sport-related impediments to personal
distancing, which is unavoidable in many sports
(e.g., wrestling, football, soccer, basketball, and
other contact sports) and less common in others
(e.g., golf, individual swimming events with
appropriately spaced lanes, singles tennis).



Ball transfer during practice and competition
(e.g., volleyball, basketball, soccer,
baseball/softball, etc.).



Needs and feasibility of appropriate cleaning
and disinfection in shared apparatus sports (e.g.,
gymnastics).



The difficulty/feasibility of “policing physical
distancing” among spectators, even in a very
small crowd and whether it is a task that
athletics staff are able/willing to undertake.

• Safe transition/acclimatization to athletic activity.
Review adherence to NCAA governing body and
sports medicine consensus recommendations for
transition and acclimatization to activity following
extended inactivity periods.
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• Physical distancing principles in athletics. Consider
recommendations for physical distancing in:


Athletics training room and other sports
medicine health care facilities.



Athletics locker rooms.



Strength and conditioning facilities (including
weight rooms). Will need to evaluate the
spacing of equipment and use of a “sanitation
station” at each equipment/exercise site so that
cleaning can take place between each athlete,
either by staff or the user.



Team meeting rooms.



Athletics academic areas.



Athletics dining areas.



High volume communal areas in athletics
facilities, including spectator areas (“the
stands,” arenas, and stadiums).

• Recommendations for virtual team activities (e.g.,
team meetings). Whenever possible, these virtual
activities should include athletes, coaches, and staff
currently separated due to high-risk conditions,
illness, or travel restrictions.
• Recommendations on use of personal face coverings
(or surgical masks) in the athletics setting (including
training rooms and sports medicine settings) that are
consistent with CDC guidelines.
• Recommendations for non-touch temperature check
prior to practice, training, and competition.
• Recommended steps in the transport, assessment, and
testing of student athletes or staff with potential
COVID-19 illness.
• Isolation and quarantine guidelines for student
athletes:


Guidelines should be consistent with campus
and CDC guidelines and procedures (see
Housing recommendations).



Many student athletes live together in groups
(e.g., off-campus apartments and houses), which
may present issues for isolation and quarantine
of individuals and groups.



Include contingency plan for onset of illness
and/or exposure during athletics-related travel
and competition.

• CDC guidelines for disinfecting non-emergency
vehicles in the event of transport of an individual
with diagnosed COVID-19 or a person under
investigation (PUI) (available at
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/community/organizations/disinfectingtransport-vehicles.html).
• Implementation of an athletics “shared
responsibility” infection prevention plan, including:

•



Individual personal conduct consistent with
prevention guidelines.



Signage about prevention based on CDC,
campus, and other recommendations.



Hand sanitation stations (soap and water or 60%
alcohol-based rub/hand sanitizer).



Annual prevention education and training for
student athletes and staff.

Guidelines for custodial services on appropriate
techniques and PPE (as per CDC guidelines) for
cleaning and disinfecting common, non-clinical
spaces (available at:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html).

• Guidelines for both athletic trainers and custodial
services on appropriate techniques and PPE (as per
CDC guidelines) for cleaning and disinfecting
training room and sports medicine health care spaces,
including terminal cleaning (available at:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/hcp/infection-control-faq.html).
• Travel considerations: sports medicine staff should
follow federal, state, local, and institutional public
health recommendations related to screening and
testing of student athletes and staff following team,
work-related, and individual travel.


Considerations include travel to community or
international “hot spots” and sports involved
(contact vs. non-contact sports, team vs.
individual sports).



Sports medicine staff should provide guidance
regarding whether the proposed travel is
appropriate given the current stage of the
pandemic, potential isolation and quarantine
measures that could arise as a result of the
travel, and additional screening that may be
required as a result of the travel.
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• Contingency plans for illness, isolation, or quarantine
of athletic trainers and other sports medicine staff.
Consider minimum athletic trainer staffing levels for
the safe continuation of team training and
competition activities.
Provision of COVID-19 and infectious diseases
education and training for athletics staff, including
athletic trainers, coaches, strength and conditioning
professionals, administration, facilities management, other
departmental staff, and student athletes. The Athletics
COVID-19 Action Team should recommend the timing
(prior to return to campus) and continuing need
throughout the academic year(s). The training should
include:

• Provide COVID-19 and infectious diseases education
for recreation staff (professional and student),
faculty, and instructors. Training should include:


Details of COVID-19 signs, symptoms,
evaluation, testing, course of illness, and
transmission.



Infection prevention and control concepts and
procedures.



Individual personal conduct and hygiene.



The important personal and institutional
responsibility to protect the health and safety of
all students, faculty and staff, including
maximizing efforts to protect recreation,
intramural, and club sport participants from
COVID-19.

• Details of COVID-19 signs, symptoms, evaluation,
testing, course of illness, and transmission.
• Infection prevention and control concepts and
procedures, including physical distancing, avoiding
contact with ill individuals, and institutional
screening procedures (if any).
• Individual personal conduct and hygiene.
Many of these guidelines were developed in collaboration
with the National Athletic Trainers Association
Intercollegiate Council for Sports Medicine (NATAICSM). For more college and university resources, visit
the NATA website at https://www.nata.org/professionalinterests/job-settings/college-university/resources.

• Assess recreation and sports programs for their
potential for COVID-19 transmission (e.g., individual
vs. team sports; high intensity workouts with possible
enhanced risk for aerosolization). Consider a phased
return of sports and recreation programs based upon
potential risk of transmission in a given activity.
• Consider informing the campus community,
including parents, about COVID-19 prevention steps
being taken by the recreation department. Be sure to
carefully craft and vet any communications going to
all or part of the campus community (see guidance
under “Communications Plan”).

Recreational Programs, Facilities, and
Club/Intramural Sports

• Require the use of personal face masks by coaches,
instructors, recreation staff, and participants.

Most campuses have recreation centers for students,
faculty, and staff, and many include multiple and/or
extensive indoor and outdoor (e.g., fields) facilities.
Thousands of students participate in club and intramural
sports, fitness classes and activities, aquatics, and other
opportunities for physical activity. Research has shown
positive effects of exercise on the immune system and
many chronic diseases (including diabetes, obesity, and
heart disease) that place individuals into higher risk
groups for COVID-19. Exercise also has positive impacts
on psychological well-being. However, these recreation
centers and programs carry many of the same enhanced
COVID-19 transmission risks that are potentially present
in varsity sports and local health clubs. Therefore,
recreation programs and services should:

• Employ physical distancing measures in:

• Align recreation services policies, procedures, and
communication guidelines with institutional
guidelines and CDC, federal, state, tribal, territorial,
or local public health guidelines and requirements.



Locker rooms



Strength and conditioning facilities (e.g., weight
rooms, cardio areas). As with athletics, consider
the use of a “sanitation station” at each
equipment/exercise site so that cleaning can take
place between each athlete, either by staff or the
user.



Fitness and wellness classes.



Lounge areas.



Indoor and outdoor recreation facilities.

• Consider options to limit the maximum number of
people in the facility with access control, use-byappointment, or other measures.
• Consider starting or continuing to offer virtual
recreation classes.
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• Feature signage about COVID-19 prevention (based
on CDC, campus, or other recommendations)
throughout the facilities.
• Increase the availability of hand sanitation stations
(soap and water or 60% alcohol-based rub/hand
sanitizer) throughout the facilities, especially in high
touch areas (elevators, stair rails, turnstiles).
• Provide custodial services, athletic trainers, personal
trainers and fitness instructors with guidelines for
appropriate techniques and PPE (as per CDC
guidelines) for cleaning and disinfecting common,
non-clinical spaces, including recreation venues and
equipment (available at:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html).

Elements of Effective Messaging and
Communication
Most or all IHEs have experience in crisis
communications, and the basics of the approach will serve
them well as they communicate about partial or full
reopening in the face of the COVID-19 crisis.
Effective crisis messaging:
• Has unified content.
• Is consistent and reflects brand identity.
• Addresses the intended audiences’ needs and (if
appropriate) is delivered in multiple languages.
• Is appropriate in tone to the urgency of the
communication. Calmness, confidence, and
compassion should be evident in the message.

Many of these guidelines were developed in collaboration
with National Intramural-Recreational Sports Association
(NIRSA), Leaders in Collegiate Recreation. For more
information about COVID-19 resources for recreational
services professionals and their campus colleagues, visit
the NIRSA website at https://nirsa.net/nirsa/covid19/.

• Resides on a single, easily accessible landing page on
the institution’s website.

Communications Plan

• Is delivered through multiple platforms (website,
social media, email, etc.).

Regardless of size, a college/university must develop a
communications plan when reopening the campus. Given
the high stakes associated with reopening any IHE during
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, it becomes vitally
important to carefully craft and vet all communications to
the campus community. Communications must convey the
institution’s confidence in the information, contain the
institution’s brand identity, send a unified message, and
align with the core mission and values of the IHE.
The campus COVID-19 planning and response committee,
a communications sub-committee, or the central
communication/public relations team should oversee all
messages, including messaging from the SHS. Student
health, counseling, and health promotion/well-being
leadership should engage early and often with the
communications oversight group, as well as senior campus
leadership, as they develop health and wellness
messaging.
Information must always be credible, trustworthy, and up
to date. Ideally, any document containing medical,
science-based, epidemiologic and/or infection prevention
and control messages should be reviewed by an individual
with appropriate credentials or expertise. Information and
recommendations will continue to evolve rapidly, and it is
crucial to “get the science part right” in all
communications.

• Is timely, transparent, and clear.
• Is updated frequently and dated to reflect this timing.

• References additional resources (e.g., website, hot
lines, FAQs for additional information).
• Is assessed and adjusted as necessary.
While there are many issues to consider for
communication pieces, it can be helpful to address the
basics of “Who, What, When, Where, Why, and How.”
Who is the targeted audience?
• All students or only a subset of students (e.g., only
undergraduates, only health science students, only
student athletes)?
• The entire campus community, including faculty and
staff?
•

Students and parents?

• Trustees?
• Alumni?
• Local hospitals, health department, urgent care
clinics?
• Visitors to campus—visiting teams, prospective
students, visiting scholars and faculty, vendors,
conference attendees, etc.?
• Off-site partners, community service facilities,
internship locations?
• Local and national media via a press release?
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The level of parental concern about COVID-19 will be
extraordinarily high when the campus reopens. Including
parents in key messaging is an excellent strategy to
address their concerns and can be accomplished by
inclusion in the main message or via a parent-targeted
version. The most effective approach will vary
significantly depending upon the target audience.
What is the purpose of the message?
• Define the main message. Including too many key
points into a single communication piece makes it
overly complex and long, which risks reader fatigue,
inattention, and loss of the message.
• Limit to three or four main messages per
communication piece. For example, the key messages
could be “We will continue to do in-person care,
telehealth, and telemental health once the campus
reopens;” “This is how to access care during and after
office hours;” and “For questions, here is how you
contact us.” If you also need to communicate about
physical distancing in classrooms, residence halls and
dining facilities, it is likely to be more effective in a
separate message.
• Each message should include contact information for
email and phone follow-up. Ensure staff are prepared
to respond to concerns in a timely manner.
When should the message be sent?
• Some events will call for immediate notification of
your audience(s), such as a sudden resurgence of
COVID-19 illnesses on your campus.
• Urgent/important messages (e.g., a message in
response to tragedy, such as the death of a
community member) should be templated in advance,
so that the language can be crafted, appropriately
vetted, and available for immediate use.


The health services team should consider
drafting key messages now for review and
approval so they can be delivered to the campus
in an orderly and timely manner.



The campus should consider developing a plan
in advance for communicating about active
cases as well as the death of a student, faculty,
or staff member from COVID-19.

• Communications regarding policies, procedures, and
strategies can be planned and scheduled for release
more deliberately.

• Important messages should not be sent in the late
evening, at night, or on Friday afternoon. Typically,
questions regarding the communication will arise,
and it is important to have someone available to
respond.
Where will this message be housed?
Whether the message is an email, video, or press release,
it should be featured in a format and location most readily
accessible to the target audience, such as the campus
website or social media sites.
Why is this message being sent?
Communications will serve several purposes including:
• To delineate action steps the IHE is taking to
progressively reopen the campus.
• To share important safety measures.
• To describe specific approaches/instructions for
subsets of the campus population (e.g., residential
students, student athletes, health sciences students).
• To reassure the message’s recipients.
How will feedback and questions be addressed?
• Some messages, particularly those delivered urgently,
may create a flurry of responses from the community,
parents, and the media.
• Designate spokespersons in key areas to respond to
media and individuals to answer phone and email
inquiries using standardized and evidence-informed
responses.
• Consider proactively engaging media (including
campus, student, and local media), and prepare for
contact from national press and communications
organizations.
• Frequently asked questions (FAQs), or perhaps even
recently asked questions (RAQs), can provide
helpful, quickly accessible predetermined responses
and should be posted prominently on the IHE’s
webpage.
• It is difficult to manage inaccurate information and
rumors, particularly those circulating on social
media. While some IHEs monitor key sites for
misinformation and malicious content, many have
concluded that the task is simply too big and social
media is impossible to control. It is, however, worthy
of discussion with the communications team.
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• As the campus reopens, consider hosting monthly inperson or virtual leadership updates or town hall
meetings. These updates could occur with greater
frequency (weekly or bi-weekly) as conditions
warrant. The president/chancellor, provost, or
member of the COVID-19 response team could lead
these sessions on emerging topics and continue to
emphasize that the health and safety of the campus
community is their highest priority.

International Travel
Currently, guidelines regarding international travel are
very simple: Avoid all nonessential travel globally. This
is detailed in the U.S. State Department’s Level 4 Global
Do Not Travel Advisory
(https://travel.state.gov/content/travel.html) and the CDC
Level 3 Global Travel Health Notice to avoid all
nonessential travel
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/travelers/index.html).
Looking ahead to that time when international travel for
IHE constituents resumes on a broader scale, protecting
the health of the individual traveler as well as campus and
local communities is of paramount importance. The
following elements should be considered for all travelers
embarking on IHE-related international travel, including
students, faculty, and staff. These recommendations are
based on current information and will be updated as the
global COVID-19 situation evolves.
• Frequent, detailed communication among all
involved parties is essential.
• Detailed travel plans and purposes should be fully
disclosed prior to travel.
• All IHEs should establish comprehensive institutionwide policies regarding international travel
recommendations, restrictions, and requirements for
both outgoing and incoming travelers.


Policies should pertain to all IHE-related
persons (students, faculty, and staff) who are
planning international travel or returning from
international travel.



Policies should be created collaboratively by
appropriate parties (e.g., student health services,
administration, office of international programs,
risk management, and general counsel, as well
as the state, tribal, territorial, or local health
departments as appropriate).



Policies should be easily accessible, well-known
to all affected parties, and enforceable.



Due to the variability of the global COVID-19
situation, policies should be reviewed regularly
and revised as appropriate.

• Current, reliable, relevant resources must be provided
to travelers prior to travel.
• A travel registry must be established for all
international travel.
• Plans for reliable intra-travel communication and
ability to identify travelers' locations is vitally
important and must be in place prior to travel.
• Pre-travel orientations are essential and should
contain current and relevant safety and health
information, including emergency procedures.
• Greater consideration should be given to pre-travel
health screenings due to health risks of the COVID19 pandemic.
• Appropriate health insurance should be mandatory
for all travelers, including adequate evacuation
coverage. IHEs should carefully review the details of
insurance policies to ensure adequate coverage for
planned activities as well as absence of pandemic
exclusions.
Students, faculty, or staff who have been traveling
internationally and are planning to re-enter the campus
environment:
• Should be encouraged or required to communicate
their intentions with identified contacts at their
institutions in order to receive critical relevant
information well in advance of their anticipated
return.
• Must follow state, tribal, territorial, and local health
department recommendations and requirements.


At this time, this includes quarantine at home
for 14 days, checking temperature twice a day,
monitoring for onset of symptoms of COVID19, and maintaining contact with the appropriate
health department as directed.



Directories of local (and tribal) health
departments:
https://www.cdc.gov/publichealthgateway/healt
hdirectories/healthdepartments.html



CDC returning traveler guidelines:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/travelers/after-travel-precautions.html
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International Students, Faculty (Including
Visiting Faculty), and Staff Who Are
Incoming to or Present on Campus

knowledge and resources to inform new international
travel guidelines will emerge in the coming months, and
ACHA will offer updates as appropriate.

There are many complex variables at play for our
international students and colleagues planning travel in the
ever-evolving global COVID-19 situation.

Conclusion

• It is crucial to inform our international students and
colleagues of relevant, reliable, and current travel
health and safety resources and to encourage the
serious consideration of current recommendations
prior to travel.
• Every international student, faculty, and staff
member is in a unique situation, which warrants
individually tailored recommendations.
• All new or returning international travelers should
refer to CDC returning travelers guidelines and
review CDC’s “Travelers Prohibited from Entry to
the U.S.” (available at
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/travelers/from-other-countries.html).
• Existing international students, faculty, and staff
currently at an IHE in the U.S. who are considering
travel to their home countries should review global
travel restrictions as noted by the U.S. State
Department and CDC (see above and in Resources).
• Faculty and staff contemplating travel with
subsequent return to the U.S. to continue IHE studies
or work must seriously consider:


Current COVID-19 travel health risks and the
possibility of significant unexpected changes in
risks during their travels.



Potential for abrupt disruption, cancellation, or
other serious complications of planned return to
the U.S. due to the COVID-19 pandemic.



Rapidly changeable re-entry restrictions
(including at any intermediate points in
itinerary).

International travel is an evolving situation. Most IHEs
in the U.S. have canceled or prohibited international travel
for any university-related reasons through August 2020.
Fall study abroad programs and research-based travel are
being scrutinized at an individual institutional level, and
many have thus far postponed making definitive decisions.
Incoming international students, faculty, and staff are
faced with a multitude of uncertainties as well, and
challenges and uncertainties abound in both host and
home institutions and countries. Considering the multitude
of unknown factors involved with this pandemic,

COVID-19 has changed the health and safety of our
nation and our college campuses dramatically. Easing the
mitigation and physical distancing restrictions too soon
will offset the progress we are starting to see in the U.S.
and may precipitate an increase in spread of the virus,
cause unnecessary deaths, overwhelm health care
facilities, and prolong the economic crisis. Until specific
and effective therapies and vaccines are available and
widely used, campuses may need to continue to loosen or
reinstate public health control measures throughout the
pandemic.
A careful risk assessment and staged approach is needed
to balance the benefits and potential harms of adjusting
these measures, so as not to trigger a resurgence of
COVID-19 cases and jeopardize the health and safety of
the campus community.
Colleges and universities should implement incremental
steps based on testing, surveillance, contact tracing, and
the health care and campus infrastructure ability to handle
a surge in order to lessen physical distancing. Changes
should be guided by local, state, and regional data for both
the state in which the IHE resides and nationally.
Understanding and considering the preparedness levels of
the community and the campus and marshaling the IHE’s
considerable teaching, research, and student development
expertise and resources will be critical to the success of
resuming campus operations and mitigating the potential
spread of the virus.

Resources
White House Guidelines—Opening Up America Again:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/Guidelines-for-Opening-UpAmerica-Again.pdf
IDSA Policy and Public Health Recommendations for
Easing COVID-19 Distancing Restrictions:
https://www.idsociety.org/contentassets/9ba35522e0964d
51a47ae3b22e59fb47/idsa-recommendations-forreducing-covid-19-distancing_16apr2020_final-.pdf

American Psychological Association Practice
Resources in Response to COVID-19:
https://www.apaservices.org/practice/clinic
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American Counseling Association, Counseling in a time
of COVID-19: https://www.counseling.org/knowledgecenter/mental-health-resources/trauma-disaster/mentalhealth-professional-counseling-and-emergencypreparedness

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Association: https://www.samhsa.gov/coronavirus
Mental Health America:

https://mhanational.org/covid19#ForMentalHealthProvide
rs

COVID-19 Task Force: Reopening
Guidelines Committee
These guidelines were developed by the Reopening
Guidelines Committee, part of ACHA’s COVID-19 Task
Force. A special thanks to the committee members: Jean
Chin, MD, MBA, FACP, FACHA (Task Force and
Committee Chair); Deborah Beck, MPA, EdD; Michael
Deichen, MD, MPH; Catherine Ebelke, PA-C, CTH; Mike
Huey, MD, FACHA; Cheryl Hug-English, MD, MPH; and
Sarah Van Orman, MD, MMM.

American College Health Association:
https://www.acha.org/COVID-19

Higher Education Mental Health Alliance (HEMHA)
College Counseling from a Distance: Deciding Whether
and When to Engage in Telemental Health Services:
http://hemha.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/HEMHADistance-Counseling_FINAL2019.pdf

International Travel and COVID-19:
CDC Travel : https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/travelers/index.html
U.S. State Department Travel:
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/internationaltravel.html
Many additional travel health related resources in
ACHA Connect Travel Health Forum library (members
only).
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Appendix A
Suggested Campus and Community Criteria in a Phased Opening Approach

Community
• Downward trajectory of ILI and COVID-19lik syndromic surveillance within a 14-day period.
• Downward trajectory of documented cases or percentage of positive tests (with flat or increasing volume of tests)
for 14 days.
• Hospitals able to treat all patients without crisis care.
• Robust testing capacity in community including screening and contact tracing for symptomatic individuals.

Campus-Specific
• Downward trajectory of ILI and COVID-19 syndromic surveillance within a 14-day period.
• Downward trajectory of documented cases or percentage of positive tests (with flat or increasing volume of tests)
for 14 days.
• Minimal cases of community transmission (no known source) in student population.
•

Containment capabilities (See “SHS Preparation”).
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Athletics
Contingency Plan 1 – Fall classes begin with social distancing expectations
The College of Coastal Georgia Department of Athletics will follow all USG, NAIA, The Sun
Conference and campus policies with respect to conducting practice and competition for the
Fall 2020 season and beyond. The practice start date for all sports, will be Saturday, August 15.
Competition for all sports except football will begin September 5 (providing 3 weeks of practice
prior to competition).
1. Financial implications (See Appendix A1 – Athletics Working Group Needs.xlsx)
a. The most significant impact to athletic finances and operations would be the suspension or
refund of any portion of student athletic fees that make up 85 – 90% of total athletic
department revenue. This would significantly and adversely affect athletic scheduling,
scholarships, and staffing. If the region’s financial situation doesn’t recover rapidly, it is unlikely
that any losses could be made up by fundraising.
b. The athletic training department will need to purchase and have on hand an ample supply of
cleaning and sanitation materials, newly installed sanitation stations, possibly require extensive
use of PPE and other items necessary for testing, screening of athletes and departmental staff.
None of these purchases are accounted for within the athletic budget. These equipment and
materials would need to be purchased from another funding source. It is difficult to estimate
associated costs at this time. As of this report, we anticipate 103 student-athletes to start
classes in Fall 2020. If it were to require $50 to $100/student-athlete to provide adequate PPE
and sanitization supplies, an additional $5,000 to $10,000 would be needed, and these funds
are not included in the current athletics budget. The financial support for PPE’s and sanitation
supplies needs to be provided from another funding source. While the health and safety
expenses are not yet known, at least a portion of those expenses would be directly related to
the number of student-athletes practicing and competing on campus. These costs above are
very rough estimates. The expenses should be revised and updated as the actual requirements
for cleaning and sanitization equipment and supplies become clear.
c. Travel costs could increase depending on social distancing requirements during travel or any
increase in the cost of accommodations especially if room rates increase due to limits on hotel
occupancy.
d. Costs for supporting team cleanliness and sanitation (laundry and stringent disinfecting)
during travel could increase. See paragraph b. above.
e. Increased requirements for sanitation and health protocols may place additional strain on
the department’s only athletic trainer. The athletic trainer may require additional assistance to
comply with all guidelines, policies and procedures. This could require another part time staff
assistant. This assistant would likely spend up to 12 hours per week for 30 weeks during the
academic year at $30 to $40 per hour resulting in an estimated additional expense of $12,000.
As with the PPE above, these funds are not included in the current athletics budget and would
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need to be provided from another funding source. As above, the impact on staff needs to be
revised and updated as the actual effect of increased cleaning requirements become clear.
2. Initial return of athletes to campus
a. The volleyball team is the only fall-season sport sponsored by Coastal Georgia. Since the
NAIA will allow practice to begin on Saturday, August 15, the eleven (11) volleyball studentathletes living on campus will begin to move-in on Wednesday, August 12, or as soon as the
residence halls are open. This will permit these student-athletes to complete pre-participation
physical evaluations; and other required activities before beginning practice. A detailed movein plan for volleyball student-athletes will be coordinated with the Office of Housing and
Residence Life and will align with the plans included in the Student Life section of this
document.
b. All other student-athletes will return to campus in staggered manner in accordance with the
move-in plans established by Residence Life staff.
c. The return of international student-athletes is being coordinated with Student Life and
Residence Life. Eighteen (18) student-athletes are international students from eleven (11)
different countries. International students returning from outside the US must quarantine for
14 days. Of the 18 international student-athletes, 9 remained in the US after March 2020.
These students will not need to be quarantined. Another five (5) will quarantine off campus
when they return. We believe only four (4) student-athletes will need to quarantine on campus
when they return. All international students should return on or before August 1 in order to
complete their quarantine in time to start classes on August 17.
Residence Life will reserve up to five (5) rooms in Coastal Place Apartments for international
student-athletes who need to be quarantined. The student-athletes who are quarantined will
be required to pay for their room and board during the quarantine period. A detailed transition
plan for international student-athletes (and international students) will be defined in
cooperation with the Office of Housing and Residence Life and will align with the plans included
in the Student Life section of this document.
3. Practice scenarios
a. Practices must comply with all guidelines provided by the GDPH, the Governor’s COVID-19
Task Force, the Governor’s office, USG, NAIA, TSC and the College.
b. Practices can occur only if residence halls and dining services are operational.
c. The TSC has specified protocols for all institutions for practice and competition, see
Appendix A2. Appendix A3 gives more details about how we will implement those protocols.
4. Competition activities with or without spectators
a. We anticipate that competition can occur with spectators. In accordance with TSC policy, no
spectators will be allowed contact with either athletes, game staff or the official party from the
visiting team. Appendices A3 and A4 provide details about how competitions will be conducted
with spectators.
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b. The TSC has developed conference-wide protocols for student-athletes and spectators.
These protocols include screening of all athletes, officials and game staff prior to practices and
competitions, cleaning procedures, team travel, communication, and fan interaction, see
Appendix A2.
c. The TSC is developing sport-specific protocols for the conduct of competition in each sport.
These protocols are in draft form and will be reviewed and approved by the conference
Directors of Athletics before competition begins.
5. Travel arrangements:
a. Competition and travel could also be affected if suitable transportation (charter bus), lodging
or meal arrangements could not be made. As above, competition might end or might occur
only at the campus site, and practices might be allowed to continue.
b. Student-athletes and coaches will be required to wear masks while traveling whenever
suitable social distancing cannot be maintained within the vehicle.
c. Roommate assignments while traveling will be made that maintain the same roommates as
in the residence halls whenever possible.
6. Other Considerations for Athletic Operations
a. COVID-19 Education: Prior to arriving to campus all student-athletes will be sent information
about COVID-19 policies and procedures. Once athletes are on campus our Head Athletic
trainer will provide additional updates and information in meetings with individual teams.
Other updates will be provided as needed through follow-up meetings and electronic messages.
Additionally, student-athletes, coaches and staff will participate in other educational and
informational activities in conjunction with Student-Life, Residence Life and Human Resources.
b. Athletic Facility Utilization:
1.) Coastal Georgia Athletics has offices and meeting rooms in the Howard Coffin
Building. Department staff will comply with campus guidelines for the use of these classrooms
and common areas in the Coffin Building for team meetings, see Academics & Outreach
Appendix AO1.
2.) Appendices A3 and A4 outline the procedures for spectators who attend athletic
events. Howard Coffin Gym is the only indoor athletic facility on campus (volleyball, men’s and
women’s basketball). All other Coastal Georgia athletic facilities for both practice and
competition (tennis, softball and golf) are outdoors. Spectators will be required to wear masks
in Howard Coffin Gym and in outdoor venues when social distancing is not possible.
3.) Coastal Georgia team locker rooms will be viewed as a shared residence, similar to
that in the residence hall, in that social distancing practices and wearing masks is not expected
within a team’s locker room. Student-athletes are expected to adhere to appropriate behaviors
related to the prevention of COVID-19, including cleaning their lockers and adjoining spaces. In
accordance with TSC COVID-19 policy, visiting team locker rooms and officials’ locker rooms will
be cleaned and sanitized before and after visiting teams and officials use the locker rooms, see
Appendix A2. After each competition in the gym, visiting teams will be allowed to use the
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shower facilities in the public locker rooms in Coffin Gym. Officials will use the shower facilities
in the officials’ locker rooms. All of these shower facilities will need to be cleaned and sanitized
before and after each use. Shower facilities may also be needed for visiting tennis teams after
competition. The Department of Athletics will notify and coordinate with Plant Operations for
the schedule for use of officials’ and visiting locker rooms and showers.
4.) Plant Operations staff will provide cleaning and sanitation of offices, classrooms,
common areas and restrooms in accordance with institution standards given in Student Life
Appendix SL5. The Head Athletic Trainer will be responsible for overseeing cleaning and
sanitation of the Athletic Training room, home team locker rooms and the team areas of the
gym during practices and competition. The Head Athletic Trainer will instruct coaches and
student-athletes on cleaning procedures for athletic equipment and gear. The Head Athletic
Trainer will oversee and spot-check the cleaning of team equipment and gear. Additional
cleaning and sanitization will be required for the east side spectator stands in Coffin Gym.
Additional Plant Operations staff, equipment and materials may be needed to clean the
spectator seating area after competitions in the gym. Cleaning of the area of the west side of
the gym used by teams and game staff will be accomplished by the Department of Athletics.
5.) Campus Recreation has specified policies and processes for use of Mariner Rec
facilities including the Fitness Center and the Brig. These policies are given in the Campus
Recreation section of Contingency Plan 1 of the Student Life section in the Return to Campus
Planning document. Coaches and staff should coordinate with Campus Recreation staff for
planning team training and conditioning in these facilities to ensure that occupancy guidelines
are met.
c. In the Event of a COVID-19 Positive Test:
1.) If a student-athlete or coach fails a COVID-19 screening protocol, he or she will
immediately suspend athletic activity, be masked and isolated from others. If the individual
subsequently tests positive for COVID-19, he or she will follow the protocol outlined for
students and employees in Student Life Appendix SL8, paragraph 3E. The student-athlete or
employee will be returned to full status in accordance with campus policies and standards.
2) The College will implement enhanced cleaning in all common areas (e.g. lobbies,
laundry rooms) and on high-touch surfaces, consistent with enhanced cleaning practices of
other non-residential areas such as academic buildings. Custodial staff will receive appropriate
PPE and training consistent with their duties to accomplish the enhanced cleaning.

Contingency Plan 2–Fall classes begin fully online
Contingency Plan 3–Classes and operations must go to an online format for a
period of time during the semester
The following scenarios have been considered, all of which assume that the College complies
with relevant procedures and policies from the University System Office, the Governor’s office,
the Governor’s COVID-19 Task Force, GDPH, the NAIA, and TSC:
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•

Scenario 1: Fall classes begin fully online

In this situation, the assumption is that students will not have returned to campus at the
regularly scheduled starting date in August 2020. If so, no athletic activities will begin.
•

Scenario 2: Fall classes have started on campus but must transition to an online learning
format sometime during the term. Students are allowed to remain in the residence halls.

It is assumed that most, if not all, student-athletes will remain on campus, since residential and
dining services will continue operations. If permitted, student-athletes will continue to practice
and compete as allowed by the NAIA, TSC, and USG. Contingency 1 considerations would apply
for this scenario.
•

Scenario 3: Fall classes have started on campus but must transition to an online learning
format sometime during the term. Students are not allowed to remain in the residence
halls.

This situation is similar to what occurred in March 2020. All athletic activities will cease, and
student-athletes will vacate campus, unless Housing and Residence Life guidelines allow for
exemptions or exceptions on a case-by-case basis.
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College of Coastal Georgia
Appendix A1 - Athletics Working Group Needs

Initials

Item Description

WBC
WBC
WBC
WBC
WBC

Various PPE
Various screening and sanitation materials
*Lost student athletic fees (10% fewer students enr
Travel cost (unknown at this time)
Personnel (Hire 1 PT ATC)

Quantity

Cost per Item

100
100
350
1
1

* - The Student Athletic fee is $175/semester for each full time student

50.00
50.00
350.00
10,000.00
12,000.00

Total Cost

Availability

5,000.00 unknown
5,000.00 unknown
122,500.00
10,000.00
12,000.00
-

Brief Descr of Purpose of Need
(unless obvious)

Provide personal protection
Provide sanitation and COVID screening for athletes
The most significant impact to athletic finances and operations would be the suspension or refund of any portion of student athletic fees that make up 85 – 90% of total athletic department revenue
If social distancing is required, we may incur cost for additional buses, hotel rooms, etc.
The athletic trainer may require additional assistance to comply with all guidelines, policies and procedures

Sun Conference COVID-19 Return to Play Guidelines
June 9, 2020
1. Screening Procedures
● All student athletes are recommended to obtain COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing
prior to participating in any team activities.
● All student athletes should be screened prior to team practice or competition,
including documented temperature checks.
● At minimum, screening shall include temperature checks and a symptom-based
questionnaire
○ The current threshold for body temperature is 100.4 degrees
○ The conference will develop a standard screening questionnaire to be used
● Any student-athlete that does not pass a screening test should be isolated
immediately and shall not participate in any further team activity until he/she
obtains clearance from a medical professional.
○ If at another campus, the individual(s) should remain isolated from others
and wear a mask at all times.
● All screening prior to competitions should be conducted by qualified and objective
personnel. No team personnel or other staff may be present during testing.
● All officials and game operations staff must pass screening prior to beginning
his/her duties for the event.
2. Cleaning Procedures
● All institutions are required to supply detailed plans for daily cleaning of facilities
per CDC recommendations. This should include patient interaction measures.
● All institutions must submit a sport-specific plan for each sponsored sport detailing
cleaning procedures when hosting an event.
● Cleaning agents must be specified within each submitted plan to ensure EPA
approved products are being utilized

● All institutions are required to utilize a cleanliness indicator in any areas used by
visiting teams (i.e. signage). Any visiting team space (locker - room, team room,
etc.) must be disinfected the day of the visiting team arrival and access restricted.
3. Institutional Travel
● Event times should be considered flexible to eliminate overnight stays for traveling
teams as much as possible.
● All members of the travel party should be screened by qualified personnel prior to
departing campus. Anyone not meeting standard screening approval should not
be allowed to travel with the team and should be directed to medical professionals
for potential diagnostic testing.
● Upon arrival student athletes should be screened by qualified and objective
personnel using a conference approved thermometer.
● Traveling institutions must provide water bottles for their team.
4. Communication
● Each institution must have a designated a primary point of contact for COVID-19
issues related to the Sun Conference (AD, Head Athletic Trainer)
● Host institutions are required to reach out to visiting institutions with specific
instructions related to safety within the competition.
● Both teams are required to supply an official team party roster that indicates these
individuals have been cleared for participation through all governing screening
procedures.
● Where possible, traveling teams should notify host institution staff of its total travel
party number upon departure.
● Any institution that has a student athlete that tests positive are required to
immediately notify any potential contacts in the previous 14 days and in the
coming 7 days.
5. Fan Interaction
● Policy on allowing of spectators shall be the decision of the host institution.

● In the event that spectators are allowed, the host institution shall be responsible
for ensuring any and all spectators do not come into contact with the official party
for either team at/inside the athletic venue prior to, during, and after the contest.
6. International Students
● All student-athletes travelling from outside the United States must be in
compliance with governing international travel laws as well as those set by the
student’s institution.
Note: Due to frequently changing information and guidance from health professionals,
these policies are subject to change at any time.

Enrollment Management
SCENERIO 1 ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-2021 START FALL 2020 – RETURN TO CAMPUS
WITH LIMITED SOCIAL DISTANCING
RECRUITMENT STRATEGY
The Office of Admissions serves as the entry point into the College of Coastal Georgia for all
student types. Our mission is to identify, attract, and enroll students while providing
outstanding customer service to both internal and external constituents. Operating within a
two-pronged structure, the recruitment function allows us to provide on- and off- campus
informational sessions; gives tours of campus to prospective students, school groups, and
special guests; attends high school, regional, and national college fairs; communicate through
email, phone, text and print collateral; distribute recruitment materials to prospective
students and guidance/career counselors; counsel transfer, adult-learner, non-traditional and
military students about admission pathways; support local high schools by having scheduled
office hours on their campuses hosts daily tours, open house events, and yield events.
Markets
Utilizing historical admissions and enrollment data, National Student Clearinghouse Data, and
ACT data, the College recruits students from specific market territories and from specific
classification types. Under normal operating guidelines, this will continue with no disruption to
our recruitment tactics in our primary, secondary, and tertiary markets.
Campus Visits and Tours
Information sessions and tours will continue to be conducted Monday – Friday at 9 AM and 11
AM and on Friday’s at 2 PM. Special caution will be taken to make sure students have the
opportunity to space out and participate in tours in small groups. Tours will be limited to no
more than 7 - 10 families at a time. Group tours will continue on a regular schedule. Interest
Meetings about specialized programs will be conducted in person. Campus events and open
houses will proceed as designed, allowing the Office of Admissions to connect students with the
campus community including academic departments, student services, student organizations.
In order to provide alternatives for students, virtual information sessions will be hosted weekly
– both for freshmen and transfer students in order to provide options for students to visit
campus without traveling to campus. Under this scenario, masks will be required in accordance
with University System of Georgia guidelines.
Communications
The Office of Admission functions within a traditional funnel that dictates the communication
flow. A student’s location within the funnel dictates what type of communication they will
receive. Coastal Georgia will be able to continue all forms of communications under this plan as
designed and our multi-pronged communication plan will be fully functional across all student
types and recruitment territories. This includes the execution of our prospect, applicant, and
admitted student plans as well as wide-scale campaigns. These will be conducted via telephone,
text message, email, printed mail, and in-person communications. Students will also be able to

schedule an appointment with their counselor virtually.
Territory Management
Regardless of campus operations status and social distancing guidelines, many recruitment
functions will be determined by our external constituents- as high schools, school districts,
community based organizations, and professional associations/services will dictate events
offered. In light of this, the Office of Admissions will execute our recruitment strategy to its
fullest potential shall a return to campus with limited social distancing be available.
Recruiter Safety
Training will take place to ensure recruiters are utilizing best practices on how to maintain a safe
environment while on the road. If allowed to visit high schools, recruiters should be prepared to follow the
guidelines established by the school in addition existing CDC, DPH, and institution guidelines. Recruiters will
be provided necessary items to maintain a safe environment while on the road (hand sanitizer, face
coverings, cleaning supplies, etc.). If high school visits are not possible, schools will be made aware of
virtual alternatives.
Outcomes
Our outcomes will be measured through tracking in our CRM, Argos Reports, Data Dashboards,
Territory Management reports, etc. While all aspects of recruitment are measured (events,
communications, territory management, open rates, advertising- impressions and click rates),
final metrics are based on the number of applicants, admits, and enrolled students as it relates
to defined enrollment goals by territory and student type.
Costs
In order to execute our recruitment strategy under this plan, additional supplies needed will be
minimal. The Office of Admissions and the campus departments involved with on-campus
events will make additional efforts to ensure that areas are clean and sanitized prior to (and
after) each visit, event, or information session. Likewise, recruitment staff will take measures to
limit contact and utilize hand sanitizer when possible when recruiting in their territories.
ADMISSIONS STRATEGY
The Office of Admissions serves as the entry point into the College of Coastal Georgia for all
student types. Our mission is to identify, attract, and enroll students while providing
outstanding customer service to both internal and external constituents. Operating within a
two-pronged structure, the admissions operation function allows us to intake and process all
documents and data points required for admission and registration; collect registrations for
new student orientation and assist in determining tuition classification and lawful presence for
all new students.
Document Collection
The primary functions to be carried out will the completion of admissions applications, in-take
of required documents, and processing of admissions decisions. Students will be encouraged

to submit documents electronically. All information regarding applicants is kept in Banner
Student Information Systems, Xtender Document Imaging, and Radius CRM.
Document Imaging
Under normal operating procedures, documents are collected electronically, by mail, via fax,
and in-person. Please refer to our website for official documents and required method of
collection. During normal operating procedures with limited social distancing, all applications
and credentials will be digitized into our imaging system, optimizing the review process.
Communications Plan
The Office of Admissions has the ability to communicate with students via phone, email, or text,
regardless of whether or not they are working remotely or in the office. Normal operations will
continue during this scenario.
Office Phones & Staffing
The Office of Admissions will handle all calls as normal, between regular operating ours of 8 AM
and 5 PM, Monday – Friday. The phones will be answered by admissions staff members and
student assistants. Staffing will continue at full-level with all staff members reporting during
normal operating hours. Social distancing and face coverings will be required in accordance
with University System of Georgia guidelines. Appointments can also be made virtually with
admissions counselors.
Outcomes
Our outcomes will be measured in a variety of ways. Measurement includes tracking through
our CRM, Argos Reports, and Data Dashboards. As part of the admissions operations, quality
control and performance indicators are tracked utilizing specialized reports that detail the
number of applications received and processed, documents received and processed, changes to
applicant files, etc. Like recruitment, final metrics are based on the number of applicants,
admits, and enrolled students as it relates to defined enrollment goals by territory and student
type.
Costs
In order to execute our admissions strategy under this plan, minimal supplies will be needed in
terms of additional supplies. The Office of Admissions and the campus departments involved
with on-campus events will make additional efforts to ensure that areas are clean and sanitized
as prospective students interact with our office. The Admissions Office and other enrollment
related offices including Financial Aid, Business Office, Registrar’s Office, and student health will
take steps to ensure sanitized and safe working space with proper equipment needed to
protect students and staff.

SCENERIO 2 - CONTINGENCY PLAN 1 FALL CLASSES BEGIN WITH SOCIAL DISTANCING EXPECTATIONS
RECRUITMENT STRATEGY
The Office of Admissions serves as the entry point into the College of Coastal Georgia for all
student types. Our mission is to identify, attract, and enroll students while providing
outstanding customer service to both internal and external constituents. Operating within a
two-pronged structure, the recruitment function allows us to provide on- and off- campus
informational sessions; gives tours of campus to prospective students, school groups, and
special guests; attends high school, regional, and national college fairs; communicate
through email, phone, text and print collateral; distribute recruitment materials to
prospective students and guidance/career counselors; counsel transfer, adult-learner, nontraditional and military students about admission pathways; support local high schools by
having scheduled office hours on their campuses hosts daily tours, open house events, and
yield events.
Markets
Utilizing historical admissions and enrollment data, National Student Clearinghouse Data, and
ACT data, the College recruits students from specific market territories and classification types.
Under a plan that requires social distancing, this will continue with minimal disruption to our
tactics in our primary, secondary, and tertiary markets. The main areas of change will be tours
and territory management.
Campus Visits and Tours
Information sessions and tours will continued to be conducted Monday – Friday at 9 AM and
at 11 AM and Friday’s at 2 PM. This will increase tour opportunities from 6 to 11 throughout
the week. However, limited participants will be allowed at each session. The additional times
will be offered in order to keep groups small and allow for distancing during the tours. Tour
groups will be altered to allow for maximum social distancing. This will be done by limiting
the indoor spaces in which tours can visit, utilizing handicap touchless doors when possible,
and utilizing more outdoor spaces for the tours. Sessions will be limited to no more than one
family with a maximum of four guests at a time. Pending demand and tour guides available,
tours will be increased to two or three families if there is a tour guide available for each family
and a classroom available to properly space guests for the tours. Guests will receive a
confirmation email with instructions regarding the requirements as it relates to social
distancing and use of masks as the University System of Georgia (USG) institutions will require
all faculty, staff, students, and visitors to wear an appropriate face covering while inside
campus facilities/buildings where six feet social distancing may not always be possible. Face
covering use will be in addition to and is not a substitute for social distancing. Face coverings
are not required in campus outdoor settings where social distancing requirements are met.
Anyone not using a face covering when required will be asked to wear one or must leave the
area. Reasonable accommodations may be made for those who are unable to wear a face
covering for documented health reasons.

Group tours will not be offered during this scenario. Additionally, information sessions will be
conducted virtually at 2 PM in order to allow prospective students unable or uncomfortable
to visit campus and the opportunity to connect with an admissions counselor.
Interest Meetings will be conducted in person but in larger classrooms to allow for distancing.
Campus events and open houses will proceed but with modifications to allow for social
distancing and less participants. This will require attention in regards to the cleaning and
sanitation of campus facilities prior to and after each event. Face coverings will be required at
all times while guests are inside campus facilities/buildings where six feet social distancing may
not always be possible. By limiting the number of individuals in classrooms and utilizing more
spaces, this will also require academic departments and student service departments to offer
sessions at more times during college open houses and other recruitment events. Browsing
sessions will be reduced or eliminated and tour routes will be altered to allow for maximize
social distancing and less time inside of buildings. In order to account for smaller numbers,
more events will be offered throughout the year.
Communications
The Office of Admission functions within a traditional funnel that dictates the communication
flow. A student’s location within the funnel dictates what type of communication they will
receive. Coastal Georgia will be able to continue all forms of communications under this plan as
designed and our multi-pronged communication plan will be fully functional across all student
types and recruitment territories. This includes the execution of our prospect, applicant, and
admitted student plans as well as wide-scale campaigns. These will be conducted via telephone,
text message, email, printed mail, virtually, and in-person communications.
Territory Management
Regardless of campus operations status and social distancing guidelines, many recruitment
functions will be determined by our external constituents- as high schools, school districts,
community based organizations, and professional associations/services will dictate events
offered. It is our expectation that under this scenario, recruitment within our target areas will
be limited as our external constituents are expected to limit events in order to minimize face
to face interaction. In light of this, the Office of Admissions will execute our recruitment
strategy to its fullest potential shall a return to campus with limited social distancing be
available. In this scenario, it is likely that many college fairs will be cancelled or done virtually.
Additionally, more college fairs and visits will be conducted virtually and technology will need
to be utilized to allow Coastal Georgia to position ourselves in an appropriate manner to
successfully attract and recruit students to the institution. Coastal Georgia will modify our
tactics to meet these trends.
Recruiter Safety
Training will take place to ensure recruiters are utilizing best practices on how to maintain
a safe environment while on the road. If allowed to visit high schools, recruiters should be
prepared to follow the guidelines established by the school in addition to existing CDC,

DPH, and institution guidelines. Recruiters will be provided necessary items to maintain a
safe environment while on the road (hand sanitizer, face coverings, cleaning supplies, etc.).
Recruiters will be required to wear face covering in facilities/buildings where six feet social
distancing may not always be possible. If high school visits are not possible, schools will be
made aware virtual alternatives.
Outcomes
Our outcomes will be measured through tracking in our CRM, Argos Reports, Data Dashboards,
Territory Management reports, etc. While all aspects of recruitment are measured (events,
communications, territory management, open rates, advertising- impressions and click rates),
final metrics are based on the number of applicants, admits, and enrolled students as it relates
to defined enrollment goals by territory and student type.
Costs:
In order to execute our admissions strategy under this plan, supplies and an investment in
technology will be needed. The Office of Admissions and the campus departments involved
with on-campus events will make additional efforts to ensure that areas are clean and sanitized
as prospective students interact with our office. More custodial staff will be needed to clean
classrooms and campus facilities on special event days. It will be necessary for The Admissions
Office and other enrollment related offices including Financial Aid, Business Office, Registrar’s
Office, and Student Health will be required to take steps to ensure sanitized and safe working
space with proper equipment needed to protect students and staff. Technology needed will
include a platform for virtual tours (potentially YouVisit) and the utilization of pre-existing
technology to conduct more meetings and sessions online to limit student’s interaction on
campus. Additional licenses and services may be needed to maximize impact during recruitment
activities. Additionally, travel funding will be repurposed and utilized for the design and mailing
of printed materials to be mailed will be needed to execute the communications plan, across
multiple departments for prospective students, will be required.
ADMISSIONS STRATEGY
The Office of Admissions serves as the entry point into the College of Coastal Georgia for all
student types. Our mission is to identify, attract, and enroll students while providing
outstanding customer service to both internal and external constituents. Operating within a
two-pronged structure, the admissions operation function allows us to intake and process all
documents and data points required for admission and registration; collect registrations for
new student orientation and assist in determining tuition classification and lawful presence for
all new students.
Document Collection
The primary functions to be carried out will the completion of admissions applications,
in-take of required documents, and processing of admissions decisions. Students will be
encouraged to submit documents electronically. All information regarding applicants is

kept in Banner Student Information Systems, Xtender Document Imaging, and Radius
CRM. This will continue under an online/remote work scenario. One staff member will
be required to report to the office to collect documents received via mail and fax.
Communication will be increased to encourage students to submit required information
through electronic exchange services, email, or online.
Document Imaging
Under normal operating procedures, documents are collected electronically, by mail, via fax,
and in-person. Please refer to our website for official documents and required method of
collection. During normal operating procedures with limited social distancing, all applications
and credentials will be digitized into our imaging system, optimizing the review process.
Communications Plan
The Office of Admissions has the ability to communicate with students via phone, email, or text,
regardless of whether or not they are working remotely or in the office. Normal operations will
continue during this scenario.
Office Phones & Staffing
The Office of Admissions will handle all calls as normal, between regular operating ours of 8 AM
and 5 PM, Monday – Friday. The phones will be answered by admissions staff members and
student assistants. In order to allow for social distancing, ½ of the office staff will work remotely
(with a potential for a rotating schedule or flex scheduling) to allow a safe distance for
employees.
Outcomes
Our outcomes will be measured in a variety of ways. Measurement includes tracking through
our CRM, Argos Reports, and Data Dashboards. As part of the admissions operations, quality
control and performance indicators are tracked utilizing specialized reports that detail the
number of applications received and processed, documents received and processed, changes to
applicant files, etc. Like recruitment, final metrics are based on the number of applicants,
admits, and enrolled students as it relates to defined enrollment goals by territory and student
type.
Costs
In order to execute our admissions strategy under this plan, software will be needed to help
with enrollment offices that have transactional interactions with students. A queuing system
will be needed to control lines and ensure proper social distancing. The Office of Admissions
and the campus departments involved with on-campus events will make additional efforts to
ensure that areas are clean and sanitized as prospective students interact with our office. The
Admissions Office and other enrollment related offices including Financial Aid, Business Office,
Registrar’s Office, and student health will take steps to ensure sanitized and safe working space
with proper equipment needed to protect students and staff.

SCENERIO 3 - CONTINGENCY PLAN 2 - FALL CLASSES BEGIN FULLY ONLINE
RECRUITMENT STRATEGY
The Office of Admissions serves as the entry point into the College of Coastal Georgia for all
student types. Our mission is to identify, attract, and enroll students while providing
outstanding customer service to both internal and external constituents. Operating within a
two-pronged structure, the recruitment function allows us to provide on- and off- campus
informational sessions; gives tours of campus to prospective students, school groups, and
special guests; attends high school, regional, and national college fairs; communicate through
email, phone, text and print collateral; distribute recruitment materials to prospective students
and guidance/career counselors; counsel transfer, adult-learner, non-traditional and military
students about admission pathways; support local high schools by having scheduled office
hours on their campuses hosts daily tours, open house events, and yield events.
Markets
Utilizing historical admissions and enrollment data, National Student Clearinghouse Data, and
ACT data, the College recruits students from specific market territories and from specific
classification types. Under a contingency plan that requiring classes to be online, our
recruitment tactics will change to a fully virtual platform in our primary, secondary, and tertiary
markets.
Campus Visits and Tours
Information sessions will be hosted virtually Monday – Friday at 10 AM and Friday’s at 2 PM.
Instead of in person tours, we will direct students to our virtual tour. Group tours will be
cancelled during this plan. Interest Meetings will be conducted virtually through Microsoft
teams. Campus events and open houses will be replaced by live events on social media, virtual
counseling opportunities, virtual interest and information sessions, etc. This will require
increased participation from all areas of campus- enrollment offices, student services, academic
support, and academic departments. An increase in online sessions and connecting students
with the campus community is vital to our continued enrollment goals.
Communications
The Office of Admission functions within a traditional funnel that dictates the communication
flow. A student’s location within the funnel dictates what type of communication they will
receive. Coastal Georgia will be able to continue all forms of communications under this plan as
designed and our multi-pronged communication plan will be fully functional across all student
types and recruitment territories. This includes the execution of our prospect, applicant, and
admitted student plans as well as wide-scale campaigns. These will be conducted via
telephone, text message, email, printed mail, and in-person communications.
Territory Management
If the campus is on a schedule that requires remote work and no travel, the Office of
Admissions will execute our recruitment strategy to its fullest potential via virtual college fairs,

panels with high schools, virtual meetings with students and counselors, etc. In this scenario, it
is likely that most college fairs will be cancelled and funding originally designated for travel
should be converted to online software platforms and an increase in mailed items. This will
require additional materials including the design and printing of mailed items. Coastal Georgia
will work to modify our tactics to meet these trends.
Outcomes
Our outcomes will be measured through tracking in our CRM, Argos Reports, Data Dashboards,
Territory Management reports, etc. While all aspects of recruitment are measured (events,
communications, territory management, open rates, advertising- impressions and click rates),
final metrics are based on the number of applicants, admits, and enrolled students as it relates
to defined enrollment goals by territory and student type.
Costs
In order to execute our recruitment strategy under this plan, and an investment in technology
will be needed. Technology needed will include a platform for virtual tours (potentially YouVisit)
and the utilization of pre-existing technology to conduct more meetings and sessions online to
limit student’s interaction on campus. Additional licenses and services may be needed to
maximize impact during recruitment activities. Additionally, more funding for the design and
mailing of printed materials to be mailed will be needed to execute the communications plan,
across multiple departments for prospective students, will be required.
ADMISSIONS STRATEGY
The Office of Admissions serves as the entry point into the College of Coastal Georgia for all
student types. Our mission is to identify, attract, and enroll students while providing
outstanding customer service to both internal and external constituents. Operating within a
two-pronged structure, the admissions operation function allows us to intake and process all
documents and data points required for admission and registration; collect registrations for
new student orientation and assist in determining tuition classification and lawful presence for
all new students.
Document Collection
The primary functions to be carried out will the completion of admissions applications, in-take of required
documents, and processing of admissions decisions. All information regarding applicants is kept in Banner
Student Information Systems, Xtender Document Imaging, and Radius CRM. This will continue under an
online/remote work scenario. One staff member will be required to report to the office to collect
documents received via mail and fax. Communication will be increased to encourage students to submit
required information through electronic exchange services, email, or online.
Document Imaging
Under normal operating procedures, documents are collected electronically, by mail, via fax,
and in-person. While most documents will move to an electronic format, one employee will be
required to be on campus to scan and batch documents in order for processing staff to index

them to student’s files.
Communications Plan:
The office has the ability to communicate with students via phone, email, or text, regardless of
whether or not they are working remotely or in the office. Normal operations will continue
during this scenario.
Office Phones & Staffing
The Office of Admissions will handle all calls as normal, between regular operating ours of 8 AM
and 5 PM, Monday – Friday. The phones will be answered by admissions staff members- even
with employees working remotely. As stated above, employees will be limited and only one or
two employees will be allowed in the admissions suite in order to carry out the critical functions
required to continue business. Employees who are in the office will be required to maintain
social distance and wear face coverings in accordance with University System of Georgia
guidance. Additional headsets will be required to allow employees working remote to best
communicate via phone with students.
Outcomes
Our outcomes will be measured in a variety of ways. Measurement includes tracking through
our CRM, Argos Reports, and Data Dashboards. As part of the admissions operations, quality
control and performance indicators are tracked utilizing specialized reports that detail the
number of applications received and processed, documents received and processed, changes to
applicant files, etc. Like recruitment, final metrics are based on the number of applicants,
admits, and enrolled students as it relates to defined enrollment goals by territory and student
type. In this scenario, additional focus will be put on timeliness of processing documents or
time from application to acceptance to ensure that there is minimal delay in processing.
Costs
Headsets may be needed to help with phone traffic within offices. Additional printed materials
may be needed to reach students via mail (in addition to other communication channels).

SCENERIO 4 - CONTINGENCY PLAN 3 – CLASSES AND OPERATIONS MUST GO TO AN ONLINE
FORMAT FOR A PERIOD OF TIME DURING THE SEMESTER
RECRUITMENT STRATEGY
The Office of Admissions serves as the entry point into the College of Coastal Georgia for all
student types. Our mission is to identify, attract, and enroll students while providing
outstanding customer service to both internal and external constituents. Operating within a
two-pronged structure, the recruitment function allows us to provide on- and off- campus
informational sessions; gives tours of campus to prospective students, school groups, and
special guests; attends high school, regional, and national college fairs; communicate through
email, phone, text and print collateral; distribute recruitment materials to prospective students
and guidance/career counselors; counsel transfer, adult-learner, non-traditional and military
students about admission pathways; support local high schools by having scheduled office
hours on their campuses hosts daily tours, open house events, and yield events.
Markets
Utilizing historical admissions and enrollment data, National Student Clearinghouse Data, and
ACT data, the College recruits students from specific market territories and from specific
classification types. Under a contingency plan that requiring classes to go online for a period
time, our recruitment tactics will change to a fully virtual platform during the designated
periods.
Campus Visits and Tours
While normal operating procedures with focus on social distancing will be planned, in the event
campus is closed and courses go online, instead of campus tours, information sessions will be
hosted virtually Monday – Friday at 10 AM and Friday’s at 2 PM. Instead of in person tours, we
will direct students to our virtual tour, with the goal of providing a more robust virtual tour
than currently available during the designated period. Group tours will be cancelled during this
plan. Interest Meetings will be conducted virtually through Microsoft teams. Campus events
and open houses will be replaced by live events on social media, virtual counseling
opportunities, virtual interest and information sessions, etc. or postponed given the projection
of campus closures. This will require participation from faculty, academic support, student
services, and student organizations.
Communications
The Office of Admission functions within a traditional funnel that dictates the communication
flow. A student’s location within the funnel dictates what type of communication they will
receive. Coastal Georgia will be able to continue all communications under this plan as
designed and our multi-pronged communication plan will be fully functional across all student
types and recruitment territories. We will require an increase in printed communications if we

move to a virtual platform, as we will need to use more mailed materials (and digital marketing)
to effectively attract and recruit students to the College.
Territory Management
If the campus is on a schedule that requires to move mid-semester to a remote work and no
travel, the Office of Admissions will execute our recruitment strategy to its fullest potential via
virtual college fairs, panels with high schools, virtual meetings with students and counselors,
etc. In this scenario, it is likely that college fairs will be cancelled and funding originally
designated for travel should be converted to online software platforms and an increase in
mailed items. Coastal Georgia will modify our tactics to meet these trends. An increase in fees
for virtual college fairs and events may be required.
Outcomes
Our outcomes will be measured through tracking in our CRM, Argos Reports, Data Dashboards,
Territory Management reports, etc. While all aspects of recruitment are measured (events,
communications, territory management, open rates, advertising- impressions and click rates),
final metrics are based on the number of applicants, admits, and enrolled students as it relates
to defined enrollment goals by territory and student type.
Costs
In order to execute our recruitments strategy under this plan, and an investment in technology
will be needed similar to the scenario above of recruitment being offered fully online.
Technology needed will include a platform for virtual tours (potentially YouVisit) and the
utilization of pre-existing technology to conduct more meetings and sessions online to limit
student’s interaction on campus. Additional licenses and services may be needed to maximize
impact during recruitment activities. Additionally, more funding for the design and mailing of
printed materials to be mailed will be needed to execute the communications plan, across
multiple departments for prospective students, will be required.
ADMISSIONS STRATEGY
The Office of Admissions serves as the entry point into the College of Coastal Georgia for all
student types. Our mission is to identify, attract, and enroll students while providing
outstanding customer service to both internal and external constituents. Operating within a
two-pronged structure, the admissions operation function allows us to intake and process all
documents and data points required for admission and registration; collect registrations for
new student orientation and assist in determining tuition classification and lawful presence for
all new students.
Document Collection
The primary functions to be carried out will the completion of admissions applications, in-take
of required documents, and processing of admissions decisions. All information regarding

applicants is kept in Banner Student Information Systems, Xtender Document Imaging, and
Radius CRM. This will continue if a move mid-semester to an online/remote work scenario.
Students will be encouraged to submit documents electronically. One staff member will be
required to report to the office during the designated time to collect documents received via
mail and fax. Communication will be increased during the designated time to encourage
students to submit required information through electronic exchange services, email, or online.
Document Imaging
Under normal operating procedures, documents are collected electronically, by mail, via fax,
and in-person. While most documents will move to an electronic format, one employee will be
required to report to work to scan and batch documents in order for processing staff to index
them to student’s files.
Communications Plan
The Office of Admissions will communicate with students via phone, email, or text, regardless
of working remotely or in the office. Normal operations will continue during this scenario.
Office Phones & Staffing
The Office of Admissions will handle all calls as normal, between regular operating ours of 8 AM
and 5 PM, Monday – Friday. The phones will be answered by admissions staff membersworking remotely.
Outcomes
Our outcomes will be measured tracking through our CRM, Argos Reports, and Data
Dashboards. As part of the admissions operations, quality control and performance indicators
are tracked utilizing specialized reports that detail the number of applications received and
processed, documents received and processed, changes to applicant files, etc. Like recruitment,
final metrics are based on the number of applicants, admits, and enrolled students as it relates
to defined enrollment goals by territory and student type. In this scenario, additional focus will
be put on timeliness of processing documents or time from application to acceptance to ensure
that there is minimal delay in processing.
Costs
Headsets may be needed to help with phone traffic within offices. Additional printed materials
may be needed to reach students via mail (in addition to other communication channels). In
order to execute our admissions strategy under this plan, software will be needed to help with
enrollment offices that have transactional interactions with students as social distancing will
likely be required with a return to campus after a time of moving online. A queuing system will
be needed to control lines and ensure proper social distancing. The Office of Admissions and
the campus departments involved with on-campus events will make additional efforts to ensure
that areas are clean and sanitized as prospective students interact with our office. The

Admissions Office and other enrollment related offices including Financial Aid, Business Office,
Registrar’s Office, and student health will take steps to ensure sanitized and safe working space
CO-CURRICULAR RETENTION STRATEGIES
As indicated in the Academics & Research section, the College has a clear plan for the continued
engagement in the Momentum Year and Momentum Approach efforts, and has identified steps
to address potential challenges for each of the scenarios under consideration. With advising,
and the various components of instructional support also addressed within Academic &
Research, the section below will focus solely in additional retention activities that are executed
in parallel to the work performed by the various student support services. The activities
indicated in each of the scenarios below correspond to the institutional framework of Retention
Campaigns (a structure designed to better conceptualize, design, track and evaluate retention
activities), and include: Academic Standing Campaign, Midterm Grades Campaign, Registration
Campaign, 15 to Finish, the Always Alert System, and the Mariner Success Crew.
ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-2021 START FALL 2020 – RETURN TO CAMPUS WITH
LIMITED SOCIAL DISTANCING
Under this scenario, the execution of retention campaigns would continue as scheduled for the
various stages of the term; for example, through the 15 to Finish campaign, a strong marketing
and communication campaign would be implemented to transmit to students and parents the
importance of enrolling in a full schedule. This communication would be followed by a
registration assessment where students not enrolled in 15 credits are contacted to see if they
can enroll in one more course that would take them to “Momentum level” (15 credits or more).
Similarly, other campaigns that are executed at different stages of the term would continue its
course with minimal challenges. Below you will find the challenges presented in the different
scenarios, and the plans to address them.

CONTINGENCY PLAN 1 FALL CLASSES BEGIN WITH SOCIAL DISTANCING EXPECTATIONS
As indicated above, campaigns like 15 to Finish, have a communication component that in some
cases may even include communication to parents. In this scenario, direct communication to
students or parents will be impacted by social distancing expectation, and will require a more
robust use of digital communication. To address these challenges, the institution is working on
strengthening its online presence by transforming the way in which we communicate our
services, into digital form (videos, educational modules, and by creating additional webpages).
It is important to recognize that the changes that are being implemented in preparation for
Contingencies 1, 2, and 3, will carry great benefits even we return to campus under conditions
similar to those of scenario 1. For example, all the videos that are currently being created, will
be great communication assets as we move forward under any scenario. Additionally, in
response to the transition to online instruction this semester, retention campaigns like the
Always Alert System became a new necessity, allowing faculty to do Always Alert referrals on
individual students week by week and that allowed the institution to be agile in responding to
cases of concern.
Additional identified challenges include:






Level of engagement of students and parents, if the ability to communicate face-to-face
to large groups becomes limited.
Level of engagement when performing academic interventions for students identified
through the Always Alert System, the Academic Standing Campaign, or the Midterm
Grades Campaign (each of these campaigns has a response protocol based on the
assessment of academic risk).
The registration campaign is closely tied to academic advising and will include the
challenges like
o Enforcement of face coverings policy
o Students waiting for appointments and contact with student workers.
o Supervision of social distancing for walk-in students.
o Cleaning/Disinfecting areas.
To address some of these challenges the institution plans to:




Transform the communication of information and services to a digital
format.
Use online platforms like Microsoft Teams, Skype, Blackboard Collaborate to
deliver individual and group sessions.
Implement local protocols to facilitate social distancing:
o Wear masks, provide hand sanitizer, and clean common areas

frequently.
o Utilize spare office for virtual meetings in the office.
o Insist students make appointments
o Add plexiglass screen at front desk, and plexiglass screens on advisor
desks.

CONTINGENCY PLAN 2 FALL CLASSES BEGIN FULLY ONLINE
Through the successful transition to online delivery this semester, the institution identified
various opportunities for improvement in the implementation of these retention campaigns.
From the lessons learned and identified best practices, the various protocols of response for
the campaigns have been strengthen, and we are in the process of streamlining communication
between the faculty and staff involved in the execution of the campaigns. As an example,
faculty and staff are quickly reacting to students identified at risk in the Always Alert System,
but we do not yet have a mechanism to seamlessly close the communication loop and inform
the faculty submitting the referral that someone is actively addressing the concern.
Similarly, with students unable to physically navigate through campus offices, tools like the
Mariner Success Crew became essential. First envisioned during the 2018 USG Advising
Academy, the Mariner Success Crew was created to give every student an individualized
support team that is easily reachable and that can quickly react to their needs. To increase the
cohesiveness of the support services, every student is now connected with at least 5 support
staff/faculty that assist them with various issues on campus. The crew includes their Academic
Advisor, Financial Support Advisor, Academic Support Advisor, Career Advisor, Campus Life
Advisor, and other advisors when applicable. With classes being fully online, the Mariner
Success Crew allows students to easily connect with any of their advisors with a simple click. If
the student clicks on any of the advisors, the portal will send an email notification to the
advisor and the student without the need of opening an email client. This will be an excellent
tool to help us address some of the challenges indicated below:





Sense of belonging and level of connection with support staff/faculty.
Ease of navigation of academic support services.
Level of engagement of students and parents, if the communication is
limited to online delivery.
Level of engagement when performing academic interventions for
students identified through the Always Alert System, the Academic
Standing Campaign, or the Midterm Grades Campaign.

To address some of these challenges the institution plans to:


Heavily promote the Mariner Success Crew as a mechanism for student to
stay connected with staff and faculty that can help them navigate their
collegiate experience.
 Transform the communication of information and services to a digital format.
 Use online platforms like Microsoft Teams, Skype, Blackboard
Collaborate to deliver individual and group sessions.

Cost:
There have been no additional costs identified related to these activities.

CONTINGENCY PLAN 3 CLASSES AND OPERATIONS MUST GO TO AN
ONLINE FORMAT FOR A PERIOD OF TIME DURING THE SEMESTER
Contingency plan 3 is also influenced by the opportunities for improvement identified in the
transition that occurred for the spring of 2020. As such it will also be guided by lessons learned
and the best practices implemented so far. Some of the challenges anticipated in this scenario
include:
 Level of engagement of students and parents, if the ability to communicate face-to-face
to large groups becomes limited.
 Level of engagement when performing academic interventions for students identified
through the Always Alert System, the Academic Standing Campaign, or the Midterm
Grades Campaign
 Change in communication protocols in the middle of the semester
To address some of these challenges the institution plans to:
 Heavily promote the Mariner Success Crew as a mechanism for student to stay
connected with staff and faculty that can help them navigate their collegiate experience.
The use of this tool at scale will ease any transition difficulties if the institution needs to
transition in the middle of the term
 Transform the communication of information and services to a digital format. Digital
materials like videos, webpages, and other online tools, can be made available
regardless of the mode of delivery, also reducing any stressors created by a transition.
 Use online platforms like Microsoft Teams, Skype, Blackboard Collaborate to deliver
individual and group sessions.

ORIENTATION AND WELCOME WEEK STRATEGIES
The mission of the College’s new student orientation program is to support student transitions
into the College community and equip students for success inside and outside the classroom by
providing a comprehensive on-boarding process. Consisting of two phases, Summer
Orientation and Anchor Days, the program objectives are designed to deliver information at
strategic times and ways so as not to overwhelm students with material. The Orientation
program serves as the centerpiece of the larger, more comprehensive slate of opening activities
for the entire campus. To that end, the following adjustments have been made to
accommodate contingency plans 1-3 for Fall 2020 planning purposes.
CONTINGENCY PLAN 1 FALL CLASSES BEGIN WITH SOCIAL DISTANCING
EXPECTATIONS
Orientation:
No matter the decision for Fall 2020, summer and fall-entry orientations have been converted
to a 2 phase, virtual and on-line format.




Phase 1 – NAVIGATE - Students will be given access to NAVIGATE, the College’s on-line
orientation module. In this game-based system, students will be led through a series of
informative videos and learning sessions, earn badges, solve a riddle, and be entered to
win a scholarship upon completion. Progress and completion rates will be tracked and
follow up will be made by the Academic Advising staff.
Phase 2 – Coastal Connection, Live – Students who have previously signed up for inperson orientation dates will be asked to join a live event, Coastal Connection, Live, on
those dates. Broadcasting from the campus, the event will feature a general welcome
from upper administration, break out groups with student leaders, and parent
information sessions. During these live meeting with orientation staff, new students will
be briefed about the campus’ safety plan for opening in the fall, including face coverings
being required, social distancing parameters in place, hand sanitizers/washing station
locations, classroom/residence hall accommodations, etc.

Check-In / Move-In:
Typically held the Saturday before the first day of classes (August 15 for Fall 2020), Check-In
coincides with residence hall move-in. Students and families typically visit one central location
where they take care of any outstanding enrollment or payment issues prior to checking into
the residence hall. For Phase 1, we will extend Check-In over eight days to accommodate social
distancing requirements in the Housing move-in plan. Representatives from essential offices
will be stationed in one location, and students/families will be moved from station to station as
needed with appropriate distancing at designated appointment times. Face coverings will be
required for all guests and pre-arrival communications and signage will remind them of the

policy. Staff who will work the check in process will wear PPE and portable plexiglas barriers
will be purchased to provide additional protection for these staff members. Training will take
place to ensure proper precautions are taken to protect both staff and students/guests.
Anchor Days:
Anchor Days is a high-energy, large group event that further indoctrinates students into the
Coastal Georgia campus culture. Typically, students are split into small groups and spend time
engaged in relationship building activities that are student led. To accommodate social
distancing, an individual, self-paced, scavenger hunt-type event has been planned that
integrates the campus app, QR codes, and a virtual check list for students to complete. A kickoff will be held for residential students on Sunday, August 16 where students will be assigned
times to attend to begin their event. Student staff will be provided face coverings, gloves, hand
sanitizer, and wipes and will be trained on social distancing protocol.
Weeks of Welcome (WoW):
Led by the Office of Student Life, the Weeks of Welcome is a programming series that
celebrates the opening of the semester, provides social engagement opportunities, and
connects students with on-campus resources. Typical events include Welcome Tents, Campus
Cookout, Campus & Community Resource Fair, Student Involvement Fair, movies, make-andtakes, informational programming, etc. While the schedule for this program is not usually set
until midsummer, a slate of events would be prepared and appropriate social distancing
parameters would be put into place to accommodate existing campus procedures. Students
and staff working the events will be provided face coverings and other PPE and trained on the
proper social distancing procedures for that particular event.
Cost:
Most of the additional costs for programming in this plan could be absorbed within the current
budget structures. There would be additional costs in terms of staff overtime for the Checkin/Move-in process and software to assist in line management (Qless).

CONTINGENCY PLAN 2 FALL CLASSES BEGIN FULLY ONLINE
Orientation:
As stated in Contingency Plan 1, no matter the decision for Fall 2020, summer and fall-entry
orientations have been converted to a 2 phase, virtual and on-line format.




Phase 1 – NAVIGATE - Students will be given access to NAVIGATE, the College’s on-line
orientation module. In this game-based system, students will be led through a series of
informative videos and learning sessions, earn badges, solve a riddle, and be entered to
win a scholarship upon completion. Progress and completion rates will be tracked and
follow up will be made by the Academic Advising staff.
Phase 2 – Coastal Connection – Students who have previously signed up for in-person
orientation dates will be asked to join a live event, Coastal Connection, on those dates.
Broadcasting from the campus, the event will feature a general welcome from upper
administration, break out groups with student leaders, and parent information sessions.

Check-In / Move-In:
Assuming students would not be allowed to move into the residence halls, the Check-In process
will be virtual in nature. In order to ensure students’ enrollment and financial documents were
complete, one week prior to opening, we would offer appointment times for students to join FA
and Bursar Counselors on a joint call to discuss their accounts. Students will have an opportunity
to “sign off” on their account and receive the “OK” from these offices to begin the semester.
Anchor Days:
Similar to Coastal Connection, a virtual version of Anchor Days will be designed to check in with
students. Small groups, led by Blue Crew student leaders, will engage students and connect
them with on-line student success resources (i.e. ATTIC, Writing Center, campus social media
pages they should follow, campus app, etc.).
Weeks of Welcome (WoW):
The Student Life team would adjust their model to deliver their programming virtually as the
format allows. Focus would still be placed on connection to campus and community resources
and opportunities for involvement and engagement.
Cost:
Most of the additional costs for programming in this plan could be absorbed within the current
budget structures. There would be additional costs in terms of staff overtime for the Checkin/Move-in process.

CONTINGENCY PLAN 3 CLASSES AND OPERATIONS MUST GO TO AN ONLINE FORMAT
FOR A PERIOD OF TIME DURING THE SEMESTER
Orientation:
No matter the decision for Fall 2020, summer and fall-entry orientations have been converted
to a 2 phase, virtual and on-line format.




Phase 1 – NAVIGATE - Students will be given access to NAVIGATE, the College’s on-line
orientation module. In this game-based system, students will be led through a series of
informative videos and learning sessions, earn badges, solve a riddle, and be entered to
win a scholarship upon completion. Progress and completion rates will be tracked and
follow up will be made by the Academic Advising staff.
Phase 2 – Coastal Connection, Live – Students who have previously signed up for inperson orientation dates will be asked to join a live event, Coastal Connection, Live, on
those dates. Broadcasting from the campus, the event will feature a general welcome
from upper administration, break out groups with student leaders, and parent
information sessions. During these live meeting with orientation staff, new students will
be briefed about the campus’ safety plan for opening in the fall, including face coverings
being required, social distancing parameters in place, hand sanitizers/washing station
locations, classroom/residence hall accommodations, etc.

Check-In / Move-In:
Depending on how the semester begins, a combination of Contingency Plans 1 or 2 will be used
to achieve this goal. In the event the semester begins online and students are allowed to move
onto campus at a later date, the Check-In process will not be necessary and Residence Life
would be responsible for executing their move-in process appropriately.
Anchor Days:
Depending on how the semester begins, a combination of Contingency Plans 1 or 2 will be used
to achieve this goal. In the event the semester begins online and students are allowed to move
onto campus at a later date, the Anchor Days objective will have already been achieved.
Weeks of Welcome (WoW):
Depending on how the semester begins, a combination of Contingency Plans 1 or 2 will be used
to achieve this goal. In the event the semester begins online and students are allowed to move
onto campus at a later date, the Weeks of Welcome objective will have already been achieved.
Cost:
There are no additional costs needed for Contingency 3 that have not been addressed in
Contingency 1 or 2.

